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INTRODUCTORY NOTE 

Article 10 of Regulation (EEC) Ho 729/70 on the financing of the common 
agricultural policy requires the Commission to send each year to the council 
and Parliament .. a financial report on the administration of the Fund during 
the preceding financial year and, in particular, on the state of its resources 
and the nature of this expenditure and the conditions under Which Community 
financing has been effected••. 

The present report covers the operations of the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF 
and the financing of community food aid for 1984. The Guidance Section is 
dealt with in a separate report. 

The Guarantee Section finances expenditure resulting from the common policy on 
agricultural markets and prices·. Under Articles 2 and 3 of 
Regulation (EEC) Ho 729/70, expenditure consists of refunds on exports to 
non-member countries to bridge the difference between community prices and 
world market prices and a wide range of market intervention measures designed 
to stabilize the agricultural markets (storage, product withdrawal, price 
compensation aids, guide premiums). 

H.B. This report was completed on 10 July 1985. 
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SUMMARY OF THE FOURTEENTH FINANCIAL REPORT 

EAGGF GUARANTEE SECTION 

A. Community financing of markets 

1. In 1984, as in 1983, the original appropriations of 16 542.9 million 
ECU proved insufficient and 1 833 million ECU in supplementary 
appropriations had to be adopted. This brought total appropriations 
available to 18 375.9 million ECU, including fisheries (42.9 m ECU). 

~ 

Total expenditure for the year was 18 346.4 million ECU, an amount 
Which includes the financial contribution of dairy farmers (- 749.2 m 
ECU), the recovery of disallowed expenditure following clearance of the 
1978 and 1979 accounts (- 25.5 m ECU) and various financial 
adjustments. Compared with the 1983 figure, i.e. 15 811.6 million ECU, 
total expenditure for 1984 showed a rise of 16~, much lower than the 
rate of increase for 1983 (27.5~). The more moderate increase in 
Community expenditure in 1984 results mainly from the fact that heavier 
costs for milk products, beef/veal, wine and olive oil were offset by 
lower payments for cereals and other products. 

2. A breakdown of expenditure according to economic type shows that the 
tendency for export refunds to decline in relative terms observed in 
previous years did not continue in 1984 (36~ of total expenditure as 
against 35~ in 1983). 

Expressed in absolute value, the increase in expenditure on refunds 
Which began in 1983 continued in 1984 (+ 19~), accounted for mainly by 
milk products, beef/veal and sugar, offset to some extent by a 
relatively important decrease in respect of cereals and rice in 
particular. 

The largest share of intervention expenditure, as in previous years, 
was accounted for by price compensating aids, which, in absolute value, 
continued to increase but at a considerably slower rate than in 1983 
(1984: + 2~- 1983: + 38~). However, they accounted for only 36~ of 
total expenditure in 1984 as compared with 41~ in 1983. Payments of 
this type show an increase in respect of olive oil and sheepmeat and 
goatmeat but a decrease in respect of rape, sunflower seed and milk 
products. 
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3. Intervention stocks (in terms of value) continued to grow in 1984 but 
at a slower rate than the previous year (+ 75~) between 
30 November 1983 (7 034 m ECU) and 30 November 1984 (8 751 m ECU), i.e. 
24~. This upward trend is to be seen in particular in stocks of 
beef/veal and, to a lesser degree, butter and olive oil. Whereas 
cereals stocks show a certain stability, those of milk powder and 
tobacco have decreased. SUgar was bought in to public stocks for the 
first time and rape stocks have once again built up. 

4. Although the increase in expenditure in·1984 was less than in 1983, the 
gross cost compared with the Community•s gross domestic product, Which 
showed a slight rise, continued to increase, rising from 0.61~ to 
0.66~. The net cost, i.e. net agriculture revenues, rose from 0.52~ in 
1983 to 0.57~ in 1984. 

B. cash situation and administration of appropriations 

Shortage of funds and cash-flow difficulties impelled the Commission to 
adopt a more restrictive approach to the granting of advance payments. As 
a result, the number of Guarantee section decisions has risen in this area. 

The annual rate of utilization of advance payments remained at a high 
level for all the Member States (99.8~), matching that recorded in 1983. 
By contrast, the average monthly rate of utilization of advance payments 
obtained by comparing the average funds available for the payment of 
monthly expenditure and the average funds available after such payments 
are made was 100.8~. This figure, Which is well above that recorded in 
1983 (90.7~) can be explained by the fact that, during the year, the funds 
placed at the disposal of the Member states around the 20th of each month 
to cover expenditure during the following month were utilized at once. 

Because of the scale of short-term changes in the market situation and the 
rate of payments in the Member states, particularly in respect of 
beef/veal, wine, olive oil, fruit and vegetables and,sugar, 
chapter-to-chapter transfers of appropriations had to be made for a total 
sum of 1 700 million ECU. 

The rate of expenditure on payments was very high throughout 1984, 
particularly during the first quarter, chiefly because of the deferment of 
certain items of expenditure from 1983 to 1984 (675 m ECU). 
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The volume of appropriations made available as a result of the 
supplementary and amending budget was not enough to cover financial 
requirements in full; consequently, payments amounting to around 
202 million ECU had to be deferred from 1984 to 1985. 

c. Investigations and irregularities 

In 1984, the Commission asked the Member States to organize ten special 
investigations mainly concerning sugar and beef/veal. It also decided to 
organize a specific investigation into the disposal of butter at reduced 
prices. 

The number of cases of irregularities notified by Member states under 
Articles 3 and 5 of Regulation (EEC) No 283/72, not including those 
concerning the milk non-marketing premium, totalled 126 as against 176 in 
1983. These irregularities involved a total of 5.84 million ECU (11.14 m 
ECU in 1983), of Which 0.62 million ECU has been recovered. 

The number of cases of irregularities notified concerning milk 
non-marketing premiums was 204 in 1984 (193 in 1983) involving a total of 
1.73 million ECU (1.74 m ECU in 1983), of Which 0.17 million ECU has been 
recovered. 

As in the past, the cases of irregularities notified (Articles 3 and 5 of 
Regulation (EEC) No 283/72) are very unevenly distributed among the Member 
states. This phenomenon is not necessarily linked to the existence of 
particularly serious fraudulent activity in any one Member State, but 
depends also on control techniques applied. 

work on the establishment of the computerized "irregularities" system 
continued in 1984 and a number of tangible results were obtained. BUt, 
for practical reasons, the Commission was unable in 1984, as in 1983, to 
continue the work of training EAGGF inspectors. 

D. Clearance of accounts 

The efforts made in previous years by the EAGGF staff to make good the 
delays in accounts clearance work and improve the clearance procedure 
continued in 1983. 

The work of clearing the accounts for 1978 and 1979 involving an amount of 
18 500 million ECU, was completed in 1983 and the commission adopted its 
formal decisions on 8 February 1984; as a result of the closure of the 
accounts for those two years, a net amount of 25.46 million ECU was 
credited to 1984 and deducted from expenditure for that year. 
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Inspections in respect of 1980 and 1981 were completed in November 1983 
and the subsequent dialogue phase took place from June to october 1984. 
However, by the end of 1984, the Commission had still not adopted its 
formal clearance decisions for those two years, Which involved total 
declared expenditure of around 21.2 billion ECU. 

For 1982, the verification of documents and inspection visits are 
virtually complete and the dialogue phase should take place in the second 
and third quarters of 1985 so that Commission decisions can be taken 
before the end of this year. 

Lastly, verification of documents and inspection visits have begun in 
respect of 1983. 

The Court of Justice has handed down its judgments concerning the appeals 
made by Luxembourg and Italy against the Commission's decisions relating 
to the clearance of the 1976 and 1977 accounts. The appeals submitted by 
the United Kingdom and Italy concerning the 1978 and 1979 clearance 
decisions are still pending. 

In the course of 1984, the Commission completed the systems audit on 
export refunds and monetary compensatory amounts for 1982 and 1983. 

E. Financin& of Community food aid 

The Community food aid programmes adopted by the council for 1984 related 
mainly to the supply of a maximum quantity of 1 127 663 tonnes of cereals, 
122 500 tonnes of skimmed-milk powder, 32 760 tonnes of butter oil, 
13 500 tonnes of sugar and 20 000 tonnes of vegetable oils. 

The council adopted its food programmes earlier in 1984 (Hay) than in 1983 
(July), Which resulted in an increase in the volume of deliveries made 
during the year. This was reflected by a substantial rise in expenditure 
compared with 1983 (722 m ECU as against 374m ECU), i.e. an increase of 
more than 93~. 

Monthly advance payments made by the Commission in 1984 totalled 
594.2 million ECU and the rate of utilization of the community funds was 
98.4~, a figure slightly above that for the previous year (97.3~). 

As in previous years, the expenditure made by the Member states served 
mainly to finance aid programmes in milk products (284.8 m ECU) and 
cereals and rice (251.2 m ECU). 
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Furthermore, in addition to advance payments made to the intervention 
agencies of the Member States, the Commission also made direct payments to 
certain non-member countries and bodies in charge of food aid operations. 
These totalled 137.7 million ECU, i.e. an increase of 194~ compared with 
1983. 

To these amounts should be added the refunds for food aid operations 
charged to the Guarantee Section, i.e. 232.1 million ECU (1983: 126.8 m 
ECU). 

Lastly, in November 1984, the Commission adopted a number of accounts 
clearance decisions for 1976 - 1979 in respect of expenditure made by the 
Member States on behalf of the Community as food aid expenditure. The 
effect of these decisions for the four years in question was to release a 
total amount of 13 million ECU, which was deducted from overall 
expenditure on food aid for 1984, thus reducing the latter from 
722 million ECU to 709 million ECU. 
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TITLE I 

COMMUNITY FINANCING OF THE MARKETS 

Original appropriations for 1984, including fisheries (42.9 m ECU) totalled 
16 542.9 million ECU. As agricultural expenditure ran ahead of forecasts, 
supplementary appropriations, totalling 1 833 million ECU, had to be adopted 
during the year, so that total appropriations available for 1984 were 
18 375.9 million ECU, including fisheries. 

Net of claims totalling 25.5 million ECU disallowed when the 1978 and 1979 
accounts were cleared, total agricultural expenditure cl1argeable to the EAGGF 
Guarantee Section for 1984 came to 18 346.4 million ECU, 0,2~ short of the 
18 375.9 million ECU available for that year. 

1. General 

1.1. Agricultural prices and related measures 1984/85 

On the basis of the Commissio11 proposals submitted on 17 January 1984, 
the Council of Ministers of Agriculture reached a general agreement on 
31 March 1984 concerning : 

the agricultural prices for the 1984-1985 marketing year, 

most of the programme of measures proposed in July 1983 for the 
rationalization of the CO'I\U\lon agricultural policy. 

Thus for the first time for several years the new agricultural prices 
could be applied as soon as the new marketing year started. 

The package agreement can be summed up in six points : 

a) Confirmation of the principle of guarantee thresholds and their 
extension to new products : sunflower seeds, durum wheat and dried 
grapes. 

b) Control of milk production by quotas. 

c) Restoration of market unity by the dismantling of positive and 
negative monetary compensatory amounts. 

d) Adoption of a realistic policy on price dictated by the market 
situation. More particularly, when expressed i11 ECU, the average 
level of prices agreed by the Council shows a slight decrease (0.5~) 
compared with 1983/84. However, with the inclusion of agrimonetary 
adjustments, the average rise in agricultural prices, expressed in 
national currency, is around 3.3~ compared with the price decisions 
of the previous year. 
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e) Rationalization of aids and premiums for various products financed 
under the common agricultural policy : at a time of budgetary 
restrictions, certain expenditure items resulting from the granting 
of premiums or aids were no longer fully justified and the need for 
them had to be reviewed. consequently, the Council, without 
following the Commission's proposals in full, took important 
measures in this respect with regard to milk, beef/veal, sheepmeat, 
cereals, protein plant and fruit and vegetables. 

The Council decisions on agricultural prices and related measures 
entailed, from the point of view of the Community budget, additional 
expenditure for the EAGGF assessed for 1984 at 187 million ECU. The 
Commission's original proposals had been designed to make actual 
savings, but the suggested levy on fats other than butter was not 
approved by the Council. 

1.2. Shortfall in appropriations; action taken 

1.2.1. original budget and supplementary budget 

The original appropriations entered in the general budget of the 
Communities for 1984 totalled 16 542.9 million ECU, including fishery 
products (42.9 m ECU) plus 350 million ECU under Chapter 100; as in 
previous years no provision was made for the financing of the price 
decisions and related measures for 1984/85. 

When the Council did not adopt all the reforms Which the Commission had 
proposed with a view to adapting the common agricultural policy to the 
new economic circumstances and also because of the deterioration in the 
market situation, the Commission took the view that additional 
resources had to be placed at its disposal if it was to finance the 
expediture arising from the common agricultural policy in 1984. 

At the meeting of the council of Ministers of Agriculture on 30 and 
31 March 1984, the Commission therefore reasserted that it interpreted 
the council's acceptance of the package of modified proposals as a 
commitment by the latter to take the decisions necessary to ensure the 
financing of the community budget. Consequently, in April 1984 the 
Commission sent a communication to the Council containing estimates of 
the additional financial requirements in 1984 and the resources needed 
to cover them, followed by the submission, on 6 July 1984, preliminary 
draft supplementary and amending budget No 1 for 1984. · 

This preliminary draft budget made provision for the shortfall in EAGGF 
Guarantee Section appropriations, which resulted from the following 
factors : 
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a) Deferment of expenditure from 1983 to 1984 

As pointed out in the Thirteenth Financial report (see 
paragraph 1.2.2. -pages 4 et seq.), the budgetary difficulties in 
1983 caused the Commission to suspend advance payments to operators 
during the fourth quarter, which resulted in the deferment of 
675 million ECU to 1984. OUt of this amount, 170 million ECU related 
to export refunds and 505 million ECU to the vat.·ious premiums and 
aids within the Community. 

b) Financial impact of Council decision of 31 March 1984 on prices and 
related measures, on the 1984/85 marketing year 

The price decisions and related measures finally adopted by the 
Council generated additional expenditure of around 187 million ECU 
(cf 1.1 above). 

c) current economic situation 

The unfavourable development in the current economic situation, the 
effect of which was to make Community agricultural exports more 
difficult and more costly, was the most important factor in the 
increase in expenditure. Its impact took the form of additional 
requirements estimated at the time at 971 million ECU. Furthermore, 
in view of the high level of stocks of a number of products, the 
Commission requested a stock-clearance provision of 150 million ECU. 

The supplementary and amending budget which the Council sent to 
Parliament on 3 October 1984 and which was finally adopted by the 
latter on 25 October included the Commission's proposals concerning 
the shortfall in appropriations with the exception of the 
stock-clearance provision of 150 million ECU. With the supplementary 
budget, the guarantee appropriations n1ade available for 1984 
totalled 18 375.9 million ECU. This amount includes fisheries 
(42.9 m ECU) and the 350 million ECU previously entered under 
Chapter 100 of the original budget, which, by transfer, were 
incorporated in the appropriations for the Guarantee Section. 

1.2.2. Financial adjustment 

Owing to the continued increase in agricultural expenditure and despite 
the adoption of the supplementary budget and the resultant increase in 
appropriations by 1 833 million ECU, Community agriculture came under 
severe financial strain at the end of the year, as it had at the end of 
1983. 
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As a result, the Commission was obliged to make various readjustments 
in order either to bring fo1~ard certain revenues from 1985 to 1984 or 
to defer certain disbursen1ents from 1984 to 1985. 

a) In conjunction with the drafting of the supplen1entary budget for 
1984, the Commission decided, by means of 
Regulation (EEC) No 2682/84 (1), to reschedule the collection of 
levies in the sugar sector. The Regulation provides for the 
calculation by the Member States of the balances due on sugar 
productiorr levies by 1 Noven1ber instead of 15 December and the 
payment of the balances by producers by 15 December instead of 
15 January. 

The gross increase in the Conununity's own resources thus achieved 
has been assessed at around 234 million ECU fo1· 1984. 

b) OWing to the exhaustion of available appropriations at the end of 
the year, the Commission had to reduce the n1onthly advance payments 
to the Member States. Difficulties arose for a number of products 
and some payments by the national agencies had to be delayed until 
1985. The development o~ payments from 1984 to 1985 has been 
assessed at 202 million ECU. 

(1) OJ' No L 254, 22.9.1984, p. 9. 



T.ABLE N° I 

ORIGINAL APPROPRIATIONS IN THE 1984 BUDGET AND ACTUAL EXPE~DITURE 

m ECU 
ORIGINAL EXPENDITURE IN 1984 :-DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 

APPROPRIATIONS of which : ORIG APPROPS AND 
PRODUCT 1984 TOTAL ~ Refunds 1st category 2nd category : ACTUAL EXPEND 1984 

(I) intervention (2) intervention (3) : m ECU : I 
a : b c = e + f + g d e f g : h = c-b 1 I = h/b 

CEREALS : 2.541,3 : 1.650,0 : 9,0 : 918,3 : 417,4 : 314,3 :- 891,3 :- 35, I 
-excluding durum wheat : 2.342,3: 1.449,7: 7,9: 918,3: 217,1: 314,3: -892,6: - 38,1: 
- durum wheat : 199,0: 200,3: 1,1: - : 200,3: - : + 1,3: + 0,7: 
RICE : 92,0 : 47,8 : 0,3 : 26,9 : 20,9 : - :- 44,2 :- 48,0 
SUGAR : 1.386,9 : 1.631,5 :8,9 : 1.190,0 : 441,1 : 0,4 :+ 244,6 :+ 17,6 
OLIVE OIL : 755,2 : 1.096,4 :6,0 : 8,1 :1.021,7 : 66,6 :+ 341,2 I+ 45,2 
OILSEEDS : 1.074,8 : 655,6 : 3,6 : 0,4 : 653, I : 2, I :- 419,2 :- 39,0 
PROTEIN PLANTS : 126,0 : 215,6 : I ,2 1 - 1 215,6 1 - I+ 89,6 I+ 71, I : 
-peas and field beans : 70,0: 139,4: 0,81 - : 139,4: - : + 69,41 + 99,1: 
- dried fodder : 56,0: 76, I: 0,4: - : 76, I: - : + 20, I 1 + 35,9: 
TEXTILE PLANTS : 188,6 : I<>B,O : 0,6 : - : 1()8,0 : - :- 80,6 :- 42,7 : 
-flax and hemp : 23,2: 19,2: 0,1: - : 19,2: - : - 4,0: - 17,2: 
-cotton : 164,6: 88,2: 0,5: - : 88,2: - : - 76,41 - 46,4: 
- silkworms : 0,8: 0,6: 0,0: - : 0,6: - : - 0,2: - 25,0: 
FRUIT AND VEGETABLES : 1.025,3 : 1.454,6 : 7,9 : 58,6 :1.396,0 : - :+ 429,3 :+ 41,9 
WINE : 576,4 : 1.222,6 : 6, 7 : 18,6 :1.204,0 : - I+ 646,2 :+112, I 
TOBACCO : 727,7 : 776,4 : 4,2 : 36,5 1 711,7 : 28,2 :+ 48,7 :+ 6,7 
OTHER SECTORS : 5:5,8 : 51,5 : 0,:5 : - : 51,5 : - 1- 2,3 :- 4,3 : 
- seeds : 42,8: 42,41 0,2: - : 42,4: - 1 - 0,4: - 0,91 
- hops : 10,0: 8,4: 0, I: - : 8,41 - : - I ,61 - 16,0: 
- bee-keeping : I ,0: 0, 7: 0,0: - : 0, 7: - : - 0,31 - 30,01 
MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS : 4.894, I : 5.441, 7 :29,6 : 1.943,4 :2.000,3 : 1.498,0 !+ 547,6 I+ II ,2 
BEEF/VEAL : 1.371,4 : 2.546,8 :13,9 : 1.392,7 : 353,7 : 800,4 :+1.175,4 :+ 85,7 
SHEEP- AND GOATMEAT : 342,7 : 433,5 : 2,4 : - : 433,5 1 - I+ 90,8 1+ 26,5 
PIGMEAT : 192,6 : 195,9 1 1,1 : 157,0 : 38,9 1 - 1+ 3,3 :+ 1,7 
EGGS AND POULTRY : 125,2 : 69,8 : 0,4 : 69,8 : - : - :- 55,4 :- 44,2 
NON-ANNEX II PRODUCTS 1 319,4 : 382,4 1 2, I : 382,4 : - 1 - 1+ 63,0 I+ 19,7 
MCAs : 356,7 : 376,2 1 2,0 : 415,5 : - 39,3 : - :+ 19,5 :+ 5,5 
FISHERIES : 42,9 : 15,6 : 0, I : 0,9 : 14,7 : - :- 27,3 :- 63,6 
PROV APPROPS CHAP 100 : 350,0 : - : - • - • - • - • - • 

TOTAL - .. -----~ !11)~5lfT,-~--- :18.371,9 . !m<r,O--:--o.6T9~Z :9;ou;T : 2. 710,0H- ---- :+1.829, I I+ II ;1 
~ : : 100,0 : 100,0: ~.0 : 49,2 : 14,8 : : ~~L:~~n.u~~T-R.-~~~~------~~~~------~:-~~~--~~--~~~~----~~~~~----~:~-~~25~.~5 . . 

ACCOUNTS CLEARANCE 78/79 : - : - 2545 1 :+1.803,6 :+ 10,9 GRAND TOTAL :16.542,9 :18.346,4 : 

(I) Appropriations entered In 1984 budget (OJ No L 12, 16 January 1984). 

(2) Intervention for which the unit amounts of expenditure are fixed by Community regulations. 

(3) Intervention consisting of buying-In, storage and disposal for which the expenditure by the EAGGF Is determined on the basts of annual 
accounts with flat-rate components. 

IJ1 
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2. Financing of the markets 

2.1. Individual product ranges 

This chapter is devoted to a product-by-product summary of the 
adjustments to the rules adapted both when the 1984/85 agricultural 
prices were fixed and during the year, followed by a comparison between 
the appropriations originally entered in the 1984 budget and 
expenditure discerned at the end of the year (see Table No 1 above). 

There are two categories of adjustments to the L~les which relate to 
many products across the board, but, in some cases, entailing special 
arrangements for certain products. They conceL~ firstly the 
continuation and development of the system of guarantee thresholds and 
secondly the extension of paynlent deadlines for products bought in by 
the intervention agencies. 

a) Continuation and developm~lt of the system of guarantee thresholds 

The system of guarantee thresholds, which was introduced in 1982 in 
order to control production of surplus products, provides for 
producers to contribute to market support costs. 

It was already applicable to the following products : cereals other 
than durum wheat, milk, ton\ato concentrates, witole peeled tomatoes, 
and rape. 

With effect from the 1984/1985 marketing year, the system of 
guarantee thresholds was extended to durum wileat. dried grapes and 
sunflower seed. FurtheL~ore, the system applicable to products 
processed from tomatoes has been modified and extended to other 
products. 

b) Extension of payment deadlines for products bought in 

To eliminate divergent practices betwe~n the Member States and make 
sale to intervention less attractive,the Conunission lengthened the 
payment deadlines for products bought in by the intervention 
agencies to between the 120th and 140th day following their 
acceptance in the case of the following products : cereals, olive 
oil, oilseeds, butter and skimmed-milk powder and b~ef. 
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2.1.1. Cereals 

Where adjustments to the rules are concerned, the Commission was 
constrained, as a result of the disturbing situation on the cereals 
market, to open a special intervention operation at the beginning of 
1984/85 consisting in the purchase of common wheat of bread-making 
quality up to a maximum of 3 million tonnes. This was the second time 
that a limited quantity had been fixed for this type of measure. 

A comparison between original appropriations and expenditure shows that 
in 1984 the Community achieved a record cereals harvest estimated at 
151 million tonnes including durum Wheat, as against 124 million tonnes 
in 1983, thus considerably exceeding the already exceptional harvest of 
1982 (130m tonnes). The decisive factor in this growth was the 
increase in yields, particularly of common wheat, which accounted for 
47~ of production in 1984/85. 

Nonetheless, the level of public stocks at 30 November 1984 was 
slightly lower than in 1983 (9.4 m tonnes as against 9.5 m tonnes}. It 
should be stressed that, after that date, which was very near to the 
beginning of the marketing year for cereals, large quantities of 
cereals from the 1984 harvest could still be sent to intervention and 
placed in public storage. 

However, the major growth in exports, which was attributable chiefly to 
another poor harvest in the U.S.S.R., accounted for part of surplus 
production. 

Expenditure ir this sector (excluding rice), which reached 
165 million ECU, ultimately proved far lower than the original 
forecasts (2 541 m ECU). This was particularly true of expenditure on 
refunds (918 m ECU; original appropriations, 1 409 m ECU). The 
situation was the result not of a fall in quantities exported but of a 
major reduction in the rate of refunds and a reduced loss on sales 
caused by low prices in the Community combined with a very firm wor~d 
market and the high rate for the dollar. 

Furthermore, substantial savings were also recorded in carryover 
payments (41 m ECU; original appropriations, 173 m ECU) as a result, 
firstly, of the council decision relating to the method of calculating 
such payments and, secondly, the fact that the quantities qualifying 
for this payment were lower than forecast in certain Member States. 

Total expenditure on rice (48 m ECU) was also less than the original 
forecast (92 m ECU), mainly because of a fall in the quantities 
exported and a reduction in the refund rates. 
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2.1.2. susar 

From the point of view of adjustments to the rules, one notable 
legislative measure adopted in the agricultural field in 1984 was the 
rescheduling of dates for the collection of production levies 
undertaken under the 1984 supplementary budget (see 1.2.2 a above). 

As regards a comparison between original appropriations and 
expenditure, the situation for sugar in 1984 was governed by low prices 
on the world market caused mainly by large surpluses Which could not be 
absorbed by an increase in consumption, which remained stable. This 
resulted in the increase in expenditure in this sector Which, at 
1 631 million ECU, exceeded the original forecasts (1 387m ECU). This 
increase is reflected in particular in expenditure on refunds 
(1 190m ECU; original appropriations, 947 m ECU) because of the rates 
applied, Which, in July 1984, reached an unprecedented 42.59 ECU per 
tonne and because of the increase in quantities exported under the 
stock clearance programme activated in order to bring stocks down to a 
normal level. 

2.1.3. Olive oil 

From the point of view of modifications to the regulations, in 
July 1984 the council adopted two regulations which had been proposed 
by the commission the previous year : 

the first lays down the general rules for the granting of aid for 
olive oil production and to producers' organisations 
(Regulation (EEC) No 2261/84)(1}; 

the second, providing for special measures for this product, lays 
down detailed rules for the establishment in each producing Member 
state of a specific body to supervise the production aid system. It 
also lays down the conditions for Community financial participation 
in the actual expenditure of these bodies. 

This contribution covers the entire expenditure of these bodies for 
the first two years as from 1 November 1984 up to an overall sum of 
21 million ECU (14 m ECU for the body set up in Italy and 7 m ECU 
for that set up in Greece) and half of this figure for the third 
year (Regulation (EEC) No 2262/84)(2). 

(1) OJ No L 208, 3.8.1984; p. 3 
(2) OJ No L 208, 3.8.1984, p. 11 
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As regards a comparison between original appropriations and 
expenditure, total expenditure for the year (1 096 m ECU) on olive oil 
was higher than the original appropriations (755 m ECU)'. The increase 
was the result mainly of a rise in expenditure on production aid, 
annual production being higher than average, cqmbined with an 
acceleration of payments in Italy, the Italian payment agency having 
already paid a high percentage of the aid relating to 1983/84 in 1984, 
Which had previousy not been the case. 
Aid to consumption also slightly exceeded the original forecasts due to 
the deferment of payments from 1983 to 1984 following the suspension of 
advance payments. Lastly, intervention measures for storage also showed 
slightly higher expenditure than the original appropriations, public 
stocks at the end of November 1984 having been higher than in 
November 1983. 

2.1.4. Oilseeds and protein plants 

As regards adjustments to the rules the support measures already 
existing for peas and field beans were extended to sweet lupins. At the 
same time the Council, in the light of experience, decided to lift the 
time-limit of the system of aid for peas and field beans intended for 
human consumption. 

As regards a comparison between the original appropriations and 
expenditure, the utilization of appropriations in this sector, in 
overall terms, did not reach the original forecast for 1984 
(expenditure, 871 m ECU, original appropriations, 1 201m ECU). 

However, When the case of oilseeds is considered separately from that 
of protein plants, utilization of appropriations shows opposite trends. 

In the case of oilseeds, total expenditure for the year was less than 
the original appropriations (- 419 m ECU). More explicitly, expenditure 
on aid for the production of colza and rape was lower than forecast 
because of a relatively lower harvest in 1983, a fall in the rates of 
aid attributable to the stability of the world market and the Council 
decisions reducing the target price for the 1984/1985 marketing year. 

Furthermore, a lower level of expenditure was also to be noted as 
regards aid for the production of sunflower seed, despite a gradual 
rise in the quantities produced resulting from an increase in areas 
sown. 
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However, in the case of protein.plants, total expenditure for 1984 
(216m ECU) exceeded the original appropriations (126m ECU), 
production aid for peas and field beans having been higher than 
forecast due to an increase in the quantities qualifying for such 
aid. The rise in the rate of aid meant that this was also true albeit 
to a lesser extent as regards those intended for use as dried fodder. 

Textile plants and silkworms 

A comparison between original appropriations and ex-penditure shows 
that expenditure in this sector (108 m ECU) was less at the end of 
the year than originally forecast (189m ECU). This situation was the 
result mainly of a fall in expenditure on cotto11. Although the 
quantities eligible for aid and the guide price for 1984/85 both 
increased, the rate of aid, by contrast, fell steeply in the first 
half of the year as a result of the firmness of the world market at 
that time. Furthermore, the payments made by Greece for 1984/85 fell 
short of the normal level. 

Fruit and vegetables 

2.1.6.1. Fresh fL~it and vegetables 

From the point of view of adjustments to the L~les, the facility 
whereby products withdrawn from the market could be processed with a 
view to their distribution free of charge has been abolished, since 
the costs of processing, particularly into juice, resulted in 
expenditure considered excessive compared with the aim sought. 

A comparison between original appropriations and ex-penditure shows 
that, at 619 million ECU, the total expenditure for 1984 was well in 
excess of the initial forecasts (350m ECU). The bulk of the 
expenditure was still accou11ted for by withdra~als, which exceeded 
the original appropriations by some 289 million ECU. This situation 
was the result of an incL·ease in the quantities bought in and 
withdrawn, particularly of citrus fruit, but also of apples, pears 
and peaches. 

2.1.6.2. Processed fruit and vegetables 

From the point of view of modifications to the regulations, a 
reduction was made in aid for canned fruits in syrup. For all 
processed products, aid will henceforth be calculated on the basis of 
the first processing stage whereas previously it had been granted in 
respect of 
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the packed product, an arrangement which tended to' produce 
unjustified distortions between processors since the weight of the 
packaging was liable to vary considerably con~ared to the weight of 
the product. 

Lastly, the system applied to dried grapes and dried figs also 
underwent major changes as regards, on the one hand, the limitation 
of buying in by storage bodies to the last two months of the year, 
experience having shown that the previous system did not result in 
s~tisfactory disposal of the goods and, on the other, the 
introduction of a monthly increase in the minimum price, 
corresponding to the storage costs, in order to e11sure better market 
balance. 

A comparison between the original appropriations and expenditure 
shows that the original appropriations allocated to this sector 
(650 m ECU) were less than total expenditure (830 m ECU). This 
situation was the result n1ainly of an increase in production aid for 
products processed from ton1atoes caused by the very high increase in 
production and, to a lesser extent, a level of expenditure on aid to 
production for peaches i11 SYL~P and dried grapes which was higher 
than forecast. 

From the point of view of modifications to the regulations, in 
April 1984 the Council adopted an amendment to the basic regulation 
which entered into force on 1 September 1984. This amendment, which 
afffects both structural n1easures and the intervention system, can be 
sunm1ed up as follows : 

as regards structural n1easures, new plantings of vines for table 
grapes and wine-making grapes were prohibited, except where a 
derogation is provided, until the beginning of 1990/91. 

as regards the intervention system, certain n1easures were adopted 
including : 

1) the fixing of the activating price at 92% of the guide price; 
previously, this price had been fixed separately by the Council; 

2) so as to prevent wines enriched by the addition sugar or 
enriched must from enjoying an undue advantage when 
distillation operations are undertaken, a reduction in the 
distillation price is pL·ovided for, conuneusurate with the 
advantage enjoyed by such wines, 

3) the abolition of the system of aid for short-term private 
storage (three months) for table wines and musts. However, this 
aid may be granted from national sources. 
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In September 1984, the Commission placed before the Council a series of 
proposals intended to amplify the provisions already adopted. Some 
entailed structural measures designed to reduce production potential, 
while the purpose of the others was to remove any incentive for 
production where no commercial outlets were available, by reducing the 
prices at which intervention operations are cut.·rently carried out. 
These provisions were subsequently amplified by the proposals for the 
fixing of a guarantee threshold for the production of table wine, 
entailing automatic compulsory distillation once this figure was 
exceeded. The European Council, meeting in Dublin on 3 and 
4 December 1984, accepted these guidelines, and the regulations were 
adopted by the Council of Ministers of Agriculture in Karch 1985. 

A comparison between the original appropriations and expenditure shows 
that expenditure for 1984 (1 223 m ECU) was more than twice as high as 
the original appropriations (576 m ECU). This increase in expenditut.·e 
was caused by the fact the fi11al output of wine was well in excess of 
the hypotheses used when the 1984 budget was drawn up and of the 
figures set out in the forward estimate; this can be seen particularly 
clearly from the following : 

- increase in the volume of table wine delivered for distillation as a 
result of a supply level in excess of forecasts (+ 383 m ECU), 

-increase in quantities qualifying for aids to nrusts (+ 72 m ECU). 

Furthermore, the deferment from 1983 to 1984 of the payment of advances 
on aids for the distillation of table wines resulted in additional 
expenditure of 177 million ECU for 1984. 

2. 1. 8. Tobacco 

A comparison between original appropriations and expenditure shows 
that, in 1984, the latter (776 m ECU) slightly exceeded the original 
appropriations (728 m ECU). This situation was n'ainly the result of an 
increase in expenditure charged to the item "tobacco premiums" and 
caused by the deferment from 1983 to 1984 of payments connected with 
advances on premiums (82 m ECU); the impact of this deferment was 
however, partly attenuated by a reduction in the volume of payments 
caused by a fall in the 1983 harvest and, therefore, in the quantities 
qualifying for this premium. 

It should be no'ted that, at 30 November 1984, public stocks of tobacco 
showed a major decrease compared with 1983, which was the result of 
large sales and a major reduction of deliveries i11to intervention. 
Furthermore, compared with the original forecasts, this is reflected in 
an increase in payments in respect of refunds (+ 13 m ECU) and a 
reduction in storage intet.·vention operations (- 20 m ECU). 
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2.1.9. Other products 

This heading encompasses seeds, hops and apiculture. Expenditure for 
these product sectors as a wi1ole in 1984 (51 m ECU) remained within 
the initial forecasts (54 m ECU). 

2.1.10. Milk products 

From the point of view of modifications to the regulations, in 1984 
this sector underwent major stL~ctural changes i11tended to cope with 
the imbalance noted on the milk market. More precisely, since the 
guarantee threshold system, introduced in 1982, did not produce the 
desired results, the Council agreed in Karch 1984, as one of the 
"related measures", to introduce a system of quotas guaranteeing fair 
prices to producers for a limited quantity of production (99 m tonnes 
for 1984/85 and 98 m tonnes for the following years) for a period of 
five years. 

To compensate for the constraints imposed on small-scale milk 
producers by this additional levy, the Council extended direct 
Conununity aid in their favour for two years at the same level of 
120 million ECU. 

Furthermore, aid for the use of butter was extended by the Council to 
include other food preparations. In view of the high cost of this 
measure and the reduction in the intervention price of butter, the 
Council also decided to reduce the level of aid for butter consumption 
by 75% from 51 ECU to 12.75 ECU/100 kg. 

As an extension of its overall policy to reduce stocks of dairy 
products, in October 1984, tl1e Conwission took a series of internal 
and exten1al measures to market butter 

- the internal measures consisted of a special scheme for the sale to 
Conmruni ty consumers of some 200 tonnes at reduced prices ("Christmas 
butter" operation), the bulk of which came from public stocks. This 
operation covered the period 16 November 1984 to 1 February 1985 and 
the price reduction, i.e. the aid granted, an\ounted to 160 ECU per 
100 kg. 

- the external measures concerned the export of old butter from public 
stocks; the main impact of ~he expenditure aL·ising from these 
decisions will make itself felt in 1985. 
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Lastly, in December 1984, the Commission established the detailed 
rules for the granting of aid for skimmed milk and for. skimmed and/or 
partially skimmed milkpowder intended for use as animal feed. The aim 
of this measure was to reduce the quantities of fats processed into 
butter by granting an additional aid for the fat contained in these 
products. 

At the start of the year, the Commission decided, in the context of 
the programme for the use of the co-responsibility funds, to pursue 
market research both inside and outside the Community; at the same 
time, measures to improve the quality of milk in Ireland, Italy and 
Greece were continued and intensified. 

A comparison between the original appropriations and expenditure is 
influenced by the economic situation of the milk sector. After an 
increase of 3~ in the first quarter of 1984 compared with the first 
quarter of 1983, milk deliveries to dairies fell by 4~ between April 
and December 1984 compared with the same period of 1983 as a result of 
the introduction of the quota system. The consumption of milk products 
generally remained stable compared with previous years, the decline in 
butter consumption having come to an end. 

The disposal of skimmed-milk powder, particularly within the 
community, by means of sales at reduced prices for use as feed for 
pigs and poultry, served to reduce stocks by 184 000 tonnes within one 
year. By contrast, butter was difficult to dispose of, particularly on 
export markets and stocks therefore increased by 286 000 tonnes. 

This trend had an impact on expenditure in this sector in 1984, in 
that, at 5 442 million ECU, it exceeded the original appropriations 
(4 894 million ECU) by some 548 million ECU. 

In overall terms, expenditure on refunds (1 943 m ECU) was 
211 million ECU less than the original forecast (2 154 ECU), mainly 
because of a smaller volume of exports. However, in some areas the 
forecasts were exceeded, as in the case of refunds in respect of 
Community food donations under previous programmes, as a result of 
efforts to catch up on deliveries, which, for 1983, began only in 
September. 

By contrast, intervention measures involving the storage of 
skimmed-milk powder show a level of expenditure (819 m ECU) higher 
than the original appropriations (499 m ECU). This increase can be 
attributed almost entirely to the item "other public storage costs" 
(expenditure, 679 m ECU; original appropriations, 409 m ECU) which in 
particular, was used to finance the disposal of skimmed-milk powder 
for use as feed for pigs and poultry, thus leading to a substantial 
reduction in existing stocks. 
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Intervention in the form of aid for the use of skinuned milk also 
showed a level of expendi tu·re ( 1 841 m ECU) higher than the original 
forecast (1 500 m ECU) as a result firstly of the rise in the 
intervention price for this product and secondly of the increase in 
the production of casein and increased use of liquid skinuned milk for 
pigs. 

The technical and financial costs relating to the storage of butter 
also increased due to the considerable expansion of public stocks. 

The other costs linked to the storage of butter a11d other intervention 
measures relating to butterfat also proved to be higher in overall 
tern$ than the original appropriations. The costs of measures designed 
to contribute the maximum to the disposal of butter stocks are charged 
to these items. They include : measures taken to encourage the use of 
butter in pastry products and ice cream, the purchase of butter by the 
arn\ed forces and collective bodies, the "Christmas butter" operation, 
and special measures taken during the year to encourage the export of 
old butter. 

At the same time among the other measures relating to the milk 
products sector, it should be noted that the results of distribution 
of milk to schoolchildren, n\easures relating to the improvement of the 
quality of milk, and "market development" measures (promotion, 
advertising, mat.•ket expansion and research) did not meet the original 
forecasts. 

The financial contribution n\ade by Conununity milk producers, better 
known as the "co-responsibility levy", at 749 million ECU, exceeded 
the original forecast (550 m ECU) owing to the increase in the levy 
from 2~ to 3~ agreed by the Council for 1984/85. 

2.1.11. Beef/veal 

From the point of view of modifications to the regulations, it was 
decided that, as from 1984/85, a Conununity grading scale for carcases 
of adult bovine animals would gradually be applied for the purposes of 
fixing buying in. prices for an experimental three-year period. 

Furthern\ore, the Council also adopted various measures relating to 
this sector in the framework of the related measures taken in 
conjunction with the fixing of agricultural prices.· The premiums for 
the maintenance of the sucklet.• cow herd and the additional premiums 
for the maintenance of the suckler cow herd in Ireland and Northern 
Ireland were extended at the same level as the previous year. The 
variable slaughter premium fot.• certain bovine animals for 
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slaughter in the United Kingdom was extended for one year but subject 
to a ceiling of 65 ECU. Lastly, the calf premium in Greece, Ireland, 
Italy and Northern Ireland was extended but the contribution from the 
EAGGF guarantee section was reduced from 32 ECU to 13 ECU. 

A comparison between original appropriations and expenditure reveals 
that the beef/veal sector experienced an extremely difficult year in 
1984. The number of dairy cows slaughtered rose steeply following the 
introduction of the milk quota system. At the end of July 1984, the 
market price for adult bovines stood at 72~ of the guide price, i.e. 
at its lowest since the inception of the market organization. This 
situation prompted the Commission to adopt a series of additional 
intervention measures to support prices : buying-in operations by the 
intervention agencies and aid to private storage. Intervention buying 
continued, leading to a substantial increase in public stocks 
(595 000 tonnes at 30 November 1984 as against 390 000 tonnes at 
30 November 1983) despite the very high rise in exports. 

This situation obviously has repercussions on the financial level. 
Expenditure for the year, at 2 547 million ECU, was well in excess of 
the original appropriations (1 371m ECU). The most important item 
remained that of refunds (expenditure : 1 393 m ECU - original 
appropriations : 701 m ECU), the increase in which was due to the high 
rise in exports. 

Buying-in costs also showed an increase (expenditure, 115 m ECU; 
original appropriations, 437 m ECU) because stocks held increased more 
rapidly and because buying-in also increased. 

2.1.12. Sheepmeat and goatmeat 

A major increase in expenditure (434 m ECU) compared with the original 
forecasts (343 m ECU) is to be attributed to premiums and results 
mainly from the deferment from 1983 to 1984 of advance payments in 
respect of the ewe premium. since no intervention operations were 
undertaken in this sector in 1984, as was likewise the case in 1983, 
expenditure on storage was nil and the original appropriations made to 
this effect (17 m ECU) were therefore not used. 
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2.1.13. Pigmeat 

From the point. of view of modifications to the resuiations, the 
Commission decided to counter the rapid deterioration in the pismeat 
market at the beginning of 1984 by re-introducing aid to private 
storage as from 16 January. Tile measure was suspended as from 
29 June 1984, i.e. once the desired effect on price levels had been 
achieved. 

As regards a comparison between original appropriations and 
expenditure, t.he lat.ter (169 m ECU) remained more or less within the 
limits of t.he original forecasts (193 m ECU), the very slight increase 
noted being at.tribut.able to intervention operations caused by a rise 
in the quantit.ies subject to storage contracts. 

2 .1.14 . Eggs and poult.ry 

Expenditure in this sector in 1984 (70 m ECU) was less than the 
original appropriations (125 m ECU) owing to an fall in the quantities 
exported and a reduc.tion in the refund rates. 

2.1.15. Refunds on merchandise derived from the processing of agricultural 
products 

In 1984. expenditure exceeded the original forecasts as a result of a 
rise in export.s of processed food products. 
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2. 2. The a&ri-monet.ary situation 

Table 2 shows the differences between the assumptions made with regard to 
the application of the monetary compensatory amounts (MCAs) when the 
budget was established and the range of MCA points actually charged or 
paid. 

TABLE NO 2 

MCAs applied to trade 

Rate taken for the 1984 1984 rate 
budget. (June 1983) 

currency Produc.t 

1983/84 1984/85 Minimum Maximum 

DM Milk + 10,7 + 9,7 + 7,9 + 10,8 
Cereals + 10,2 + 9,7 + 7,4 + 10,3 
Other + 9,7 + 9,7 + 6,8 + 9,8 

BFR/LFR All prod. 0 0 0 0 

HFL Milk + 6,5 + 5,7 + 3,5 + 6,6 
Cereals + 6,1 + 5,7 + 3,2 + 6,2 
Other + s. 7 + 5,7 + 2,6 + 5,8 

Wine, 
FF pigmeat 0 0 0 0 

Other 4,8 4,8 4,4 1 

LIT All prod. 0 0 1,8 0 

• 
UKL All prod. + 1,8 + 1,8 1,9 + 7,6 

IRL All prod. 0 0 0 0 

DKR All prod. + 1 + 1 0 + 1 

DRA All prod. 0 0 - 17,7 0 
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When the 1984/85 prices were agreed, the Council decided : 

- to dismantle the positive MCAs before the end of 1987/88, 

- to avoid the creation of new positive MCAs. 

For the same 1984/85 marketing year, the Council also agreed 

- to reduce the German positive MCAs by 3 percentage points, by their 
conversion into negative MCAs for the other Member States, and to 
remove the negative MCAs thus created, 

- to reduce the German positive MCAs by 5 percentage points, from 
1 January 1985 onwards, by altering the representative rates, and to 
align the Net.herlands positive MCAs on the new German MCAs. 

2.3. Breakdown of expenditure by economic type 

The followitlg observations can be drawn from the tables in Annexes 4 
and 5 : 

a) Refunds 

A comparison of 1984 with 1983 shows that the upward trend in 
expenditure on export refunds that began in 1983 continued in 1984. 
The total of 5 560 million ECU for 1983 rose to 6 619 milliou ECU in 
1984, an increase of 19~. 

In contrast with preceding years, export refunds as a proportion of 
total expenditure for the year increased slightly in 1984 to 36~, 
from the figure of 35~ for 1983. 

The increase. in refund expenditure in 1984 was mainly accounted for 
by the following products 

milk and milk products 1 943 million ECU in 1984, compared with 
1 327 million ECU in 1983, an increase of 616 million ECU, which 
was accounted for by an increase in quantities and higher rates, 

beef/veal : 1 393 million ECU in 1984, compared with 
828 million ECU in 1983, an increase of 565 million ECU, due to 
the very sharp increase in quantities exported, outweighing the 
effect of lower refunds, 
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- sugar : 1 190 million ECU in 1984, compared with 758 million ECU in 
1983, an increase of 432 million ECU, a result of the exceptionally 
high refunds rates combined with an increase in quantities, 

- pigmeat and non-Annex-II products to a lesser degree. 

This trend was, however, partly offset by lower expenditure on refunds 
on a number of other products, particularly cereals : refund 
expenditure on cereals in 1984 was only 918 million ECU, as against 
1 525 million ECU in 1983, a reduction of 607 million ECU. This was not 
a matter of lower quantities but was due to a sharp reduction in rates 
as world market prices were very firm and Community prices were low. 

Refund expenditure on rice was also lower (1984, 27 m ECU; 1983, 
68 m ECU), both quantities exported and refund rates being lower, and 
this was also the case for ~ and poultry (1984, 70 m ECU; 1983, 
123m ECU), for the same reasons. 

b) Intervention 

For all products taken together, intervention totalled 
11 753 million ECU in 1984, compared with 10 360 million ECU in 1983, 
an increase of 1 ·393 million ECU, about 13~, a proportionate increase 
much lower than in 1983 compared with 1982, Which was 41~. 

The share of intervention expenditure in total expenditure for the year 
was 64~, a little less than in 1983 (65~). 

Intervention, broken down by the economic nature of the scheme 
concerned, consists of aids to public or private storage, withdrawals 
and similar operations, price compensating aids, Which are in fact aids 
for the internal market, and guidance premiums. 

b1) The most important type of intervention was once again price 
compensating aids. This heading covers aids paid on the Community's 
internal market to ensure that the prices charges to consumers are 
lower than the prices paid to farmers, and are competitive with imports 
from non-member countries, e.g. aids to the production and consumption 
of olive oil, aids to skimmed milk, and aids to the production of 
processed fruit and vegetables. Expenditure on price compensating aids 
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rose from 6 559 million ECU in 1983 to 6 688 million ECU in 1984, an 
increase of 129 million ECU (2,_) only, as against 1 790 million ECU 
(38,_) in 1983. As a proportion of total expenditure, these aids were 
only 367.. in 1984, down from 41,_ in 1983. 

In 1983 almost all the products shared in the increase, but in 1984 the 
pattern was more varied. 

This type of intervention increased for olive oil (by 369m ECU), 
sheep- and goatmeat (by 128m ECU), fruit and vegetables (by 
115m ECU), wine (by 111m ECU), tobacco (by 97 m ECU), and protein 
plants (by 74 m ECU). In percentage terms, comparison of 1984 with 1983 
shows that t.he produc.ts in respect of which price compensating aids 
increased most were wine (106,_). peas and field beans (65,_), olive oil 
(57,_) and sugar (54,.). 

The products for which less was spent in absolute terms were the 
following : rape and sunflower (a reduction of 314m ECU), milk and 
milk products (219m ECU), cotton (52 m ECU). Expressed in percentage 
terms, the main products were apiculture products (-847..), butter (-397..) 
and cotton ( -3 7,_) . 

The main produc.ts supported by price compensating aids in 1984 were 
milk and milk product.s (1 729 m ECU), olive oil (1 022 m ECU), fruit 
and vegetables (950 m ECU) and tobacco (712 m ECU). 

Annex 8, which shows the size a11d breakdown of these aids, indicates 
that production aids went mainly to oil and oilseeds (olive oil, rape, 
sunflower), protein plants (peas and field beans, dried fodder), 
tobacco, wine, sheepmeat and be.ef/veal, cereals and rice, and fibre 
plants (cott.on). 

On the other hand, milk products, fruit and vegetables, and, to a 
lesser extent, cereals, account.ed for the bulk of the processing aids. 

b2) The guidance premiums are paid only for milk products and beef/veal. In 
1984, they showed a modest increase, from 195 million ECU in 1983 to 
212 million ECU, i.e. 8.57.., as against an increase of 207.. for 1983. The 
total shows a reduction for milk products (by 33m ECU), but there was 
an increase for beef/veal (of 49 m ECU). However, the share of guidance 
premiums in tot.al expenditure was unchanged (at 1.27..). 
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b3) Storage intervention covers both private storage costs and public 
storage costs, including special disposal schemes. Details of 
expenditure of this type are given in Annex 6. In 1984; this aggregate 
increased by 22~ (as compared with 59~ in 1983), rising from 
2 893 million ECU in 1983 to 3 540 million ECU in 1984. Of the latter 
amount, 831 million ECU account.ed for the share of private storage 
(886 m ECU in 1983), about half of which (430 m ECU) concerned storage 
costs for sugar.(1) 

Details of public storage expe11diture are given in paragraph 2.4 and in 
Annex 7. The sl1are of storage costs in total expenditure for the year 
showed a small increase, from 18.2~ in 1983 to 19.3~ in 1984. 

b4) As in 1983, intervention in the form of withdrawals and similar 
operations concerned wine, fruit and vegetables and fish. Accounting 
for only 7.1~ of total expendit~re in 1984 (4.5~ in 1983), this kind of 
expenditure in fact practically doubled (increasing by 84~), rising 
from 712 million ECU in 1983 to more than 1 313 million ECU in 1984. 
This very sl1arp increase was principally accounted for by wine, for 
which this type of expenditure rose from 391 million ECU in 1983 to 
852 million ECU in 1984 (increase of 118~), although in previous years 
this item had been relatively stable; the main factor here was the 
build-up of the distillation schemes. 

This type of expenditure on fruit and vegetables also showed an 
i11crease (by 47~, from 304m ECU in 1983 to 446 m ECU in 1984), 
following an expansion in withdrawal operations (mainly citrus fruit 
and peaches) a11d, for certain products, free distribution after 
processing. 

On the other hand, this kind of expenditure on fish again declined 
(1983, 18m ECU; 1984, 15m ECU). 

c) Expenditure on monetary compensatory amounts (MCAs) which had been 
steadily increasing since 1982, declined in 1984, to 376 million ECU, 
compared with 489 million ECU in 1983 (-23~); the share of MCAs in 
total expenditure was only 2~. compared with 3.1~ in 1983. 

(1) The cost of storing sugar is covered by levies paid by the refiners 
(see &1nex 11) 
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However, MCAs paid in trade with non-member countries increased in · 
1984, from 339 million ECU in 1983 to 416 million ECU. 

on the other hand, expenditure on MCAs in intra-community trade, Which 
had been 149 million ECU in 1983, showed a negative balance in 1984 
(-39m ECU), a total reduction of about 188 million ECU. 

2.4. Public storase (cf. Annexes 6 and 7) 

While the total cost of private storage showed little change in 1984 
(831 m ECU, compared with 886 m ECU in 1983), the cost of public 
storage rse sharply (2 710 m ECU, as compared with 2 007 m ECU). This 
was mainly a matter of an increase in losses on milk products and 
beef/veal (Annex 6). 

Public stocks increased both in quantity and in value (Annex 7); the 
total value of products in public store was 8 750 million ECU, compared 
with 7 000 million ECU, an increase of about 25~. (1) 

Beef accounted for a significant part this increase (1983, 
390 000 tonnes, 1 042 m ECU; 1984, 595 000 tonnes, 1 732 m ECU), mainly 
because so many dairy cows had to be slaughtered When the milk quotas 
were introduced. 

As for milk products, for Which there were increases both in quantities 
stored and especially in terms of value (1983, 1 643 000 tonnes, 
3 942 m ECU; 1984, 1 746 000 tonnes, 4 779 m ECU), the main increase 
was in stocks of butter (up 286 000 tonnes), because of the 
difficulties encountered in disposing of surpluses, but stocks of 
skimmed-milk powder fell (by 184 000 tonnes) as a result of the good 
working of the programme for disposal of these stocks for use ·as pig 
and poultry feed in the community. 

(1) Under Regulation (EEC) no 3184/83, stocks are valued as at 30 November. 
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As at 30 November 1984, the sit.uation as regards cereals was fairly 
stable, although quantities stored were down slightly (1983, 
9 542 000 tonnes, 1 854 m ECU; 1984, 9 394 ooo tonnes, 1 902 m ECU). A 
more detailed analysis does, however, reveal conflicting changes, which 
tend to balance out. A sharp contraction in stocks of wheat of 
bread-making quality (down 2 358 000 tonnes), due to the expansion 
during 1983/84 of export sales from intervention stocks, and a further 
limitation, to 3 million tonnes, of buying-in during the first quarter 
of 1984/85, as in 1983, were offset by a sharp inc:.;ease in stocks of 
conunon wheat. not of bread-making quality (up 2 001 000 tonnes) and, to 
a lesser extent., of stocks of rye (up 130 000 tonnes} and of durum 
wheat (up 16 000 tonnes}, because of the bumper harvest in 1984. This 
increase was limited, thanks to the reduction in buying-in to 
2 500 000 tonnes in the Federal Republic of Germany before 
1 January 1985, the date on which its prices expressed in marks were 
reduced by 5~ because of the alteration in the representative rate. 

New public stoc.ks of sugar (43 000 tonnes}, the re-emergence of stocks 
of rape (58 000 tonnes} and the increase in olive oil stocks by 
46 000 tonnes should also be noted. 

On the other hand, public stocks of tobacco declined by more than 5~. 
from 31 000 tonnes in 1983 to 14 000 tonnes in 1984. This was due both 
to heavy sales and to a sharp reduction in tobacco sent to intervention. 

2.5. Correction t.o be made to the breakdown of expenditure by Member States 
on monetary conwensatory amounts (MCA} 

Under Article 2a of Regulation (EEC} No 974/81 concerning the 
application of monetary compensatory amounts, the Council agreed in 
April 1976 that negat.ive MCAs would be paid by the exporting country on 
behalf of a11y importing country so desiring. This arrangement is still · 
in force. The t.able below shows the relevant amounts. 
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TABLE NO 3 

Breakdown of eXPenditure by Member State, takin& account 
of the rule that the exportin& Member state pays 

intra-Community MCAs for the importin& Member State 
(Article 2a of Regulation (EEC) No 974/71) 

Member state 

Belgium 
Denmark 
Germany 
Greece 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
United Kingdom 

Expenditure 
(1) 

686,9 
881,2 

3.324,4 
961,3 

3.595,2 
886,8 

3.910,1 
3,6 

1. 966.7 
2.124,6 

:Application 
:of Article 

2a of 
R. 974/71 

1,9 
1,9 
5,0 

p.m. 
10,0 
0,1 

24,4 
p.m. 
4,8 
0,7 

Breakdown of expenditure taking 
account of the application of 
Article 2a of R. 974/71 

Amount ~ 1984 ~ 1983 

685,0 3,7 3,9 
879,3 4,8 4,3 

3.319,4 18,1 19,3 
961,3 5,2 6,4 

3.585,2 19,6 22,4 
886,7 4,8 3,9 

3.934,5 21,5 18,3 
3,6 p.m. p.m. 

1.961,9 10,7 10,8 
2.123,9 11,6 10,7 

:----------------:-------------:------------:----------:----------:-----------: 
: community (2) : 5' 7 5,7 : p.m. p.m. 
:----------------:-------------:------------:----------:----------:-----------: 

TOTAL EEC 18.346,5 18.346,5 100 

(1) Including financial consequences of the clearance of 1978 and 1979 
accounts. 

100 

(2) Direct payments to beneficiaries for information and promotion programmes 
concerning olive oil and flax and hemp, and for research programmes in 
bee-keeping. 
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2.6. Assessment of the total cost of the Guarantee Section 

2. 6 .1. General development of expendi t.ure 

Year 

1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 

TABLE NO 4 

Total expenditure 
(m ECU) 

8.672, 7 
10.440,7 
11.314,9 
10.980,2 
12.405,6 
15.811,6 
18.346,4 

Annual growth rate 
(7.) 

27,0 
20,4 
8,4 
3,0 

13,0 
27,5 
16,0 

After losing momentum in the preceding years, agricultural expenditure 
again increased in 1983 (by 27.57.) and this increase continued in 1984, 
but at a rat.her slower rate ( by 167.) • 

The increase in terms of absolute value of expenditure in 1984 was 
concentrated mainly on milk products (an increase of 1 046 m ECU), 
followed by beef/veal (810 m ECU), wine (564 m ECU), olive oil 
(421 m ECU) and sugar (316m ECU). Payments on cereals declined (by 
791 m ECU, 11ot including rice), and, though to a lesser extent, on rape 
and sunflower (by 312 m ECU). 

The changes from 1983 to 1984 when expressed in percentage terms, show 
a different pat.tern. For the main products only, the following should 
be noted : 

- increases 

- declines 

wine (by 867.), olive oil (by 627.), protein plants (by 
527.), beef/veal (by 477.) and sheep- and goatmeat (by 427.); 

rice (by 487.), eggs and poultry (by 437.), fishery 
products (by 387.). 

The increase in expenditure in 1984 is the combined result of trends 
Which differ from product to product. Generally, it may be attributed 
to a particularly unfavourable development in the short-term situation, 
especially for sugar, fruit and vegetables, wine and beef/veal, partly 
offset by improvement.s respect of certain other products such as 
cereals and ric.e. Another factor which should not be underestimated is 
the general dec.line in consumption, which started some years ago, and 
Which is due to the crisis conditions generally afecting the world 
economy. 
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2.6.2. Agricultural revenue 

The common agricultural policy is a source of revenue as well as of 
expenditure, thanks to the receipts made under the market 
organizations. The revenue, accruing as "own resources" to the 
Community budget, consists of ordinary levies charged on agricultural 
trade with non-member countries and special levies charged under 
Community regulations on sugar, these being subdivided into production 
levies and storage levies. 

TABLE No 5 

Revenue under the common agricultural policy 

Nature of receipts 

Ordinary levies 
SUgar levies 
of which, 
- production 
- storage costs 

TOTAL 

m ECU 

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 

:1.678,6:1.535,4:1.264,9:1.522,0:1.347,1:1.260,0: 
464,9: 466,9: 482,5: 705,8: 948,0:1.176,4: 

217,0: 
247,9: 

219,8: 
247,1: 

125,8: 
356,7: 

276,9: 
428,9: 

469,4: 
478,6: 

708,4: 
468,0: 

:2.143,5:2.002,3:1.747,4:2.227,8:2.295,1:2.436,4: 

The table shows that after receipts declined in 1980 and 1981, they 
have since risen, at a rather faster rate in 1984 than in 1983 

For the sugar levies, which have doubled since 1981, only the 
production levies increased (by 51~), this being mainly a matter of a 
change in the timing of payments. The net production levies 1983-1984, 
payment of which was originally scheduled for January 1985, were paid 
in December 1984. 

on the other hand, sugar storage levies show a slight decline (by 2~). 

In this connection, Annex 11 shows relationships between storage levies 
charged and the reimbursement of storage costs granted. 
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The yield from ordinary levies, totalling 1 260 million ECU, was more 
than 6~ down on the 1983 figure. This was because of the reduction in 
certain levy rates for cereals, reflecting the appreciable recovery in 
world market prices for cereals as expressed in ECU per tonne. 

2.6.3. Costs as a proportion of GDP 

A comparison of total EAGGF guarantee expenditure in 1984 with the most 
significant indicator of the general performance of the economy -
Community gross domestic product at market prices (GDP) - shows that 
the upward movement in expenditure, after a pause in 1981, moved up 
again slowly in 1982, gathered some momentum in 1983 and grew again in 
1984, though not quite so rapidly as in 1983. 

A more detailed analysis of developments since 1976 (cf. Annex 9) shows 
that the upward movement, steady until 1979 (0.43~ in 1976, 0.58~ in 
1979), moved downwards in 1980 and 1981, but rose again slowly in 1982, 
then more rapidly in 1983 and in 1984 (0.49~ in 1981, 0.51~ in 1982, 
0.61~ in 1983, 0.66~ in 1984). 

The corresponding figures net of agricultural revenue (net expenditure) 
are 0.34~ in 1976, 0.46~ in 1979 and 1980, 0.42~ in 1981 and 1982, 
0.52~ in 1983 and 0.57~ in 1984. 
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3. Modifications t.o the regulations governing the EAGGF Guarantee Section 

3 .1. Council legislation 

a) Measures ranking as intervention to stabilize the markets, and 
therefore financed by the Guarantee Section, are listed in the Annex 
to Regulation (EEC) No 1883/78. (1) This list is regularly updated 
to include measures adopted or repealed since the last amendment; 
the last updating was effect.ed by Regulation (EEC) No 1716/84 of 
18 June 1984. (2) 

b) In Regulation (EEC) No 1717/84, (3) the Council amended Regulation 
(EEC) No 3247/81 on the financing by the EAGGF Guarantee Section of 
certain intervention measures. (4) The amendment establishes rules 
governing the conditions authorizing, for products bought in in a 
given Member State., Cornmunit.y financing of costs relating to the 
transport of these products outside the Member State concerned. 

c) In March 1984, .the Commission laid before the Council a report on 
the system of uniform interest rates, followed, towards the end of 
1984, by a proposal for a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) 
No 1883/78 on the general rules for the financing of EAGGF Guarantee 
Section intervention. In its proposal, the Commission suggests that 
the interest paid by the EAGGF to the Member States in respect of 
funds immobilized by the int.ervention agencies having bought in 
agricultural products - presently calculated on the basis of a 
standard rat.e for the Community as a whole - could be reduced 
wherever the rate actually paid is in fact lower than the standard 
rate. 

3.2. Commission regulations 

a) The interest rate which the EAGGF Guarantee Section pays to Member 
States in respect of funds used for the public storage of 
agricultural products, which had been reduced from 9 to 8"' on 
1 November 1983, was maintained at 8"' throughout 1984. 

(1) OJ No L 216, 05.08.1978, p. 1. 
(2) OJ No L 163, 21.06.1984, p. 1. 
(3) OJ No L 163, 21.06.1984, p. 8. 
(4) OJ No L 327, 14.11.1981, p. 1. 
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b) The first paragraph of Article 8 of Regulation {EEC) No 1883/78 
stipulates that agricultural products held in intervention storage 
must be valued at the end of the year at the average buying in price. 

Under this rule, the Commission adopted, on 21 November 1984, 
Regulation {EEC) No 3248/84 {1), fixing the prices to be used for 
calculating the value of agricultural products in intervention 
storage at 30 November 1984 to be carried forward to 1985. 

c) The secottd paragraph of Article 8 of Regulation (EEC) No 1883/78 
authorizes financial depreciation of products in intervention 
storage at the end of the year. This rule has not been activated 
since 1981. 

{1) OJ No L 303, 22.11.1984, p. 9. 
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TITLE II 

CASH POSITION AND MANAGEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS 

4. Advance payments 

4.1. Article 5(2) of Council Re&ulation (EEC) No 729/70 on the financin& of 
the common a&ricultural policy (1) provides for the transfer to the 
Member States of the Community funds rteeded to cover expenditure 
char&eable to the EAGGF Guarantee Section. 

4.2. Commission Re&ulation (EEC) No 3184/83 lays down detailed rules for the 
operation of the system of advance payments. (2) These rules and those 
relatin& to the char&in& of the member countries• disbursements to the 
Community bud&et are set out in Title VIII of the Financial Re&ulation 
(3) and were outlined in the Financial Report for 1980, pa&es 20 to 22. 
The new provisions, mainly concernin& the char&in& to the Community 
bud&et of public stora&e costs (second cate&ory) are mentioned on pa&e 35 
of the 1983 report. 

4.3. The data sent in every month by the Member states on the payin& 
departments• or a&encies• actual and forecast payments are processed by 
computer, enablin& dissemination of information on the utilization of 
appropriations to be speeded up and the deadline set in Article 97 of the 
Financial Re&ulation to be complied with. 

5. Advance payments to the Member States (4) 

5.1. Decisions on advance payments in 1984 

In respect of 1984, the Commission adopted 21 decisions on advance 
payments, six of Which were supplementary, and three decisions on 
extraordinary payments as a result of requirements havin& exceeded 
estimates. The latter concerned the Netherlands in February, Italy in 
April and Greece in July. 

(1) OJ No L 94, 28.04.1970, p. 13. 
(2) OJ No L 320, 17.11.1983. 
(3) OJ No L 356, 31.12.1977. 
(4) See Annexes 13 and 14. 
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The supplementary advance payments were necessary : 

- in the case of those made during the year, because of the cautious 
attitude adopted by the Commission in view of the rapid utilization of 
appropriations and its concern to reduce the cash remaining available 
at the end of the month in the Member States to the absolute minimum, 

- in the case of those for November, pending approval of supplementary 
and amending budget No 1, 

- in the case of those for December, because of the Commission's concern 
to maintain equal payment facilities in all Member states. 

With regard to the milk non-marketing and dairy herd conversion premiums 
(Regulation (EEC) No 1978/77) (1), 6~ of Which are chargeable to the 
Guarantee Section and 4~ to the Guidance Section, the Commission 
adopted 13 decisions on advance payments, one of Which was 
supplementary. 

5.2. Funds available in the Member states during the year 

Total funds placed at the disposal of the Member States for expenditure 
to be disbursed in 1984 were 18 411.5 million ECU, (2} i.e. 18 370.1 for 
the Guarantee section and 41.4 for the Guidance section. (3) 

18 380.1 million ECU of this figure was used up, thus leaving a balance 
at 31 December 1984 of 31.4 million ECU, including 29.4 million ECU for 
the Guarantee Section. 

5.3. Rate of utilization of funds available 

The ratio of expenditure paid out in 1984 to the funds at the disposal 
of the Member States for this purpose shows that 99.8~ of the funds 
placed at their disposal were used (Table No 6 below, column f). 

A comparison of the average of the funds available to cover expenditure 
in each month with the average of the balances available after payment 
indicates an average rate of utilization of 100.8~ (Table No 7 below, 
column c), Which is well above the corresonding rate for 1983 (90.7~). 
This rate of utilization can be explained by the fact that during the 
year the funds placed at the disposal of the Member States around the 
20th of each month to cover expenditure during the following month can 
in fact be used at once. 

(1) In this Report, this expenditure is included in its entirety in respect of 
cash aspects but only up to 60~ in respect of budgetary aspects. 

(2} Not including direct payments of 5.7 million ECU 
(3) These funds constitute the share of the Guidance section (4~} in the milk 

non-marketing and dairy herd conversion premiums. 



Kember States Balances at 
01.01.84 

TABLE N° 6 

FUNDS AVAILABLE TO AND EXPENDITURE BY MEMBER STATES IN 1984 

(Guarantee and 100% of milk premiums) 

Advances for 1984 
(including 
exchange 

differences) 

Total available 
for 
1984 

Expenditure from 
01.01.84 to 
31.12.84 

Funds 
available 

at 31.12.84 

m ECU 

Utilization 
of advance 

payments 

(a) : (b) : (c) = (a) +(b) : __ {_gL__ _:_(e) =_(~)_- (d)_: (f)=(d)/(c).100: 

Belgium : 0,4 : 690,6 : 
Denmark : - 8,4 : 894,9 : 
Germany : 5,5 : 3.338,5 : 
Greece : 1,6 : 961,6 : 
France : 32,0 : 3.579,4 : 
Ireland : 0,1 : 889,4 : 
Italy : 0, 7 : 3.910,2 : 
Luxembourg : p.m. : 3,9 : 
Netherlands : 9,6 : 1.967,5 : 
United Kingdom : - 4,2 : 2.138,2 : 

: : : 
: : : 

TOTAL : 37,3 : 18.374,2 : 
: : : 

of which 
Guarantee : 35 '7 : 18.334,4 : 

. Guidance : 1,6 : 39,8 : 

(1) Not including direct payments of 5 721 495,71 ECU. 

691,0 : 687,5 
886,5 : 885,3 

3.344,0 : 3.340,4 
963,2 : 961,3 

3.611,4 : 3.601,1 
889,5 : 888,4 

3.910,9 : 3.910,1 
3,9 : 3,8 

1.977,1 : 1.968,8 
2.134,0 : 2.133,4 

: 
: 

18.411,5 : 18.380,1 (1) 
: 

18.370,1 : 18.340,7 
41,4 : 39,4 

: 3,5 
: 1,2 
: 3,6 
: 1,9 
: 10,3 
: 1,1 
: 0,8 
: 0,1 
: 8,3 
: 0,6 
: 
: 
: 31,4 
: 

: 29,4 
: 2,0 

: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 

: 
: 

99,5 
99,9 
99,9 
99,8 
99,7 
99,9 

100,0 
97,4 
99,6 

100,0 

99,8 

99,8 
95,2 

Vol 
Vol 
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Average rate of utilization of Community funds in 1984 

(Guarantee + 100 ~ of milk premiums) 
M. ECU 

:Average Community Average balance 
:funds available in available after 

MEMBER :the Member States the month's Average rate 
STATES :for one month's expenditure (see of utilization 

:expenditure (see Annexes 15 and 
:Annexes 15 and 16 16, lines E) 

lines C) 
(a) (b) (c) = ~a)-~b) . 100 

a 

BELGIUM 59,0 1,6 97,3 ~ 

DENMARK 73,7 0,1 100,1 41. (1) 

GERMANY 276,2 2,1 100,8 41. (1) 

GREECE 83,9 3,8 95,5 41. (1) 

FRANCE 295,7 4,5 101,5 ~ (1) 

IRELAND 78,4 4,4 94,4 ~ 

ITALY ,334,0 8,2 97,5 ~ 

LUXEMBOURG 0,5 0,2 60,0 ~ 
.. 

NETHERLANDS 145.4 18,6 112,8 41. (1) 

UNITED KINGDOM 173,3 4,5 102,6 41. (1) 

EEC 1.520,1 11,6 100,8 41. 

(1) The rate exceeding 10~ is accounted for by the fact that in the course of 
the year, funds placed at the disposal of the Member States about the 20th 
of each month, for expenditure in the following month, can in fact be used 
as soon as they are received. 
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5.4. Direct payments 

The Commission makes direct payments to operators in certain cases. These 
relate to payments for certain measures Which do not have the nature of 
traditional market measures. They concern, for example: 
-contracts for research into a disease affecting bees (varroatosis); 
- measures intended to increase the possibilities for disposing of 

products in the sectors of olive oil and flax. Their financing is made 
by means of amounts held back on subsidies to be paid to the producers. 

Thus, in 1984, the Commission made direct payments to beneficiaries 
amounting to 
a) 111 658.36 ECU from appropriations brought forward from 1983, 
b) 3 074 586.64 ECU from appropriations for 1984. Furthermore an amount 

of 2 646 909.07 ECU was committed in 1984 and carried forward to 1985, 
this being a total of 5.7 million ECU for the financial year 1984. 

Annex 19 provides for the first time, in respect of the various measures 
concerned, an overall picture of the position of amounts withheld from 
producers in relation to expenditure and commitments made. 

Another measure, financed by amounts withheld on subsidies for olive oil 
production, concerns expenditure relating to the setting up of an olive 
register. Although this expenditure is financed by the paying agencies, 
and does not therefore take on the nature of direct payments by the 
Commission, it seems useful to have it also presented in the annex to 
demonstrate the "receipts-uses" situation. 

6. Administration of appropriations 

on 25 october 1984, a supplementary and amending budget was adopted for 
1984. 

6.1. Appropriations available (m ECU) 

Original budget 
SUpplementary and amending budget No 1 

6.2. Transfers of appropriations 

16,542.875 (1) 
+ 1,833.000 

18,375.875 
========== 

In order to adjust budgetary resources as quickly as possible to the rate 
of utilization of appropriations, the Commission made proposals on four 
occasions (May, August, November 1984 and February 1985) for 
chapter-to-chapter transfers of appropriations within Titles 1 and 2 and 
Chapter 40. The Council approved these proposals in July, September, 
December 1984 and March 1985 respectively. The appropriations thus 
transferred amounted to a total of 1 705.97 million ECU (2) (see 

(1) Titles 1 and 2 including 42.875 million ECU entered in Chapter 40 for the 
common organization of the markets in fisheries and 350 million ECU 
entered under Chapter 10.0. 

(2) Including reallocation of 350 million ECU blocked under Chapter 10.0 
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Table No 8 below). The latter transfers are an inherent feature of 
the system of financing by the EAGGF Guarantee Section, i.e. payments 
which are decentralized within the Member States, using Community 
advance payments. Thus it is only after the execution of expenditure 
at national level that the commission is able to gauge with any 
degree of accuracy the scale of the expenditure for each agricultural 
policy measure and therefore for each budgetary line. The amount of 
these four transfers in quite high due to the fact that substantial 
short-term changes in the market situation took place during the 
year, particularly in the beef/veal, wine, olive oil, fruit and 
vegetables, sugar and non-Annex II sectors. 

Expenditure 

Expenditure charged for 1984 totalled 18 346.5 million ECU. In 
addition to expenditure declared by the Member States as paid in 1984 
(18 366.2 m ECU}, this amount includes the results of clearing the 
accounts of 1978 and 1979 (-25.4 m ECU) and direct payments of 
5.7 million ECU. 

A detailed analysis of expenditure by sector is given in the first 
part of this report (Table No 1 and Annex 2}. Table No 9 below gives 
a breakdown of expenditure by Member state. 

This breakdown definitely cannot be treated as a reliable indication 
of the actual shares of the Member states since payment deadlines 
vary widely from one Member state to another and expenditure by 
paying agencies in any given Member State cannot really be treated as 
peculiar to that state, because the community is a unified economic 
area for agricultural products. Thus, for example, certain export 
refunds for products from one Member state are paid by another Member 
state. 

Budget operations 

6.3.2.1. Commitments 

- Global provisional commitments corresponding 
to the advance payments made to Member States 
in respect of 1984 

- commitments for direct payments 
Total 

- Commitments itemized in accordance with 
budget nomenclature 

- Balance of global commitments cancelled in 
respect of 1984 and recommitted for 1985 

ECU 

18 

18 

-18 

370 145 876.61 
5 721 495.71 

375 867 372.32 

346 463 284.84 

29 404 807.47 
===;====;~======= 

(1) Including the results of the 1978/1979 accounts clearances. 

(1} 



TABLE N° 8 

Appropriations 

~1.000 ECU~ 
Original :Supplementary:Transfers of : Appropria- : Expenditure 

Sector :Chap. :appropriations:and amending : appropria- : tions : 1984 
:budget n° 1 : tions : available : ~1~ 

Cereals and Rice : 10 : 2.633.324 :- 153.324 : - 782.000 : 1.698.000 : 1.697.839 
Sugar : 11 : 1.386.891 :+ 185.109 : + 59.490 : 1. 631.490 : 1.631.468 
Olive oil : 12 : 755.174 :+ 107.826 : + 233.800 : 1.096.800 : 1.096.365 
Oil and protein plants : 13 : 1.200. 783 :- 273.783 : - 55.800 : 871.200 : 871.148 
Textile plants and Silkworms : 14 : 188.561 :- 47.561 : - 30.560 : 110.440 : 108.012 
Fruit and Vegetables : 15 : 1.025.298 :+ 217.702 : + 211.610 : 1.454.610 : 1.454.555 
Wine : 16 : 576.437 :+ 190.563 : + 455.620 : 1.222.620 : 1.222.585 
Tobacco : 17 : 727.674 :+ 67.326 : - 17.710 : 777.290 : 776.422 
Other sectors or agricultural prod : 18 : 53.774 :+ 1.226 : - : 55.000 : 51.471 
Common forestry policy : 19 : p.m. : - : - : p.m. 
Milk and Milk products : 20 : 4.894.131 :+ 866.869 : - 314.320 : 5.446.680 : 5.441.748 ; Vol 

Beef/veal : 21 : 1.371.435 :+ 474.565 : + 714.050 : 2.560.050 : 2.546.798 : ...... 

Sheep- and goatmeat : 22 : 342.680 :+ 136.320 : - 45.480 : 433.520 : 433.518 I 

Pigmeat : 23 : 192.576 :+ 14.424 : - 11.050 : 195.950 : 195.936 
Eggs and Poultry : 24 : 125.243 :+ 757 : - 56.000 : 70.000 : 69.811 
Non-Annex II refunds : 25 : 319.352 :+ 31.648 : + 31.400 : 382.400 : 382.393 
A CAs : 27 : 976 :+ 24 : - : 1.000 : 297 
MCAs : 28 : 355.691 :+ 38.309 : - 18.050 : 375.950 : 375.923 
Provisional approps and clearances : 29 : p.m. :- 25.000 : - : - 25.000 : - 25.463 
Fisheries : 40 : 42.875 : - : - 25.000 : 17.875 : 15.637 
Provisional appropriations : 100 : 350.000 : - : - 350.000 : p.m. 

: : : : : : 
: : : : : : 

TOTAL : : 16.542.875 :+ 1.833.000 : - : 18.375.875 : 18.346.463 

(1) Including the results of clearing 1976/1977. 
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TABLE 1f0 9 

Expenditure recorded in the Member States in 1984 
by type of financing (1) 

Refunds Intervention Totals 1984 ' 

m ECU '1 

471,3 230,8 702,1 3,82 
588,8 290,2 879,0 4,79 

1.175,5 2.147,0 3.322,5 18,09 
8lo4 879,9 961,3 5,23 

1.625,0 L888,2 3.513,2 19,12 
446,4 ?:.' 447,0 893,4 4,86 
337,4 3.656,1 3.993,5 21,74 

1,4 2,3 3,7 0,02 
1.275,2 688,6 1.963,8 10,69 

United Kingdom: 616,8 1.516,9 2.133,7 11,61 

1983 
'1 

3,88 
4,28 

19,33 
6,33 

22,83 
3,86 

18,04 
0,03 

10,79 
10,63 

:---------------:--------------:---------------:----------:---------:---------: 
: Total M s 6.619,2 11.747,0 : 18.366,2 : 99,97 100 
: ---.------------: --------------: ---------------: ----------: ---------: ---------: 
: Direct 
: payments 5,7 5 '7 : 0,03 p.m. 
:---------------:--------------:---------------:----------:---------:---------: 

Total EEC 6.619,2 11.752' 7 : 18.371,9 100 100 

(1) This takes no· account of the results of the 1978/1979 accounts clearances 
(-25.4 m ECU) 
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6.3.2.2. Charges for payment 

6.4. 

6.4.1. 

6.4.2. 

6.5. 

6 .5.1. 

With the exception of a sum of 2 646 909.07 ECU committed for direct 
payment by the Conunission, the amounts charges for payment, which 
totalled 18 343 816 375.78 ECU, correspond to the itemized 
commi tment.s . 

Carryovers of appropriations 

111 658.36 ECU of the 1983 appropriations carried over automatically 
to 1984 (141 048.75 ECU) was utilized. The residual 29 390.39 ECU was 
cancelled. 

The following 1984 appropriat.ions committed for direct payments by 
the Commission were carried over automatically to 1985 

Item 1221 (olive oil) 
Item 1401 (flax) 
Article 184 (apiculture) 

1 891 661.32 ECU 
625 949.13 ECU 
129 298.62 ECU 

2 646 909.07 ECU 
================ 

The Commission requested no c.arryover of appropriations from 1984 to 
1985. 

SUmmary of the implementation of the 1984 budget 

In 1984 the rate of expenditure was very high throughout the year, 
but especially during the first quarter, owing to the impact of the 
measures whic.h the Commission bad to adopt in order to contain 
expendituz:e c.hargeable to 1983 within the budgetary limits. 
The supplementary and amending budget, which was 150 million ECU less 
than the Conm1ission proposal, proved inadequate, and expenditure 
amounting to 202.4 million ECU could not be paid in 1984 and will 
have to be covered in 1985. 
In this connection the Commission has also been obliged to tread a 
very cautious path both in it.s decisions on advances and as regards 
the time of t.heir payment to the Member Sates. The aim of such 
caution has been to ensure, on the one hand, respect .for 
appropriat.ions actually available at the time of the decisions and, 
on the other. their fair distribution between the Member States. 
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6.5.2. The impleme11tation of the 1984 budget, EAGGF Guara~tee Section (1) can 
be summarized as follows : 

Original budget 16 542 875 000. ECU (2) 
SUpplementary and amending budget No 1 1 833 000 000. ECU 

18 375 875 000. ECU 
Chargings as payment 18 343 816 375.78 ECU 

32 058 624.22 ECU 
Appropriations committed and automatically 
carried over to 1985 2 646 909.07 ECU 
llitused appropriations lapsed 29 411 715.15 ECU 

===================== 

(1) Including Chapt.er 40 - Fisheries 
(2) Including 350 million ECU Chapter 10.0 
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7.11. Audit of commercial documents 

The re&ular and systematic audit of commercial documents of fi~s is 
carried out under Directive No 77/435/EEC, and is a matter for the 
national authorities. commission staff and qualified representatives of 
the Member states meet whenever necessary to review problems connected 
with the application of the Directive. 

In 1984, Commission staff started a series of bilateral talks with the 
Member states to clarify certain interpretations and/or to exchan&e 
mutual information on various aspects of the practical application of 
the Directive. 
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TITLE IV 

8. ACCOUNTS CLEARANCE 

In 1984, EAGGF staff maintained their effort to make good the delays in 
accounts clearance and make improvements in the clearance procedure. This 
work was carried out in close cooperation with the staff of Financial control 
and the Legal Service. 

8.1. 1978 and 1979 

As already noted in the Thirteenth Financial Report (pp. 57 and 58}, on 
8 February 1984 the Commission adopted its formal decisions clearing the 
1978 and 1979 accounts. For the Federal Republic of Germany, the 
decision concerning 1979 includes an amendment of the accounts clearance 
decision for 1975, to allow for the judgment handed down by the court of 
Justice on 7 November 1983 in case 46/82. In the judgment, the Court 
annulled Decision No 81/1034/EEC insofar as the commission refused to 
charge to the EAGGF an amount of DH 5 407 890.68 paid by the Federal 
Republic of Germany as HCAs on exports to non-member countries under 
national food aid arrangements. 

Closure of the 1978 and 1979 accounts released 27 810 000 ECU which, 
after taking account of the above judgement of the Court of Justice, 
resulted in a net amount of 25.46 m ECU being credited against 
expenditure in the 1984 financial year. 

8.2. 1980 and 1981 

Despite the EAGGF's efforts to shorten the time lag between payment 
operations in the Member states and formal accounts clearance, by early 
April 1985 the Commission had not yet been able to adopt formal decisions 
clearing 1980 and 1981, relating to a declared expenditure amount of the 
order of 21.2 billion ECU. 

on-the-spot checks took place over a period of 13 months from 
October 1982 to November 1983. The dialogue phase following these visits 
took place from June to October 1984. 

A provisional summary Report on clearance work went before the Fund 
Committee in october 1984, with a view to enabling the Commission as far 
as possible to act before the end of the year. However, because of the 
many problems outstanding, it was considered preferable that the decision 
should be deferred, the time given to be used particularly to reduce the 
number of positive and negative reserves-. 

The work on this has continued during the early months of 1985, and it 
should be possible for the Commission to adopt formal decisions by the 
end of June 1985. 
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1981 was the first year in which,the EEC market organisations operated in 
Greece. This raised a number of administrative and technical problems, 
which led the EAGGF staff to suggest to this Member state an improvement 
in its application of community arrangements. 

8.3. 1982 

Most of the checks both of documents and on-the-spot are now complete, 
the last visit being due to take place in September 1985. Many audit 
results have already been notified to the Member States. 

The EAGGF is planning to proceed to the dialogue phase in the third and 
fourth quarters of 1985, in order to bring the litigious cases before the 
Commission, as far as possible, by the end of this year. 

8.4. 1983 

As Table 10 below shows, the situation with regard to the transmission of 
clearance declarations by the Member states showed little improvement in 
1983 over 1982. 

Table No 10 

Member States Dates when accounts clearance declarations 
were sent in (date of main report) (1) 

1982 1983 

Belgium 31.05.1983 04.07.1984 
Denmark 24.06.1983 22.06.1984 
F.R. Germany 12.07.1983 20.04.1984 
France 03.08.1983 10.10.1984 
Greece 25.04.1983 15.07.1984 
Ireland 02.06.1983 09.07.1984 
Italy 09.03.1984 09.07.1984 
Luxembourg 27.06.1983 19.06.1984 
Netherlands 29.08.1983 06.07.1984 
United Kingdom 31.08.1983 06.07.1984 

The documentary and on-the-spot checks have begun. 

(1) Many corrections to these declarations were sent to the Commission's staff 
subsequently by certain Member states. 

' . 
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8.5. Appeals by Member states against accounts clearance decisions 

The Thirteenth Financial Report mentioned appeals by Luxembourg (Case 
No 49/83) and Italy (Cases Nos 55/83 and 56/83) against accounts 
clearance decisions concerning 1976 and 1977 and by Italy (Cases 
Nos 129/84 and 130/84) and the United Kingdom (Case No 133/84) against 
decisions clearing the 1978 and'1979 accounts. · 

The Court has handed down its judgments on the eases relating to 1976 and 
1977. 

In its judgment dated 12.07.1984 in case No 49/83 (Luxembourg v. 
Commission), the Court annulled parts of the Commission•s Decisions 
Nos 83/38 and 83/49, under Which the Commission refused to accept EAGGF 
financial responsibility for a third of Luxembourg's expenditure in 1976 
and 1977 on private storage aid for table wines. 

In its judgments handed down on 27.02.1975 in cases Nos 55/83 and 56/83 
(Italy v. Commission), the Court annulled parts of commission Decisions 
Nos 83/37 and 83/48, under Which the Commission refused to accept EAGGF 
financial responsibility for the payment of table wine distillation aids 
made to Italian growers under distillation contracts entirely executed 
and covered by a financial arrangement in accordance with the successive 
definitions applicable under Article 2 of Regulation 567/76 and Article 2 
of Regulation 1281/76. 

There have been no further appeals, as 1980 and 1981 have not been 
finally cleared. However, certain EAGGF proposals for these years may 
well be reviewed in the light of the judgments the court will be handing 
down in the eases concerning 1978 and 1979 still pending. 

8.6. Memorandum 

In 1983, the Commission•s staff produced a consolidated Memorandum on the 
submission of documents by the Member States. The Memorandum has since 
been amended twice, on the last occasion in October 1984, to cover for 
changes in the regulations and to provide the Member states with all the 
information they need for the preparation of their 1984 declarations. 

The Memorandum enables the Member States to present their expenditure in 
standardised form and simplifies the work of the commission staff. It 
also facilitates comparison between the declarations of the various 
Member states. 
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8.7. General observations 

Preventive action desisned to forestall mistaken applications of 
Community resulations has assumed great importance in the work of the 
EAGGF Guarantee Section. The aim is that the Guarantee Section should 
take a more active part in the preparation of asricultural regulations 
and should provide replies to the questions of interpretation posed by 
the Member Slates to the Commission. 

The EAGGF's contribution to the preparation of resulations covers in 
particular practical details of application and verification and is 
designed to facilitate execution by the Member Slates, in particular by 
providin& a sreater degree of precision in the wording of provisions 
(e.g. time-limits) Which have caused difficulties When the accounts have 
been cleared. 

QUestions of interpretation cannot be dealt with properly without joint 
discussion by all the Commission's departments concerned, which means, 
occasionally, that these matters cannot be dealt with promptly. 

For accounts clearance purposes, the EAGGF resards itself as bound by the 
replies officially given to the Member States; this means that disputes 
can be avoided when it comes to deciding Whether expenditure should be 
disallowed or not. 

Although the replies given are not legally binding and the Member States 
are free to adopt a solution differing from that recommended by the 
Commission, the latter takes the view that the results of this procedure 
have been senerally beneficial. It is therefore eneourasin& the Member 
States to refer to its staff, preferably before payment, any major 
questions Which might give rise to dispute when the accounts are 
cleared. The Member States will continue to be informed on positions 
adopted bilaterally either in the manasernent committees or by the 
circulation of EAGGF information memos. 

The EAGGF also wishes to stress the value of the "dialogue phase" carried 
out durin& the clearance operations. This phase has been the subject of 
reservations, notably from the Court of Auditors, which fears that the 
phase mi&ht be an opportunity for the Commission to "negotiate" with the 
Member stales with resard to disputes arising during the checks of 
documents and on-the-spot verifications which have not been settled by 
the exchanse of letters following these controls. 

For the Member states the dialogue is a very important aspect of the 
clearance procedure, insofar as it is an opportunity for them to slate 
their ease. It also enables the commission to make financing proposals 
on the basis of all the information in the file and to establish, Where 
appropriate, what amounts should be corrected. The matters considered 
are by their nature extremely complex and sometimes involve larse amounts 
of money, so that a thorough study must be carried out before the 
commission can decide whether a payment made by a Member State must be 
disallowed or not. 
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This procedure, which is never a nesotiation, ensures that hasty 
decisions are not taken on the basis of files which ha~e not been 
properly studied or from which necessary documents are missins, and 
reduces the danser of frequent annulments of clearance decisions by the 
Court of Justice. The Court•s rulinss have so far been favourable to the 
Commission in the majority of cases, and this justifies the retention of 
the dialosue procedure. 

8.8. Systems audit 

In 1984, the Commission completed the systems audit prosramme referred to 
at point 9.8 of the Thirteenth Financial Report. Visits were made to a 
payins asency in each Member state to check export refunds and monetary 
compensatory amounts for 1982 and 1983. The reports made followins these 
checks were sent to the Member States, which were asked to submit their 
comments on the findinss of the commission's inspectors. When it has 
received these comments, the Commission will report to the EAGGF 
Committee on the results of this introductory phase, with its seneral 
conclusions. 
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TITLE V 

9. FINANCIAL EXECUTION OF COMMUNITY FOOD AID FOR PRODUCTS SUBJECT TO EEC 
MARKET ORGANISATION 

9.1. Main features of Community food aid 

9.1.1. General situation 

The 1984 Community food aid programmes adopted by the Council under 
Regulation (EEC) No 1278/84 of 7 Hay 1984(1) were as follows: 

- 1 127 663 tonnes of cereals, with a first tranche of 927 663 tonnes, 
and a second of up to 200 000 tonnes 

- a maximum of 122 500 tonnes of skimmed-milk powder 
- a maximum of 32 760 tonnes of butteroil 
- a maximum of 13 500 tonnes of sugar 
- a maximum of 20 000 tonnes of vegetable oil (oilseed oil, olive oil) 
- other products (fish, dried vegetables and dried vegetable meal, 

etc.), quantities equivalent to a maximum of the value of 147 000 
tonnes of cereals. 

Since the Council adopted the 1984 programmes earlier than in previous 
years, more of the programmes could be executed within the same year 
than had been the ease in the past. 

By 31 December 1984, there were still 274 000 tonnes of cereals, 37 000 
tonnes of skimmed-milk powder and 13 000 tonnes of butteroil to be 
executed, but these figures were a good deal lower than the 
corresponding figures for 1983. 

Apart from Community food aid as such, the Member States• annual 
participation (1984) under the 1980 Food Aid convention, implemented on 
1 July 1980 and renewed until 30 June 1986, totalled about 725 000 
tonnes of cereals (national aid under the Convention). 

All these aids ranked for community financing, full or partial 
according to case, through the charging to the EAGGF Guarantee Section 
budget of the amounts corresponding to the refunds, the equivalent of 
the aids expressed in world prices being charged to Chapter 92 
(Community aids) or the national budgets (national aid under the 
Convention or outside it). 

(1) OJ No L 124, 11.5.1984 
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9.1.2. Mobilisation procedure 

The products to be supplied as food aid are normally mobilised under 
the EEC market organisations. 

As a rule, a tendering procedure is used, whether the products come 
from public intervention stocks or are bought on the Community market. 
In the former ease, the call for tenders covers freight and any 
processing required; in the latter, it covers the value of the 
merchandise plus the other costs mentioned. 

Exceptionally, the products may be bought on the Community or world 
market by private contract (emergencies, non-availability on the 
Community market, etc.). Community financing may be f.o.b., e.i.f. or 
free at destination within the beneficiary country, depending on the 
terms laid down by the Council when the annual programmes or individual 
schemes are adopted. 

9.1.3. Food supplied 

The table below gives figures for the food supplied by group of 
products in 1984, based on tonnages delivered in 1984. 
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Table Ho 11 

Quanti ties supplied (1) in 1984 (compared with 1983) 

(tonnes) 

Products 1984 Previous Total Total 
programme programmes 1984 1983 

Cereals (Wheat equiv.) 832 760 672 407 1 505 167 686 411 

Skimmed-milk powder 66 061 107 033 173 094 74 609 

Butteroil 15 505 34 349 49 854 15 517 

sugar 302 302 5 004 

Vegetable oil 4 565 4 121 8 686 7 603 

Other products (2) 15 453 12 500 27 953 6 876 

(1) The figures supplied for the situation with regard to mobilisations at 
31.12.1984 are generally higher, since they include quantities not yet 
delivered 

(2) Including purchases by HGOs and international organisations 

Cereals 

SKP 

Butteroil 

Source: DG VIII 

QUantities 
budgeted (1) 

(t} 

1 127 663 (2) 

122 500 

32 760 

MOBILISATIONS 

QUantities mobilised QUantities 
{t) being 

mobilised 
(t) 

832 760 20 291 

60 061 19 436 

15 505 3 648 

(1) And in implementing Regulation No 1278/84 of 7 May 1984 

Still 
to be 

:executed: 
(t) 

274 612: 

37 003: 

13 607: 

(2) Including: - 100 000 t of rice recorded for its equivalence in cereals 
(200 000 t) 

- about 200 000 t outside the Convention 
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A good deal more food aid was delivered in 1984 than in 1983, because -
as mentioned at point 9.1.1 - the 1984 programmes were approved by the 
Council on 7 Hay 1984 (as against 11 July 1983 for the-1983 
programmes). Thus, the actual deliveries started at the very beginning 
of the second half of 1984. 

This means that expenditure for this year was a good deal higher than 
for 1983. It came to 722 423 199.55 ECU, up 93.2~ over 1983, and 
breaking down as follows (cf. Table 12): 

- expenditure declared by the Member states: 584 716 659.81 ECU 

direct payments made by the Commission's staff: 137 706 539.74 ECU. 

Table llo 12 

overall expenditure in 1984 compared with 1983 

Food aid 1984 

Expenditure declared: 
by Member states 584 716 659.81 

Direct payments 
made by the 
Commission 137 706 539.74 

TOTAL 722 423 199.55 

1983 

327 167 933.14 

46 772 881.06 

373 940 814.20 

(ECU) 

Index 
increase 

(1983 = 100) 

179 

294 

193 
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9.1.4. Payments 

Food aid payments are made through the intervention agencies on 
presentation by the successful tenderer of the appropriate documents. 
The necessary funds for the Kember States under Chapter 92 are provided 
by monthly advance payments in a similar way to the Guarantee Section. 

However, certain payments were made directly by the Commission, as 
shown at point 9.3.2b}. 

9.2. Cash situation 

9.2.1. Advance payments 

The monthly advance paym~\ts requested by the Kember States and 
approved by the Commission totalled 575 514 764.59 ECU for 1984 (see 
Annex 24, column b). 

The table below gives a breakdown by Kember State of the advance 
payments approved, the expenditure made and the rate of utilization of 
the advance payments 

Comparison of these figures with those for 1983 shows an increase in 
expenditure under the monthly advance payments of about 78.7~. The 
rate of utilization of the advance payments, which was 97 .3~ in 1983, 
remained at this high level in 1984, at 98.4~. 

Table No 13 

Breakdown and utilization of monthly advance payments in 1984 

(ECU} 

Kember, States Advance payments Expenditure at Rate of 
(1) 31.12.1984 (2} utilisation "1. 

Belgium 36 789 746.33 37 139 084.73 100.9 
Derunark 3 882 901.36 3 867 790.93 99.6 
Germany 196 022 517.48 194 648 920.89 99.3 
Greece 54 709.53 
France 173 151 374.36 171 930 260.38 99.3 
Ireland 34 884 255.73 31 559 344.74 90.5 
Italy 50 039 015.48 45 836 084.80 91.6 
Luxembourg 969 862.60 970 173.25 100.0 
Netherlands 45 689 130.69 47 462 465.09 103.7 
United Kingdom 52 712 877.22 51 302 535.00 97.3 

Total EEC 594 196 390.78 584 716 659.81 98.4 

(1} Including the balance available at 31.12.1983 as shown in the Thirteenth 
Financial Report (cf. p. 110, Annex 25, column e), totalling 18 681 626.19 ECU 

(2} Expenditure declared by the Kember States 
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9.2.2. Changes in the cash position 

Annex 24 shows the cash position as at 31.12.1984. The sum available 
for the Community (before adjustment and given as a breakdown by Member 
state) was 22 720 612.44 ECU. This amount, corresponding to advance 
payments not used by the Member states as at 31.12.1984, has been 
readjusted in relation with the ECU rate valid for advance payments of 
January 1985 (Annex 24, column e). · 

This accounting operation has no impact on the balances of the food aid 
accounts held in national currencies by the Member states. 

9.3. Administration of appropriations 

9.3.1. Total appropriations available in 1984 (cf. Annexes 26 to 28) 

The appropriations available and committed are the following (ECU): 

- carried forward from 1983 because of 
deferred implementation of certain· schemes 

- DG VIII appropriations carried over 
- original appropriations entered in 1984 

budget - Chapter 92 
- transfers affecting Chapter 92 .. .. .. .. .. 

214 905 508.62 
1 691 233.63 

502 100 000.00 
+ 4 000 000.00 

500 000.00 
600 000.00 

721 596 742.25 
=:-=============== 

The corresponding amount for 1983 being 587 175 459 ECU, the increase 
in appropriations for 1984 was about 22.9~. 

9.3.2. Payments 

a) Expenditure declared by the Member states 

Table No 13 and Annexes 24 to 28 show expenditure declared by the 
Member States, namely an amount of 584 716 659.81 ECU. The increase 
in this expenditure over 1983 is 78.7~. 

It concerns expenditure effected during 1984 but with a reservation 
regarding the Commission's subsequent clearance decisions. The 
differences between the advance payments approved and the 
expenditure actually disbursed constitute the balances available at 
31.12.1984. 
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b) Direct payments 

Apart from the advance payments made to intervention agencies in the 
Member States, the Commission made - as in the past - a number of 
direct payments to certain countries or agencies as contributions 
towards the cost of transporting and distributing food aid gifts. A 
number of contracts for the purchase of food on world and Community 
markets were made through the Commission's departments. 

Until the end of 1983, the staff of the Directorate-General for 
Agriculture took responsibility for the financial settlement of 
these contracts. On 1 January 1984, responsibility was transferred 
to the staff of the Directorate-General for Development, under a 
Commission decision of 4 January 1984 relating to responsibilities 
for the execution of Conununity food aid expenditure. 

Total payments in 1984 came to 137 706 539.74 ECU. The breakdown by 
beneficiary is shown in Table No 14 below. 

Direct payments in 1984 were 194~ higher than the 1983 figure. 
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Table No 14 

Breakdown of direct payments by beneficiary 

Beneficiary 

Bansladesh 
Botswana 
Cape Verde 
Comoros 
Ecuador 
Ethiopia 
Gambia 
Upper Volta 
India 
Lesotho 
Mali 
Mozambique 
Nicarasua 
Niser 
Parasuay 
Philippines 
Sao Tome 
Somalia 
SUdan 
Syria 
Swaziland 
Tanzania 
Chad 
Zaire 
Zambia 
Zimbabwe 
Indirect aids 
Miscellaneous (supervision) 

TOTAL 

Source: DG VIII 

Direct payments 

790 136.30 
2 733 884.00 
1 150 305.44 

3 544.89 
1 285 171.30 
1 078 308.10 

65 584.74 
2 356 416.95 

18 782 507.83 
617 610.30 

1 922 231.45 
6 503 792.47 
8 343 329.80 

501 705.38 
1 581 263.27 

107 557.22 
133 790.80 
720 161.38 
133 494.66 

49 988.55 
498.13 

2 079 339.16 
6 503 344.00 

117 362.05 
8 465 406.02 
9 669 888.00 

61 337 582.32 
672 335.23 

137 706 539.74 

(ECU) 
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9.3.3. Charging to the budget 

The expenditure amounts declared by the Member states are charged as 
global sums to the budget every month, while direct expenditure by the 
Commission's staff under the 1977 Financial Regulation is charged on a 
case-by-case basis. 

9.3.4. Transfers 

During the year, transfers within Chapter 92 proved necessary to adapt 
the appropriations made to specific headings to the needs arising from 
the monthly charging of expenditure declared by the Member States and 
that concerning payments made directly by the Commission. The table in 
Annex 26 covers all the transfers made in respect of 1984. It should 
be noted that as the headings relating to previous programmes had no 
original appropriations provided (insertion of a p.m.), most of the 
transfers were made to these headings, mainly for the charging of 
expenditure declared by the Member States. 

9.4. Appropriations carried over to 1985 

Under the 1977 Financial Regulation, the 1984 budget appropriations 
were committed as soon as the programmes were adopted by the Council 
for that year, i.e. from 16 May 1984. 

The appropriations to be carried over to 1985 totalled 
9 479 730.97 m ECU. This very small sum, following the heavy 
expenditure in 1984, is accou11ted for by the following factors: 

- the relatively prompt adoption of the 1984 programme allowed more 
substantial execution in 1984 compared with programmes of earlier 
years 

- the appreciable increase in the value of merchandise and of transport 
costs 

- the increase in the price of cereals on the world market meant that 
for 1984 the refunds were relatively small, or indeed disappeared 
altogether at certain times of the year. 

9.5. Closure of accounts 

9.5.1. Verification 

- For each food aid scheme, a detailed statement of expenditure is made 
out by the relevant interv~1tion agency, following procedures laid 
doWll in the financial regulations. On receipt, the vouchers and 
documents are checked carefully on the basis of information available 
to the Commission, including the intervention prices, the tender 
procedure and the amounts of the refunds. Further verification is 
then carried out, normally, at the headquarters of the paying 
departments in the Member States. 
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- The payments made directly by the Commission are subject to the 
general rules concerning management set out in the 1977 Financial 
Regulation. 

9.5.2. Accounts clearance 

a) On 12 November 1984, the Commission adopted 34 accounts clearance 
decisions relating to 1976 to 1979 in respect of expenditure made by 
the Member States on behalf of the Community as food aid 
expenditure (1). Some expenditure was disallowed. The financial 
implications for the 1984 budget yielded a total negative sum for 
the four years of 13 240 881.47 ECU. 

In accordance with Article 99 of the 1977 Financial Regulation, this 
amount is deductible from expenditure declared in respect of the 
year during which the relevant accounts were cleared. Table No 15 
sununarises the figures for the clearance of the 1976, 1977, 1978 and 
1979 accounts. 

Table No 15 

Amounts char&eable to the 1984 budset 
(totals covering the four years) 

(Article 99 of the Financial Regulation of 21.12.1977) 

Member Expenditure Expenditure Expenditure to 
State claimed recognised be charged 

NC NC NC 
a b b - a 

Belgium 5 387 027 252 5 369 764 790 17 262 462 

Denmark 124 867 343.38 51 996 155.38 72 871 188 

Germany 649 155 980.81 641 587 998.54 7 567 982.27 

France 1 233 562 100.91 1 230 508 754.26 3 053 346.65 

Ireland 12 901 274.38 12 897 427.19 3 847.19 

Italy 77 77.5 867 033 77 869 878 039 + 144 011 006 

Luxembourg 177 826 188 177 835 615 + 9 427 

Netherlands 189 320 405.99 188 906 739.70 413 666.29 

United Kingdom 2 070 797.42 2 068 911.21 1 886.21 

(1) OJ No L 325, 12 December 1984 
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A number of reserves have been formulated, and these are annexed to 
the decisions published in the Official Journal of the European 
Communities. The opportunity is taken in this report to list below 
the reserves still outstanding made in connection with the 
clearances carried out since 1970. 

Table No 16 

Reserves made since the 1970 accounts were cleared 

Member State 

Belgium 

Year 

1975 
1976 
1978 

BF 

Amount 

16 308 614 
1 541 816 

32 425 916 
:-------------------:------------------:-------------------------: 

Germany 1976 - 1979 DM 254 598.94 
:-------------------:------------------:-------------------------: 

France 1970/71 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1979 

FF 516 834.50 
163 115.77 
253 940.06 

32 046.73 
2 505 122.75 

400 147.93 
:-------------------:------------------:-------------------------: 

Italy 1976 
1979 

LIT 6 058 883 
2 161 252 980 

b) Preparatory work on the combined clearance of 1980, 1981, 1982 and 
1983 should be completed by the end of 1986. The clearance 
decisions could thus be adopted in early 1987. 



ANNEX 1 

SUmmary of implementation for 1984 

Appropriations 

A. 1984 appropriations 
1. Original appropriations 
2. SUpplementary and amending 

budget No 1 
3. Appropriations available 

B. 1983 appropriations 
Automatic carryover from 1983 

TOTAL 

m ECU 

16.542,875 
1.833,-

18.375,875 

0,141 

18.376,016 

(1) Of which: - against automatic carryover from 1983: 
- against 1984 appropriations: 

Implementation 

c. Conunitments 
1. Appropriations available 
2. SUm not conunitted 

3. Conunitments 
4. Remainder from total conunitments 
5. Commitments allocated 

D. Payments 
1. Total sum allocated 
2. Payments 
3. Amount committed to be carried 

over automatically 
4. Appropriations to be carried over 

(non-automatic) 
5. Appropriations lapsed {1) 

0.029. 
29.412. 

TOTAL 

m ECU 

18.376,016 
0,008 

18.376,008 
29,404 

18.346,604 

18.346,604 
18.343,928 

2,647 
0,-

29,441 

18.376,016 

"' ~ 



A N N EX 2 

EXPENDilURE CHARGED UNTIL THE END OF DECEM3ER 1984 

m ECU 

----;~-------------~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~---~~~~~~~=--~~~~~----;:~~~~----;~~~~~~---;;~~;~---~~;~~=-:~~~~~~~~--~~;;~~--c~iYY-;~;;~-EEC 
L.HIU tlvuwr. IHNGDOM 

CEREALS AND RICE 111,240 47,0IIj 3l~,03b 49,3~3 ~13,&4'1 3.Sbij 3':i7d47 0,112 ll8,7~4 214,7Sb 1.&97,83q 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CEREALS REFUNDS 97,021 lq,b24 'ld,tHl 25 1 bCU 3~1.47b 1, 8 71 llb,&79 u,U3& 41,173 BO, -~~7 918,331 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C~ 1\tlEAT GRAIN AND 
FLOUR REFti>JDS 

BARLEY GRAIN AND MALT REFti>JDS 
i 

OTHER CEREALS REFUNDS 
FOOD AID RE~ CURRENT 
CEREALS PROG 
FOOD AID REF~ PRIOR 
CEREALS PROG S 

INTERVENTION STORAGE OF CEREALS 

CARRYOVER PAYMENTS 
TECHNICAL COSTS, PUBLIC 
STORAGE OF CEREALS 
FI~IAb COST~ Pl.B..IC ST E F CER S 
OTHER Pl.B..IC STORAGE COSTS 
FOR CEREALS 
OTHER STORAGE INTERVENTION 
(CEREALS) 

INTERVENTION OTHER THAN 
FOR CEREAL STORAGE 

i!l,&Sb H,bi!8 

&~,470 ij ,511 

3,502 2,Qtib 

U,i!47 

o, 102 

3,77b 22,54.l 

.~.&59 u,~7.l 

u,3LI8 13 ,';2o; 

0,15.S 5,401 

-U,H3 .5,04t.l 

q,nqq 4,tl.SLI 

~U,i!1.l 13,i!d'l ~iJ'I,2U'I 

2U,Ili!7 79,107 

21,338 11 ,8!H 10,078 

1,891 2,289 

11.143 0,514 2,794 

IH,219 -8,307 79,5';iH 

'1,1>7?. O,IH4 1 5,7'11 

97,51& 1,4b& 48,974 

45,43~ 0,840 .!I, 773 

~O,bUb -tU,7'17 •&,981 

-tJ,IJUb 

.l~, 71b 32,080 05,997 

2o,!BO 0,03o 21,'17'1 ':>2,&71 119i!,27& 

!,llbl U,!O~ l,ll5b 70,70'1 25i!,054 

u,011J 87,370 !&,587 1,383 !56,57i! 

u,334 0,078 O,Ui!3 4,8&1 

0,335 0,&73 1,~&& 10,1&8 

0,812 22,':>72 O,U7b i!,b7'1 ';4,H34 .SSS,7bl 

0,2~8 I ,118<1 O,U5b I ,90~ 7,058 4 I. 443 

0.191 13. b27 0,002 1 ,&94 21,11~0 19'1,234 

u,ou4 14,277 U,b71 4,! 15 92,bbb 

0,3~'1 -7,21& o,ut7 -1,595 2!,.371 2<!,425 

-u,OOb 

u.s~<; 17 .S,bO'; 44,5'>8 i!9,biU 375,930 

PRODUCTION Aio;-ouRUMiifEA~-----------------------------------;~:;;~-----;:~:;------------;~;:~~~---------------------------------------~~~:~;; 
REFUNDS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF 
POTATO STARCH 4, 7j~ I,Hhi! 1,7•1'1 2b,4UO 4b,745 

OTHER PRODUCTION REFUNDS 

OTHER INTERVENTION (CEREALS) 

RICE 

RICE REFti>JDS 

'1,&37 u,uii.J4 

u,uo7 

ll, 79~ o ,utr2 

u,uuc 

~b, Will U,bbl 31,0~/ 

u, I 7~ 

!,blU U,611 

1 roC~ IJ,O;>..l 

U,UIIS 11 .~ .. b 18, 15'1 i!9,o;&'l 128,707 

o,Oi!l O,i!03 

qq,qcn (J, .i2ll -O,Uii~ 47,1117 

24,'19b 0,.!113 -u,oo'J 2&,681 

I 

$ 
I 



!?: 

ITEM 

FOOD AID REFUNDS, CURRENT 
RICE PR<XlRAMYES 
FOOD AID REFUNDS, P.RIOR'-,
RICE PR<XlRAMYES 

INTERIIENTIGI, RICE 

SlXJAR 

EXPENDITURE CHARGED UNTIL THE END OF DECEJYBER 1984 

~E~G!QliE UANMAHK 

o,rqB 

291,958 54, bU'I 

~EUI5CH• tLLA5 
LANU 

u,uus 

29/,577 12,7'10 

fi-(ANCE I f(LLAI~Ll !TAL! A 

0,042 

U,'J9tt 19,45.1 

671,812 16.300 6'1,832 

mECU 

LlJUM- i<lllt~LANU lJNIJL~ CQ'tMJIIITY IOIAL EEC 
UUUkG KINGDCM 

U,U4l. 

ll 1 0LIO ~u,tsqq 

U,UI~ 85,72b l.l!l,/92 l.b31,4b8 

REFUNDS FOR SUGAR·-----------------;~~;~~;---~~;~~~---;~~;~~~----~;;~~---~~;;;~;----~;~~~----;;;;~;---~;~;~----;;;;;;---~;;~~~----------;:;;;;~;~ 
AND ISOGLUCOSE 

REFUNDS FOR SlXlAR 
AND ISOGLUCOSE 
~RAPM~s, CURRENT 

25b,902 40,409 192,512 4,220 535,122 8,6u9 11.30.5 CJ,Ol?. ':>3,775 R7,U96 1.189,959 

FOOD AID REF~~SJ •• ~J9E.~B-~~§ _________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
INTERIIENTIGI FOR SI.XlAR 35,055 !4,201 105,065 s,sl-1 1.16,750 7,691 58,529 51,951 43,696 441,509 

--------~ -----------------------------------------------~~-~~----------------------------------------------------------------------REIMBURSEMENT OF STORAGE 
COSTS FOR SI.XlAR 
PUBLIC STORAGE OF SI.XlAR 
REFUNDS FOR USE IN CHEMICAL 
INDUSTRY 
MEASURES TAKEN FOR OVERSEAS 
DEPARTMENTS, SI.XlAR 
SUBSIDIES TO IMPORTS OF SlXlAR 
OTHER INTERIIENTIGI FOR SI.XlAR 

QIVE OIL 

REFUNDS FOR OLIVE OIL 

35,009 14,156 

0,046 0,045 

0 ,Oil 

103,&62 

0,360 
1,042 

6,571 

•O,O.lS 106,77':> 

Q,OU2 2,102 

127,8!18 

0,25U 

8,612 

':>,029 

U,\50 

7,b'll 58,467 31.173 

1) 1 062 o, 779 

97'1,250 0,13.! 

~.616 u,063 

42,R41 

o,8ss 

0,959 

O,lJ!'j 

429,459 

0,36ll 
3,017 

8,612 

4,?43 !.Oq&,365 

8,14H 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~--------------------------------PRODUCT!et-1 AND CONSUIPTION AIDS, -u,u3H tt<;,331 3,7bU HS&,90b u,o7o o,9oo 97b,q7o 

QIVE OIL 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PRODUCTION AIDS, OLIVE OIL q7,5QI t,3cU b32,t91 731,05c 

CONSUMPTION AIDS, OLIVE OIL •U,O$H 11,791 2,440 224,71':> 0,070 0,'144 ~45,922 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SPECIAL MEASURES FOR PRODUCTION u,o1s 1&,~77 4,2,,3 20,8'ls 
AND CQNSUI'PTION OF QIVE OIL 

MEASURES IN CONNECTION WITH 
PRODUCTION OF OLIVE OIL 

ll,OI, 1&,571 lb,b'52 

!): 



EXPENDI11.JRE CHARGED UNTIL THE END OE DECEfiBER 1984 

ITEM 
o(L-GlliUt llANMA!lK 

MEASURES IN CONNECTION WITH 
CONSUMPTION OF OLIVE OIL 

INTERVENTION IN THE FORM OF 
OLIVE OIL STORAGE 

TECHNICAL PUBLIC STORAGE COSTS FOR OLIVE OIL 

FINANCIAL PUBLIC STORAGE COSTS FOR OLIVE OIL 

OTHER PUBLIC STORAGE COSTS FOR OLIVE OIL 

OTHER ~TORAGE INTERVENTION FOR Cil..IVE OIL 

OTHER INTERVENTION FOR OLIVE OIL 0 ,Oil 

DEUI5CH- ELLA~ 

LANU 

-[11,682 

~. lb.Q 

5,'>1'> 

-2'> 1 1>40 

0,224 

,-

F~ANlE I~ELANil !TALl A 

17,471 

22..51~ 

1~.&91 

39,454 

1,044 22.481 

m ECU 

LIJXt'<- ,.uoEWLANn ur<tliJ• C<Jt'llt.NITY ro r AL EEC 
liOII~t; Klf'.MJD\l'l 

II 11 i)fJ 5 q,?.i!.S 

6b,':J81:i 

.SJ,">ll.S 

21,?.72 

13,814 

25,76ll 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ I 

OILSEED$ AND PROTEIN PLANTS 50,500 31.13'> 25~,059 3.110 ltH1,32l u,380 87,U64 o,oo.s 117,870 137,&87 871.148 

OILSEED$ 4U.t75 11,5&~ 2.S2,&81 2,~49 119,622 o,ou6 75,<l2& 61,42& 111,70'> &55,5'>4 

REFUNDS FOR oiCSEED-S-----------------~~~~;----~:;~;------------------------~~~:~--------------------------------~~7~~---:~~~~;--------------~:;;; 
~~c~BN~R, 11,714 9,521 18'>,443 60,4711 o,oub 4,374 2s,1122 11o,344 41&,702 

PRODIJCTIONAID,SUNFLOWER 21,137 41,05'> 2,549 5U,7b7 42,!51 31,65'> 1.101 19&,421 

PRODUCTION AID, SOYA 

PRODUCTION AID, FLAX SEED 

OTHER AIDS <OILSEEDS) 
INTERVENTION lN THE FORM OF 
STORAGE FOR OILSEEDS 
OTHER INTERVENTION FOR OILSEEDS 

PROTEIN PLANTS 

PRODUCTION AID, 
PEAS AND FIELD BEANS 
PRODUCTION AID, 
DRIED FODDER 

1,25ti o,uuc 

1 ,~U'I 

IU,.S2'> (9,~72 

10,202 u,bCl 

Ll, 12..i 10,951 

5,441 

q,89b 

u, lti..i 

2i'.,.S/d U 1 'lblJ bl!,&'lll 

}b,761 .SI,2dl) 

:,,617 0,560 37, lli/l 

2'l .. !9j 32,73~ 

0,612 0,257 7,225 

u,ooo U,OOd 

z,o<Jc 

U.374 11, c">t> o,oos ~b,444 25,'182 21'>.~94 

0.26'> 1,c3c O,!l03 4d,672 22,414 139, 44'1 

U.l 10 !U,U26 1, 772 3,'>&7 76,145 

~ 



ITEM 

AIDS FOR LUPINS 

~~I~ION FOR 

TEXTILE PLANTS AND SILKWORMS 

FIBRE FLAX AND Hrn> 

PRODUCTION AID; FIBRE FLAX 

SPECIFIC MEASURES !FIBRE FLAX) 

PRODUCTION AID, HEMP 
OTHER INTERVENTION !FIBRE FLAX 
AND HEMP) 

COTTON 

SILKWORMS 

OTHER (TEXTILE PLANTS) 

:}ELG l!Jllt. UAI'Jt.1AHI\ 

c,~&a 

2,568 

2,5&6 

EXPENDITURE CHARGED UNTIL THE END OF DECEJYBER 1984 

DLU!5CH- tLLAS 
LANU 

88,425 

68,222 

0,202 

fl-lANC£ 

U,882 

!3,8&6 

!2,472 

1, 3q'' 

u,op 

I t<t.LAI\ID If ALIA 

0,486 

u,uq9 

u,09d 

0,001 

0,387 

m ECU 

LlJxtM- ,.(Utt<LA•;[) UiJlltU CO"fil.NITY !OIAL EEC 
lluU~G J<If'.X:i[)(ll'l 

I, 427 O,liC'I 1 1 2UU IUB,Ulc 

1. 427 0,024 1,2()() 19, 164 

1,427 0,024 16,'>89 

1,200 I, 200 

I, 39~ 

88,222 

0,001 O,bOI 

FRUIT AND VEGETABLES 1,826 l,bl9 b,72.!> 363,s7.s 1:18.24'> o,09.!> qs.Sdo2 ~.'>24 3,526 t.os•,sss 
--------------- ~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

FRESH FRUIT AND VEGEJABLES lJ,444 0,3b8 u,nu 13/I,O.So 3U,4U~ u,u.S'J 441,'136 3,1118 t,tllH 619,!8.!> 

~~T~F~a~~E~RESH U,Ulb u • .Sb8 o.o~b IR,722 5,bll2 22, IO.l 1 ,q ((I u,uu~ SU, Ul\1 

~~~ow~owD~~~ek§siNG U,4~6 u,o.ss IU3,3U4 2ll, li03 u,o~~ _i1Lirb01 1, tl1 7 \,43'1 44b,l21 

C<WENSATION TO f'ROVOTE 3,258 U, 3QU \5,17 .l 19,370 
CO"fil.NITY CITRUS FRUIT 

80 



EXPENDITURE CHARGED UNTIL THE END OF DECEM3ER 1984 

m ECU 

ITEM 
:$t:L.G ltJUt 0ANI-1ANK 

L A~•U 
OtUT SCt1- tLLAS F~ANLE !l<lLAI·;U IT ALIA LUX tM- tJt IJ£ ~L MJO LIN I If ll C(]VII'l.NITY I 0 1 AL EEC 

HOUI<G KINGDOM 

~~F%m5~~00tr 8,1~5 44,UCjll 10.3 r h 1 r-1 

?~~~I~~~B~~~~~~~s} ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
PROCESSED FRI:Ilr t,.st\4 1.311 ,,qy~ 2~q.~;b ~7,84U u,o~u s.s~,42o 1,137 2,t•on U.l5,57I 
AND VEGETPS...ES 
EXPORT REFUNbsf--PROCtSSE~-----------~-~~~----;-;~;-----~~;z~----;~~~;-----;~~~~----~~~~~-----;~~~;-------------~~~;~----~~;,:~--------------~~~~~ 
FRUIT AND VEGE ABLES ' ' 
PRODUCT!~ AID 
TOMATo-BASED ~CTS 
PRODUCT!~ AID 
FRUIT-BASED PR6DUCTS 

PRODUcTia-.J AID, 
r~NNED PINEAPPLE 

OTHER INTERIIENTia-.J FOR 
PROCESSED FRUIT AND 
VEGETPS...ES 

RRODUCTS OF THE 
WINE-GROWING SECTOR 

u,7.l5 

58,0~3 

u "14 ~.833 170, I 'lb 

o,ou9 ll4,ij.lU 34,535 

~~,42'-' 472,,~, ~so,U.lc 

~5,366 bl,613 U,819 i!b4,87b 

S,'loll ~. q(>U 

360,434 b'12,U32 u, 175 o,,7u 1.2U,~8~ 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------REFUNDS~ PRODUCTS OF THE O..S43 1,-;ru 1,2-;a 9,45.s 16,&24 WINE-GROWING SECTOR 

INTERVENTION~FOR-~crs·--------------------~~~~~---;;~:~~;---;~~;~~---~;;~;;~------------~;;:~;;---~:;;~--------------~~~;~----------;:;~;~~~7 
OF THE WINE-GROWING SECTOR 
INTERVENTI~-iN-THE-FORM-oF·----------------------------~~~~;----~~~~~----:;~~;~-------------~~:~~~---~:~;:·------------------------------;;;~~;; 
STORAGE OF WINE AND GRAPE MJST 

DISTILLATION OF WINE 
CCWIJ...SORY DISTILLATI~ OF 
BY-PROOUCTS OF WINE-M<II\G 
AID TO USE OF 11\JST 
tFill~v 8ts~Ee8r~ROM 

OTHER INTERIIENTICJ.J FOR THE 
WINE-GROWII\G SECTOR 

u,uu~ 

113, b94 

U,007 

U..S49 

211,~1, 

n,~7'1 

1 , o~.o 

21'1,!81 
s:s,q7o 

32,21.1 

U,\27 

qqq,flU'I 
34,1J2.S 

92,820 

0,126 u,u99 

u,qot 

u, 10'1 

8~2,36~ 
68,571 

l2&,5&b 

0,61.l 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------TCBACCO h,H65 6.S,25~ 2bl,f>97 81,&44 3b2,8!:S ll,\49 77&, 422 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

'•. 

I 

$ 



ITEM 

REFUNDS ON TOBACCO 

PREMIIJtlS FOR TOBACCO 

INTERVENTIGI IN THE FORM 
OF TOBACCO STORAGE 

TECHNICAL PUBLIC STORAGE COSTS 
FOR TOBACCO 

dELG!UUt OANMANK 

d,082 

b, 7 63 

EXPENDITURE CHARGED UNTIL THE END OF DECEJIII3ER 1984 

OUJ!SCH- ELLAS Ft<ANCE !NI:LArW II ALI A 
LAND 

!,48~ Cl,bUq 0,2tll 12.~6/ 

n1r7b~ .2;53,3'>4 61r4.B .S~6,33'J 

6,733 21 r'>ll 

5,270 u.~B3 

0,924 O,'J8~ 

m ECU 

LUXt:M- l'II:IJttlLANO UN lllU C!JIM.NITY I 01 AL EEC 
tlOUilG 1<11\GD(]I'I 

u, }ll"i 3b.~l1j 

711, b7) 

C'H,~ll4 

6,~'d 

I ,5ll~ FINANCIAL PUBLIC STORAGE COSTS 
FOR TOBACCO 
OTHER PUBLIC STORAGE COSTS FOR O,SQU 

19
r'lQ.S 20,48~ 

TOBACCO -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -OTHER INTERVENTION FOR TOBACCO - --------------------------------------------
··----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

OTHER SECTORS OR 1,406 !0,939 9,473 o,249 8,921 o,22'> 5,121 u,os3 7,551 7,l2~ o,?7'l 5!,471 
AGRICUL~J:~~~]§ __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 

SEED 1,125 IU,9.S'l 3.296 0,206 8,2!9 u.tB& 5,124 0,063 7,551 5,&62 42,390 

HOPS 0,227 brl82 IJ, 37 3 UrU4U I ,'J62 8,384 

POTATOES 

BEE-KEEPING------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
u,uss -u,oos 0,043 1Jr32'l •O,lJOi -o,ouc 0 1 ?79 U,6ql 

--------------------------------------~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
OTHER 

COMMON FORESTRY---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
POLICY 

MILK AND MILK 
PRODUCTS 

.il/-... 

lb~..S14 tl2l r'.lCU 1~5q,o24 I~ 1 7 C.J !U16 1 .BlJ j47,0b0 SU,bliC :S,!~U 1171, o.in bqq,q7'> 5.44!,74d 

2l 



EXPENDITURE CHARGED UNTIL THE END OF DECEM3ER 1984 

mECU 

ITEM 
:JELG!tJUt UA~IHkK lllU I SCH· f.LL A,; !RtLANIJ l TALl A LUX EM- Ntllf_kLAI•IJ UN (It 0 Ca-'M..NITY 101 AL EEC 

~UUHG KINGoa;J 
fRANCE 

LANO 

REFUNDS MiuK~D·-----------------:~~~~~--~~~~7~:---~~:~~;~----;~~:~---~~~~~~:--~~~~~~:----~~:~~~---~:~;~---~~:~7~~--;~~:~~~----------~:~~~:~~~ 
MILK PRODUCTS 

REFUNDS BUTTER 
AND BUTTEROIL 
REFUNDS SKii"f//ED-MILK POWDER 

REFUNDS CHEESE 
REFUNDS, OTHER MILK PROD. 
FOOD AID REFUNDS~ 
CURRENT PROGRAMMt:. 
SKIMMED MILK POWDER 
.FOOD AID REFUNDS, ' 
PRIORt PROGRAMMES 
SKIMMED-MILK POW6ER 

~.119 

e .1 uo 

1,7Ub 
22,%3 

U 1 U£W 

18,555 

0,.117 

33.~b3 

brql.l9 

1 'll, (' 5Y 
9b,38~ 

2,.QUb 

19,5ij_l 

~.YSS 

~9,329 

65,989 

11' 961 

52,924 

5.260 

2,659 
o,uu1 

159,941> 

96,0Ufl 

4d 1 9U4 
.19,880 

I, 933 

0,365 

_19,6b7 

57 .355 

u, 30.1 
2b, 541t 

10.3.14 

u,so7 

U, 1Mb 

O,t.JUb 

1 u, /90 
0,334 

u,uo~ 

0,012 

u,UlH 
0,494 

224,1'->8 

55,435 

76,288 
.121>,16~ 

u,~9o 

13,076 

2,203 

l i', I lib 

4 q, ~.~~ 

1 ~~]')II 
J.JLJ, /]b 

If, lC.S 

10,190 

0.284 

~~ q q, T 7 '::l 

c 51.51 c 

.S7d,':abh 
b21,5.H 

Ic,721 

109,420 

8,995 
FOOD AID REFUNDS, 

CURRENT PROGRAMME BUTTEROIL 8,475 23,728 14,697 11.67'1 0,757 18,202 8,389 85,925 
EOOS A~EF.UNQr --
(Kl R ~-~~~1~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------INTERVENTION·STORAGE OF 2,413 5,914 516,1:!09 -2,959 b4,dc9 -33,744 o,54b 4U,332 2<5 ..s.1u 619,461 

,SKIMMED-MILK POWDER 

~~~r~ggw·-------------------------------------------------------------·-------------------------------------------------------------

TECHNICAL PUBLIC STORAGE U,C<.Jl u ,&65 21' 546 0,568 <.555 0 1 9Ut.J 0,020 1 '456 s,n9tl 
COSTS FOR SKIMMED-MILK POWDER 

33,105 

FI~CIAL PUBL~ STORAGE 'CO TS FOR SKI D-MILK POWDER 1,169 3,017 b4,413 2,204 9,HT8 1,4b~ 0,087 5,487 19, 1!0~ 107,130 

OTHER PUBLIC STORAGE COSTS U,'l53 2,2.52 43U,1:!5U FOR SKIMMED-MILK POWDER . -~.730 ~<.3~b -36, lib 0,43q 33,39() 21JO.C1• 678,62H 

INTERVENTioN-fN-THE-Rf~CfF-Aio-···:;~~~~--~~;~~;;---~~~::~~------------~~;~~;;--~~~~;~~----;~:;~~---~:~~~---;~;:~~~--~~;:;:;·---------~:;;;:;;: 
FOR USE OF SKIMMED-MILK 

AID SKIMMED-MILK POWDER, 23,41b 9 ,9U 1J 244,676 4U4,04b 20,6U7 j,/llJ O,td9 16q,7'}q u, 954 890,91~ 

CALF FEED 
AID LIQUID SKIMMED-MILK, 1,626 ~~I H'-14 7';J,bl.lll l '8!!2 u,bt?.'1 0' 19 7 u,Oc5 c,UI2 1.~51 12~.37~ 

CALF FEED 
~~~D~O~~DER FOR (),1$2 1,%2 u,~ql) 3.5,'110 -o,uoe 31>,58~ 

AID LIQUID SKii"f//ED-MILK FOR 1b,S7'1 I 'I, 7\U 17c!.IH.I B,78q ~<.o9.S 1,£0.$ 1, 8 Lib 12'1.~6.! QIQ,blb 

FEED, OTHER ANIMALS 
31, ';J 111 bb,Hll \IU,Q55 bb,!Jib 80,457 I c,! nd 313,1&.1 AID SKIMMED::-M!LKJ?ROCESSED .INTO 

CASEIN 
AID SKIMMED-MILK POWDER 10% FAT, 
CALF FEED 
OTHER AID (SKIMMED-MILK) 

INTERVENTION STORAGE OF 3•,110 11,bt.S c&c.302 11~,&6!! i!'I,MI C.,'IRI u,s2s 170,2H qq,31• 72&.~11 

BUTTER AND ~8~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PRIVATE STORAGE (BUTTER <,ns t,c1'' 2o,sx1 14,441 2,q_s_s 0,241 0,211 3o,qoc 6,528 6&, 11• 

AND CREAM) 

::I 



EXPENDITIJRE CHARGED UNTIL THE END OF DECEfiBER 1984 

m ECU 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-------------------------------------------------
ITEM -H .. l..Gll~tJt. Ufd'lr-IAHK Hf..U I SCH• [:!_I AS F~AI'<CE ll<lLAIJlJ !lALlA Luxtt.- ·•lutkLA'''' Ul•!lltl! C<JIMJIJITY rnTAL EEC 

U\JliRG KINGD()I'I LAND 

TECHNICAL Ft8LIC STORAGE COSTS 3,42n J,o4u 46,207 2~,7~~ ~.2~2 0.1"' II,U85 24,&llb <5,n1 tl4,4b" 
FOR BUTTER AND CREAM 

FINANCIAL PU3LIC STORAGE COSTS S,hiiU 5,~1H 79,707 40,au5 1~,65~ U.375 u,ua~ 44,b7~ 112,~~~ 233,092 

FOR BUTTER AND CREAM _ OTHER STORAGE COSTS FOR 22,079 5,242 11J",Hou H,b55 1,7Ht> 2.1Bb u,uau b9,991 C/,1!1'> 272,113h 

BUTTER AND C~~-----------·-------····---------------------·-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
OTHER MEASURES FOR 3u,~u1 2b,249 104.10~ -o,ous 9U,297 18.311 1.121 1,71>9 51,4u5 120,24~ 45LJ,Ub5 

BUTTER FAT 
CONSUMPTION AfojBUTTER·----------------------~~;~:--------------------------------7~~~~7-------------;~;~~-------------~~~:~~------------·;;:~~: 
AND SOCIAL WELFARE RECIPIENTS 
OTHER MEASURES 
(SUTTER FAT) 

3U,Sb7 1b,9~4 104, IUS •O,OU'.> 9ll,2'17 4 1 3U"' 7.121 0,580 ';J1,4f15 b3,3~tl 3b8,72~ 

I -------------------------------------------------------•••·-------------------------------------------------------------------------INTERVENTION FOR OTHER o,45~ 0,1~-, 7,870 o,oBo s1,4q4 6U,03b 

M!LK PRODUCT~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
STORAGE OF CHEESE u,435 o,1:.1 7,870 o,uHo s1,4q4 bU,03b 

OTHER INTERVENTION 
COTHER MILK ~~~S-T~)------------------------------------------------------~---------------------------------------------------------------------
01HER MEASURES IN THE MILK 7,~29 1b,7b9 73,207 t,t.s& 34;-645 7,u•n t9,268 0,3!9 t2,&&2 10,11~ .!42,801 

AND MILK PRODUCTS SECTOR 
GUARANTEE SECTION·------------------~:;;;·---~:~~~---·;;:~;~-------------·;:;;;·---~:~~;-------------~:;;~-----;~~~;-··;;:~~~-------------~~:~;; 
FINANCIAL CONTRIBUTION TO MILK 
tat-MARKETif\KJ AND DAIRY HERD 
Ca-NERSIGJ PREMILMS 

~ ~LOPMENT MEASURES 
If'PRO\/EJI'fNT OF MILK QUALITY 
OTHER i"EASURES UNDER PROGRJ\I'IME 
TO EXPAND MILK PRODUCTS MARKET 

4,&02 
1,S53 

U,415 

OTHER ftEASURES (MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS) 

b,M25 
3,7211 

34,4Uq 
12,'11'1 

1,780 

tJ,ljjb 
0,1311 

0,82U 

13,0!3 
11,3!8 

!,399 

3,040 
1,~05 

IJ,IbU 

b,23M 
8,270 

4,759 

0,084 

0,0!7 

4,!99 
4,H51 

o,~IS 

47,767 
7,551 

l,Htd 

120,3&5 
Sl,b32 

11,729 

FINANCIAL coNfRiBUffdNBY·---------=~~:~;~·-:;;:;~~--=~~;:;~;----------·:;;;:~~~--=~~:;~;·--:~~:~;~·-:;:~~:---:~;:~~;-:;;~:~~~----------·:;~;:;;; 

MILK PRODUCERS __ -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------LINEAR LEVY CC~~!TYJ·--··:;;:~~~--:;;:;~&- :lat,bl< ·157,402 ·42,247 ·40,48'1 -!,968 ·99,&b1 ·115,22n -b'1'1,687 

ADDITIONAL LEVY !CORESPONSIBILITY) •4'1,~34 •49,534 

flfASURES FOR SMALL PRODUCERS 4,b'l1 4,8UU 29,342 0,7'1'1 59,452 0,002 15,34/ 7,9&1 b,'19'J 107,589 

BEEF/VEAL 3oJ.2~7 t?U.Ott URq ~ / ... ) Q_J..,Joll 

~ 



ITEM j[LG!UUt OANMAN• 

EXPENDilURE CHARGED UNTIL THE END DECEJIEER 1984 

DtUISCh- ELLIS 
LANU 

f>llf<LE I~tLANIJ IT AL 1 A 

m ECU 
LUXtM- ;;[llt~LAN[J U"llfll COIM..NITY IOTAL EEC 
tlVIIHG KINGD<l"' 

REFUNDS FOR-BEEFiVEAL-------------~~~~~;---~;:~~~---~~~:~~~----~~~~~---~~~~~~:--~~;~~~~----;;:~~:-----------~~~:~;,~--~;~~~~~----------~:~~~~:~~ 

INTERVENTION STORAGE 
OF BEEF /VEAL 

PRIVATE STORAGE (BEEF/VEAL) 
TECHNIC~ RUBLIC STORAGE COSTS 
FOR BEEF VEAL 
FINANCIAL RUBLIC STORAGE COSTS 
FOR BEEF/VEAL 
~~ER ~!~STORAGE COSTS BEEF VE 

~.025 

lJ,467 
0,937 

t.J,OOB 

3,012 

~2.b43 11<!,4~9 0' 3<;6 

1 ,021 2,Ub7 
q' 7 ~4 19,012 0,032 

4,017 1, qcut 11,02~ 

37, 8< I 9U,88b u,541 

251,04~ ql1,6'1lJ 20H,::>db 12.283 ':\4, illj H!4,50! 

4,060 t;, l~b~ 4,771 u,7~1 O,LI_5~ 14,06~ 

58,097 21.618 33.15~ 3,421 9 1 1'\B~ 13~,951J 

II, 75 7 ll,bbl 19,090 2.100 1 I "'Y':l 'i8,75~ 

<u5,!11 b'),44'j !51 1 ~5o 6,011 47,lli)U bll~,734 

( ~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------INTERVENTICX\1 OTHER THAN 1,357 0.3o3 lld64 9,tt~u 39,6b~ 8udbl 75,565 u,uol o,ooq 132,o94 339,616 

BEEF/VEAL STORAGE 
PREMIUM§~~sucKCER-cows·-----------~;~~;----~;;~~-----~~;~;----~;~:~----~~~~:;·--;~~::;----;;~~~:---:~~~;-----;~;;~---;;~~;~-------------;;~:;; 
CALF PRt:r'lllJt1S 1,1uu o7,6'f<l b3,46o t4,0q~ !52,360 
PREMILMS FOR SLAUGHTER OF -u,ous 97,584 97,57~ 
ADULT CAmE OTHER THAN Ca.JS 
OTHER INTERVENTICX\1 
(BEEF/VEAL) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SHEEp- AND GOATMEAT 1,224 0,5~2 ll,bb3 J,6ol u,out 5~,212 0,49~ u,o3o 6,462 37&,129 43j,5!6 

------·----------------------------------------------~------------------------------------------------------------------------------

REFUNDS FOR SHEEp- AND 

GOATMEAT ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
INTERVENTIONFOR-SHEEP:-AND-------;~~~~----~:~~;----;;:~~~----~~;,~~-----c~~~~---~~:~~;-----~:~~;---~~~;~-----~:~~;--~1~~~;~------------~~;~;;: 

GOATMEAT . 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PREMILMS FOR SHEEp- AND 
GOATMEAT 
STORAGE OF SHEEP- AND 
GOATMEAT 
OTHER INTER\/ENTICX\1, 
SHEEP- AND GOATMEAT 

PI @EAT 

1, 224 o,~8c 

9,17.! 122,'1b3 

IJ,bb.! I, bbl ll,OUl 

1::.,309 4,97? 

!>',,272 u,49'> 0 1 03U b,'l62 .57&,!29 433,5!<l 

2,6('> xu, en/ 0,041 Z4,bb2 5,135 !9!i,'13b 

l;f 



EXPENDIIURE CHARGED UNTIL THE EN> OF DECEf'EER 1984 

----·-·-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-s~~-------ITEM dfLG(tiUf_ OANMANK DEUI~CH· tLLAS 
LANIJ 

Ft<AI'<CE l~LLAI<IJ lTALIA LUX EM- ~<tuE~LArw u;, 11 tt, C~ITY ro r AL EEC 
llOtJRG K!f\G()(]VI 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------REFU'IIDS FOR PIGMEAT ~,t1J5 !lb,'li'J ~.121, t,n9n <!,11?.1 .!,!~>c. u,u~/ 19,311 11,2<!1 1~r.u~t 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------INTERVENTION FOR PIGMEAT 'I,UH b,~qu I•J.!H'I !>,277 u,q~q I,QIIb u,ut4 5.351 t.~••b .lH,'1t~ 

EGGS AND POOL TRY 2,85b b.!.H b,U84 O,i!c!H J4,0JU u,ol! O,!b~ U,UU! [8,!164 ,, 4!b b9,1111 

REFUNDS FOR EGGS 0,558 U,U6~ 3,i!U o,o~s 2,076 U,OU4 o,uau u,OOI 13,680 (J,47b 2U, 411 

REFUNDS FOR-POULTRY·----------------;:;~;----~;~~;-----~;;;~----~:~~;----~;;~;~----~;~~;-----~;~~;-------------~;~~~----~;~;~-------------;~;;~7 

REFUNDS ON CERTAIN GOODS 
OBTAINED BY PROCESSING 
AGRICI.l. !URAL PRODUCTS 

!8,688 34,6U3 .qq,.qqq 3,371 Jb,4bq 3~.540 32.07 Q 0,043 q!, 7q2 82,3()6 382,3'15 

REFUNDS FOR-CER~S----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0,405 0,100 ?.5.'>32 2b,038 

EXPORTED IN THE FORM OF 
SPIRITUOUS BEVERAGES 

REFUNDS ON CERTAIN GOODS 
OBTAINED BY PROCESSING 
AGRICULIURAL PRODUCTS 

TOTAL SECTORS 

ACCESSION CAs GRANTED 
FOR INTRA-C<M>t.JNITY TRADE 

IB,b66 34, bU3 qq,4'19 3,311 3b,4bY 33,15') .12,07<1 

~~6,YU8 85!,i!02 3l'IU,i!07 q•O,Ic!O 5594,">65 6'111,~7~ 5'-1'13,Ul.S 

•U,Illl o,3oq ·U,OOI 

(J,U4.5 9!,bY2 '.Jb,71b 5'Jb,55'> 

5,b~2 113Hd'>i' 20/';, 764 '>,IC.l tl.qBU,(Jbq 

ll,2q7 

~ 



EXPENDI1URE CHARGED UNTIL THE END OF DECEI'BER 1984 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~~~y ______ _ 
ITEM 

MCAs CHARGED OR GRANTED FOR 
TRADE IN AGRICUL1URAL PRODUCTS 

MCAs ON INTRA-C<X'MJNITY TRADE 

MCAs IMPORTS PAID BY 
zii'PORTING MS DEPRECIATING CURRENCY) 
MCAs Ift'F'ORTS PAID BY EXPORTING 

:lE~G!iltlt Uhi'JMAI<K 

11, lbS 26,24~ 

£1,494 13 ,IUJ 

1,9b4 

1,93b 1,8£1~ 

. MS FOR IIYPORTING MS :CDEPR. CURRENCY) 
~A~ III'PORTS CHARGy~ BY IMPORTING APPR. CURRENCY -O,U09 -1 ,07 3 

MCA~ EXPORTS PAID BY EXPORTING 
MS APPR. CURRENCY) o,u4~ 12 d.ll 

MCAs EXPORTS CHARGED BY EXPORTING 
MS (APPR. CURRENCY) U,">bl 

J>tlJISU1-
LANU 

uu, b32 

-7£1,1~0 

£1,9'19 

-J83,'12U 

304,77~ 

f.LLA~ 

?0, 71 J 

211,773 

21,%.l 

-0,41.19 

I, 7UU 

-?,442 

FKAI~Cf Jt<tlANll !lALlA LUXt.M- litiJb~LANO UIJ I II IJ KINGDCl"l CCM\UIJITY I I) I A L EEC tHJIJH(i 

-d4,5&U o, Lt.5o -0, COlJ U,UUl 223,099 ':l'• ~ 'l.' ,, 51':>, 92 5 

-8'4,5bll (J,li:Sb -0,~3/ U,Ull1 lU/,~45 -r.,h,">fc' -3Y,':lf1..S 

59,582 u,Ui!1 U,'111 U,LlOI ll,tnJ,J 8ll,':llu 

9,9d0 O,C4b q, 838 1, II~ 2':>,029 

U,036 -107,645 -l19,11J4 -562,204 

~1U,052 b1,d~~ 59U,765 

-154,159 U.t18 -ld14 -u, llt£M -157,b84 

MCAs ON EXfRA-cOMMUNiiY-rRADE------~:~;~---;;:;~~---~~~:~;~---------------------------------~:;~;-----------;;~:~~;---~~:~~~------------~~~:~~~ 

PORTION oF-MCAs-6RANtEo-5N~rMP6Rfs-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
<rNTo MS WITH DEPR. CURRENCY) 0 ' 004 o.tH -o,uc> O,tlb 

EXCEEDING IIYPORT LEVY 
MCAs ON EXPORTS PAID BY EXPORTII\6 u, 2 b 1 
MS CAPPR. CURRENCY) 

SU3TOTAL CCWENSATORY AII'OONTS 4,7&5 

13.145 ~04, 97b 

2&,.!48 130,82~ C1 1 11d2 -a4,So2 

115,655 H 1, l2L.I 415,37U 

o,tun -U,!99 O,UU1 c2 3,tJ99 5£1, '},~::\ 31b,ZZU 

TOTAL SECTORS-AND---------------;;;:~;~--~;;:~;~--;~;;:~~~--~~;:~~~--;;;~:~~;--~~;:~;;·-~;~~:~;~---~:~;;--;;~;:;;;-;;~~:~~~---;:;~;-;~:;;~:~;~ 
CCWENSATORY AriW'JTS 

VI 
I 



EXPENDilURE CHARGED UNTIL THE END OF DECEM3ER 1984 

m ECU 
----T·EM·---------------~~=~;::~-~;~~;~~---~~~;;:~:--~~~~;----;:;~~~----;:~~;~~---;7;~;;---~~;~~=-:~~~:~;~~--~~;~~~-cOMMUNirv-~~;;~-€€c-

I LANLJ 1-JUIJflG KINGDCfl 

----·-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------CCJYM:JN ORGANISATION OF o,•tj5 1 ,5<'1 1.3% u,tu2 3,213 2,4.57 o,7Uj <',4~>9 j,36<' 1::.,&3~; 
FISHERIES MARKETS 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
REFUNDS ON FISHERY-PRODUCTS-------------------~:~:;-----::~~~--------------~:~~~----~:;;;-----------------------~:;~;----~:~~;--------------~:~~; 

INTERVENTION-F0R-Ff~ER1r~~DOciS----~~~~~----;:~~~-----;:~;~----~:;~;-----;:;~~----;:;~;-----~:;~~-------------;:~~;----;:;~;-------------;;:;~~ 

WITHDRAWAL AND CARRYOVER PREMILM 
~OR FISHERY PRODUCTS 
PRIVATE STORAGE AID FOR 
FISHERY PRODUCTS 
I 

OTHER INTERVENTION FOR 
FISHERY PRODUCTS 

GRAND TOTAL 

0,435 1, SLS I, 326 o, 102 3,206 2.2tH 0,703 

7J2,1U9 876,971 3322 1 46::. 9bi 1 3U4 3::.13,216 893,448 J99j,517 

2,057 3,195 14,741:> 

$,~63 1963,820 2133,1>75 5,7<:'1 1B,371,92b 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CLEARANCE PREVIOUS YEARS -1~.242 2 ,!til 1,893 tll,96'l -b,642 -113,'13.? -tJ,U3J 2,t1B7 -9,045 -2~,41:>5 

. . 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
GRAND TOTAL AND CLEARANCES hb6,Bb1 661,1~<' 332<t 1 5~b 9bi,JU4 3~q5,18::. 6db,~Ub 591U,U65 5,1:>50 196&,707 2124,628 5,721 16.346,4&5 

I 

o:! 



ANNEX 3 : EAGGF GUARANTEE EXPENDITURE BY SECTOR (I) 

(m ECU) 
RATORE OF E~PENDITORE : 1979 : 1980 : 1981 : lgs2 : jgs~ : 19114 

: 
CEREALS :1.563,7 :1.669,0 :1.921,4 :1.824,5 . :2.441,2 :1.650,0 
Refunds : 1.184,7 : 1.174, 7 : 1.206,3 : 1.064,9 : 1.525,0 : 918,3 
Intervention, of which : : 379, I 494,3 715, I 759,6 916,2 7:51,7 
- production refunds : 143,3: 148, I: 129,2: 135,4: 129,7: 175,5 
- aid for durum wheat : 115,4: 129,0: 171,2: 165,8: 218,5: 200,3 
- storage : 88,9: 212,8: 341,7: 453,4: 565,6: 355,8 
RICE : 42,9 : 58,7 : 21,7 : 50,3 : 92,9 : 47,8 
Refunds : 41,7 : 44,4 : 17,2 : 40,0 : 67,9 : 26,9 
Intervention : 1,2 : 14,3 : 4,5 9,3 25,0 20,9 

SUGAR : 939,8 : 575,2 : 767,5 :1.241,9 :1.316,2 :1.631,5 
Refunds : 685, I : 286,2 : 409,2 : 744,0 : 758, I : 1.190,0 
Intervention, of which : : 254,7 : 289,0 : 358,3 : 497,0 : 558, I : 441,5 
- reimbursement of : : : : . 

storage costs : 240,0: 272,6: 344,3: 489,9: 550,5: 429,8: 
OLIVE OIL : 388,2 : 317,9 : 442,7 : 493, I : 675,3 :1.096,4 
Refunds : 0,0 : 0,0 : 2,9 : 8,8 : 9,7 : 8, I 
Intervention : 388,2 : 317,9 : 439,8 : 484,3 : 665,6 : 1.088,3 
OILSEEDS : 217,8 : 369,4 : 582,7 : 720,7 : 945,6 : 655,6 
Refunds : 1,2 : 3,7 : 5,4 : 3,8 : 3,7 : 0,4 
Intervention, of which : : 216,6 : 365,7 : 577,3 : 716,9 : 941,9 : 655,2 
-Colza, rape and : : 

sunflower seeds : 202,6: 349,4: 566,1: 703,0: 924,8: 613, I: 
- Soya : I ,3: 6,3: 2,2: 7,3: 6,2: 32,7: 
- Flax seed : 12,4: 9,8: 8,6: 6,7: 14,5: 7,2: ~ 
PROTEIN PLANTS : 61,9 : 60,5 : 65,5 : 82,8 : 142,3 : 215,6 
Refunds : - : - : - : - : - : 
Intervention, of which : : 61,9 : 60,5 65,5 82,8 142,3 215,6 
- peas, and field beans : 15,3: 27,0: 31,4: 41,1: 84,6: 139,4: 
- dried fodder : 46,6: 3~.~: 34, I: 41,7: 57,7: 76,1: 
TEXTILE PLANTS AND : : : : : : 
SILKWORMS, of whlch : : 18, I : 17,2 : 72,3 : 116,4 : 160,0 : 108,0 
- flax and hemp : 17,6 : 16,8 : 17,0 : 19,5 : 19,3 : 19,2 
-cotton : - : - : 54,9 : 96,2 140, I 88,2 
FRUIT AND VEGETABLES : 442,9 : 687,3 : 641, I : 914,3 :1.196, I :1.454,6 
Refunds : 34,5 : 41,3 : 42,8 : 59,5 : 58,1 58,6 
- fresh : 28,2: 39,3: 40,9: 53, I: 51,9: 50,1: 
- processed : 6,3: 1,9: 1,9: 6,5: 6,2: 8,5: 
Intervention : 408,4 : 646,0 : 598,3 : 854,8 : 1.138,0 1.396,0 : 
- fresh : 123,4: 155,7: 180,0: 305,3: 397,9: 569,1: 
- processed : 284,9: 490,3: 418,3: 549,5: 740, I: 826,9: 
WINE : 61,9 : 299,5 : 459,4 : 570,6 : 659,2 :1.222,6 
Refunds : 4,6 : 26,4 : 25,8 : 31,9 : 20,2 : 18,6 
Intervention, of which : : 57,3 : 273,1 . 433,6 538,7 639,0 1.204,0 
- private storage aid : 22,5: 71,4: 85,7: 108,4: 142,5: 135,6: 
-compulsory distillation 

of by-products of 
wine-fllaking 8,9 0,1 0,3 9,0 63,1 88,6: 

-others (mainly distil.) 14,5 194,5 314,9 390,5 391,4 852,4: 
TCBACCO 225,4 309,3 361,8 622,6 671,3 776,4 
RiifuiidS 3,7 4,5 5,8 17,3 27,9 36,5 
Intervention 221,7 304,8 356,0 605,3 643,4 7:59,9 



OTHER SECTORS, of which 
- seeds 
- hops 

40,2 
30, I 
10, I 

l8,2 
32,0 
6,2 

46,7 
38,8 
5,9 

53,4 
4l,4 
5,4 

55,6 
43,0 
8,2 

51,5 
42,4 
8,4 

M I LK AND MILK PRODUCTS 
Refunds 
Intervention, of which 
-aid for skimmed milk 

:4.527,5 
2.087,9 
2.439,6 

:4.752,0 
2.745,9 
2.006,1 

1.281,6 
20,6 

439,5 
207,6 

:l.342,7 
1.886,3 
1.456,4 

1.157,4 
83,4 

214,7 
211,8 

:3.327,7 
1.521,3 
1.806,4 

:4.396, I 
1.326,8 
l.069,3 

:5.441,7 
1.943,4 
3.498,l 

-storage of skimmed milk 
- storage of butter 
- disposal of butter 
- financial participation 

by milk producers : 
- expansion of the markets: 
BEEF/VEAL 
Refunds 
Intervention, of which : : 
-public and prlv. storage: 
- calf premiums 
SHEEP- AND GOATMEAT 
Refunds 
Intervention 
PIGMEAT 
Refunds 
Intervention 
EGGS AND POULTRYMEAT 
Refunds 
- eggs 
- poultrymeat 
NON-ANNEX I I PRODUCTS 
Refunds 
FISHERIES 

748,2 

104,9 

79,5 

252,2 

17,0 

l.ll0,2 
361, I 
475,6 
154,9 

- 94,2 
110,3 

270,2 
478,0 

417,2 
60,3 

78,4 
26,5 

79,5 

: 
: 
: 
: 

16,0: 
63,5: 

: 
252,2 : 

1.363,3 

53,5 

115,6 

85,5 

221,3 

23,0 

- 222,9 
109,4 

715,5 
647,8 

504,1 
77,1 

53,5 

91,6 
24,0 

85,5 

: 
: 
: 
: 
: 

17,5: 
68,0: 

: 
221,3 : 

: 

1.436,9 

191,5 

154,6 

83,9 

282,4 

28,0 

- 478,5 
106,2 

825,2 
611,7 

393,1 
102,4 

191,5 

132,6 
22,0 

83,9 
18, I 
65,8 

282,4 

1.158,6 

251,7 

: 111,6 

103,9 

414,4 

34,0 

1.310,5 
135,4 
196,6 
414,1 

- 537,3 
105,7 

643,5 
515,1 

341,5: 
74,4: 

251,7 

96,1 
15,5 

103,9 

414,4 

24,2: 
79,7: 

I. 736,5 

305,6 

145,0 

123,3 

343,2 

25,7 

1.630, 7 
634,5 
410,8 
496,4 

- 527,4 
154,2 

828,2 
908,l 

632,4: 
103,0: 

0,0 : 
305,6 : 

: 
120,2 : 
24,8 : 

: 
123,3 : 

30,4: 
92,9: 

: 
343,2 : 

2.546,8 

4l3,5 

195,9 

69,8 

382,4 

15,6 

1.841,3 
819,5 
830,9 
450, I 

- 749,2: 
183,7: 

1.392,7 
1.154,1 

814,5: 
152,4: 

433,5 

157,0 
38,9 

69,8 
20,4 
49,4 

382,4 

Refunds 8,5 : 11,4 : 12,6 : 13,8 : 8,2 : 0,9 
Intervention 8,5 : 11_.(1 ___ : - --~4 : 2~_,2 : - ____ ____!L2_ : 14 7 
TOTAL AGR I CUL TORAL 
EXPENDITURE 

. 
:9.732, I 

. 
:.fi.OI6,4 

. 
:10.902,8 :12.092,5 :15.431,1 :17.995,7 

~cc::esslon canpensatory 
amounts 0,2 - 0,1 0,4 0,3 0,3 
Monetary compensatory 
amounts 708,4 298,5 238,3 312,7 488,3 375,9 
EAGGF~ARANTEE SECTION: · ' ; • ' ; 11 • 14 I,2/I0.980,2(

2
);t2.40s-,6 :1._.5...,.9...,1;;;;9,...,7 .. 7-15~131r;o:ll3-:-371,9/ll3-:346,4 TOTAL EXPENDITURE : 10.440 7 •II 314 9 • -

• • : (3) : (4) 

(I) The expenditure Is based on the declarations from the Member States under the advance payments arrangement and charged to each year In 
accordance with Article 97 of the Financial Regulation. 

(2) Including the reduction In expenditure of 161m ECU disallowed when the 1974/75 accounts were cleared. 
(3) Including the reduction In epxendlture of 108.1 m ECU when the 1976/77 accounts were cleared 
(4) Including the reduction In expenditure of 25.5 m ECU when the 1978/79 account were cleared 

--.1 
00 



ANNKX 4 : BREAKDOWN OF EXPENDITURE BY SECTOR AND ECONOMIC CATEGORY - 1984 

Total : 
SECTOR Expenditure : 

-- -----~~ 

1 
Cereals 
Rice 
Sugar 
olive oil 
Oilseeds, of which 
- colza, rape and 

sunflower seeds 
Protein plants, of which: 
- peas, and field beans 

· - dried fodder 
Fibre plants, of which : 
- flax and hemp 
- cotton 
- silkworms 
Fruit and vegetables 
Wine 
Tobacco 
other sectors, of which 
- seeds 
- hops 
- beekeeping 
Milk and milk products, 
of which : 

2 - 3 + 8 
1.650,0 

47,8 
1.631,5 
1.096,4 

655,6 

613,5 
215,6 
139,4 

76,1 
108,0 
19,2 
88,2 
0,6 

1.454,6 
1.222,6 

776,4 
51,5 
42,4 
8,4 
0,7 

5.441, 7 

- skimmed milk : 3.014,4 
-butter : 1.766,3 
Beef/Veal : 2.546,8 
Sheep- and goatmeat : 433,5 

: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 

Export 
refunds 

3 
918,3 

26,9 
1.190,0 

8,1 
0,4 

0,4 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
58,6 
18,6 
36,5 
-
-
-
-

1.943,4 

353,7 
589,7 

1.392,7 

Pigmeat : 195,9 : 157,0 
Eggs and poultrymeat : 69,8 : 69,8 
Non-Annex II products : 382,4 : 382,4 

: 
: 

: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 

~m £CU 2 
Breakdown of e~enditure bl sector and economic catesorl 

Intervention 
: Withdrawal : Price 

storage : and similar : compensatory : 
~12 : OJ:!erations : measures : 
4 : 5 : 6 : 

314,3 : - : 417,4 (2): 
- : - : 20,9 : 

429,8 (3): - : 11,7 : 
66,6 : - : 1.021, 7 : 

2,1 : - : 653,1 : 
: : : 

2,1 : - : 611,0 : 
- : - : 215,6 : 
- : - : 139,4 : 
- : - : 76,1 : 
- : - : 108,0 : 
- : - : 19,2 : 

- : - : 88,2 : 
- : - : 0,6 : 
- : 446,1 : 949,9 (4): 

135,6 : 852,4 (5): 216,0 (6): 
28,2 : 

- : 
- : 
- : 
- : 

1. 710,4 : 

819,5 (9): 
830,9 
814,5 

38,9 

-
-
-
-
-
-

: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 

711,7 : 
51,5 : 
42,4 : 
8,4 : 
0,7 : 

1. 728,8 (7): 

1.841,2 
345,7 
187,2 
433,5 

Guidance : 
J:!remiums 

7 : 

- : 
- : 
- : 
- : 
- : 

: 
- : 

- : 

- : 
- : 
- : 
- : 
- : 
- : 
- : 
- : 
- : 
- : 
- : 
- : 
- : 
59,1 (8): 

152,4(10): 

Total 

8=4+5+6+7 
731,7 
20,9 

441,5 
1.088,3 

655,2 

613,1 
215,6 
139,4 

76,1 
108,0 
19,2 
88,2 
0,6 

1.396,0 
1. 204,0 

739,9 
51,5 
42,4 
8,4 
0,7 

3.498,3 

2.660,7 
1.176,6 
1.154,1 

433,5 
38,9 

Fisheries : 15,6 : 0,9 : - : 14,7 : - : - : 14.7 
SUBTOTAL : 17.995,7 : 6.203,6 : 3.540,4 : 1.313,2 : 6.727,0 : 211,5 : 11.792,1 
~ : 100,0 : 34,5 : 19,6 : 7,3 : 37,4 : 1,2 : 65,5 

!I 

~ 
:I 

Compensatory amounts : 376,2 : 415,5 : : - : - 39.3 : - : - 39,3 : 
TOTAL : 18.371,9 : 6.619,1 : 3.540,4 : 1.313,2 : 6.687,7 : 211,5 : 11.752,8 : 
~ : 100 0 : 36 0 : 19 3 : 7 1 : 36 4 : 1 2 : 64 0 : 



• 

FOOTNOTES TO ANNEX 4 

1) Private and public storage. Details of expenditure on storage are given in Annex6 

2) Including production refunds (175.5 m ECU) and aid for durum Wheat (200.3 m ECU). 

3) Reimbursement of private storage costs. 

4) Promotion (19.4 m ECU) and processing (103.6 m ECU) of Community citrus fruits + intervention in respect of processed 
products (826.9 m ECU). 

5) Distillation measures (852.4 m ECU). 

6) Aid for there-storage of table wines (12.4 m ECU) and aid for concentrated wine musts (126.6 m ECU). 

7) The linear and additional co-responsibility levies (749.2 ECU) have been deducted. 

8) Milk non-marketing and dairy herd conversion premiums. 

9) Including 772.6 m ECU for skimmed milk powder used for feeding pigs and poultry. 

10) Calving premiums to promote the restocking of herds. 

~ 



Annex 5 BREAKDOWN OF EXPENDITURE BY SECTOR AND ECONOMIC CATEGORY 

Cm ECU) 

1980 '1. 1981 '1. 1982 '1. 1983 '1. 1984 '1. 
(X): : : : (X): : _i_X:) : 

Total expenditure (including CAs) : 11.314,9 :100,0 : 11.141,2 :100,0 : 12.405,6 :100,0 : 15.919,7 :100,0 : 18.371,9 :100,0 
: : : : : : : : : : 
: : : : : : : : : : 

Refunds (R) : 5.695,0 : 50,3 : 5.208,6 : 46,8 : 5.053,7 : 40,8 : 5.559,7 : 35,0 : 6.619,1 : 36,0 
Intervention (I) : 5.619,9 : 49,7 : 5.932,6 : 53,2 : 7.351,9 : 59,2 : 10.360,0 : 65,0 : 11.752,8 : 64,0 

: : : : : : : : : 
: : : : : : : : : 

Cereals (exluding rice) : 1.669,0 : 14,8 : 1.921,4 : 17,2 : 1. 824 '5 : 14' 7 : 2.441,2 : 15,3 : 1.650,0 : 9,0 
R : 1.17 4' 7 : 10 '4 : 1. 206 '3 : 10' 8 : 1.064,9 : 8,6 : 1.525,0 : 9,6 : 918,3 : 5,0 
I : 494,3 : 4,4 : 715,1 : 6,4 : 759,6 : 6,1 : 916,2 : 5,7 : 731,7 : 4,0 

:-----------------------------------:----------:------:----------:------:----------:------:----------:------:----------
sugar : 575,2 : 5,1 : 767,5 : 6,9 : 1.241,9 : 10,0 : 1.316,2 : 8,3 : 1.631,5 : 8,9 : 

1 
R : 286,2 : 2,5 : 409,2 : 3,7 : 744,0 : 6,0 : 758,1 : 4,8 : 1.190,0 : 6,5 :

00 
I : 289,0 : 2,6 : 358,3 : 3,2 : 497,9 : 4,0 : 558,1 : 3,5 : 441,5 : 2,4 :-; 

:-----------------------------------:----------:------:----------:------:----------:------!----------:------:----------:------: 
Fruit and vegetables : 687,3 : 6,1 : 641,1 : 5,8 : 914,3 : 7,4 : 1.196,1 : 1,5 : 1.454,6 : 7,9 

R : 41,3 : 0,4 : 42,8 : 0,4 : 59,5 : 0,5 : 58,1 : 0,4 : 58,6 : 0,3 : 
I : 646,0 : 5,7 : 598,3 : 5,4 : 854,8 : 6,9 : 1.138,0 : 7,1 : 1.396,0 : 7,6 : 

:-----------------------------------:----------:------:----------:------:----------:------:----------:------:----------:------: 
Milk and milk products 

R 
I 

4.752,0 : 42,0 
2.745,9 : 24,3 : 
2.006,1 : 17,7 : 

3.342,7 : 30,0 
1. 886 '3 : 16 '9 : 
1. 456 '4 : 13' 1 : 

3.327,7 : 26,8 
1.521,3 : 12,3 : 
1. 806 '4 : 14 ' 5 : 

4.396,1 : 27,6 
1.326,8 : 8,3 : 
3.069,3 : 19,3 : 

5.441,7 : 29,6 
1.943,4 : 10,6 : 
3.498,3 : 19,0 : 

:-----------------------------------:----------:------:----------:------:----------:------:----------:------:----------:------: 
Beef/Veal 

R 
I 

1.363,3 
715,5 : 
647,8 : 

12,0 
6,3 : 
5, 7 : 

1.436,9 
825,2 : 
611,7 : 

12,9 
7,4 : 
5,5 : 

1.158,6 
643,5 : 
515,1 : 

9,3 
5,2 : 
4,1 : 

1.736,5 
828,2 : 
908,3 : 

10,9 
5,2 : 
5,7 : 

2.546,8 
1.392, 7 : 
1.154,1 : 

13,9 
7,6 : 
6,3 : 

:-----------------------------------:----------:------:----------:------:----------:------:----------:------:----------:------: 
Other products 

R 
I 

2.268,1 
731,4 

1.536,7 

20,0 
6,4 

13,6 

3.031,6 
838,8 

2.192,8 

27,2 
7,6 

19,6 

3.938,6 
1.020,5 
2.918,1 

31,8 
8,2 

23,6 

4.833,6 
1.063,5 
3.770,1 

30,4 
6,7 

23,7 

5.647,3 
1.116,1 
4.531,2 

30,7 
6,1 

24,6 



-------------------- ··---------
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ANNEX 6 

BREAKDOWN OF INTERVENTION IN RESPECT OF STORAGE COSTS IN 1984 

m ECU 

of which 

PRODUCTS Private Public Technical Financial 
storage storage costs costs 

cereals 314,3 199,2 92,7 22,4 

Sugar 429,5 (2) 0,4 0,3 0,1 p.m. 

Olive oil 66,6 31,5 21,3 13,8 

oilseeds 2,1 0,3 0,1 1,7 

Flax/hemp 

Wine 135,6 

Tobacco 28,2 6,2 1,5 20,5 

Skimmed milk 819,4 33,7 107,1 678,6 
powder 

BUtter 152,4 (3) 678,6 134,5 233,1 311,0 

Cheese 60,0 

Beef/Veal 14,1 800,4 135,9 58,8 605,7 

Pigmeat 38,9 

TOTAL 830,5 2.710,0 541,6 514,7 1.653, 7 

(1) Part of this difference may be due either to sales by tender on the world 
market (in which case the equivalent of the export refund is included in the 
selling price) or to special disposal measures on the internal market. 

(2) storage costs in the sugar sector are covered by charging storage levies to 
sugar manufacturers. 

(3) Including special measures to dispose of butter held in private storage 
(66.3 m ECU). 
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ANNEX 7 

QUANTITY AND VALUE OF PRODUCTS IN PUBLIC STORAGE 

Situation at 31.12.82 (1): Situation at 30.11.83 (1) 
PRODUCT Quantity Value (2) QUantity Value (2) 

(tonnes) (m ECU) (tonnes) (m ECU) 

Common wheat 6.806.383 1. 278' 741 4. 448.350 872,397 
Common wheat not suitable 
for bread-making 13.972 2,746 2. 014.940 390,839 
Barley 1.6 72.888 322,546 1. 6 36 . 448 319,733 
Rye 311.499 63,140 441.427 91,884 
Durum wheat 736.811 186,616 853.022 226,849 
SUgar 42.900 25,701 
Olive oil 120.745 174,515 167.280 272,560 
Colza 58.368 26,227 
Tobacco leaf 3.838 2,946 3.194 2,756 
Tobacco processed 11.373 9,372 6.562 5,168 
Tobacco baled 15.378 18,937 4.455 5,605 
Skimmed milk powder 957.201 1. 45 7 '849 773.377 1. 242,394 
Butter 686.278 2.474,586 972.760 3.536,807 
Beef (caresses) 301.380 762,335 468.007 1. 297,084 
Boned beef 88.704 280,157 127.469 434.778 

TOTAL 7.034,486 8.750,782 

(1) Article 6(1) of Regulation (EEC) No 3184/83 lays down that category 2 
expenditure to be declared for a year is calculated on the basis of the 
operations carried out during the period from December of one year to November 
the next year. 

(2) The figures in ECU wet·e calculated by applying to the amounts given in national 
currency the budgetary rates which applied for the purposes of converting into 
ECU the expenditure for November. 
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.ANNEX 8 

Breakdown of intervention expenditure in the form of price 
c~ensation aids 

1984 data) 
(m ECU) 

SECTOR PRODUCTION PROCESSING TOTAL 
AID AID 

Cereals 241,9 175,5 417,4 

Rice 20,9 20,9 

Sugar 8,6 3,1 (1) 11,7 

olive oil 997,9 23,8. 1.021,7 

Oilseeds, of which 653,1 653,1 
- colza, rape and 

sunflower seeds 611,0 611,0 

Protein plants, 
of which : 

215,6 215,6 

- peas and field beans 139,4 139,4 
- dried fodder 76,1 76,1 

Textile plants, 
of which : 

108,0 108,0 

- flax and hemp 
- cotton 

19,2 
88,2 

19,2 
88,2 

Fruit and vegetables 19,4 930,5 (2) 949,9 

Wine 216,0 216,0 

Tobacco 711,7 711,7 

Other sectors, 
of which : 

51,5 51,5 

- seeds 42,4 42,4 
- hops 8,4 8,4 . . 
Milk products, of which: -22,5 :1751,3 1728,8 
- skimmed milk 540,0(3): 1301,2(4): 1841,2 
- butter . 450,1 450,1 
- co-~esponsibility (5): -749,2 -749,2 

Beef/veal 187,2(6) 187,2 

Shee'T!at : 433,5 - 433,5 
uBTOTAL :3842,8 :2884,2 6 727,0 

Intra-Community HCAs : 
+ accession CAs : -39,3 . -39,3 

GRAND TOTAL :3803,5 ;2884,2 6687,7 

1) Refunds for the use of sugar in the chemical industry. 
2) Processing and distribution of fruit and vegetables withdrawn from the 

market, financial comensation for the processing of citrus fruit, aid for 
tinned pineapple and premiums for the processing of fruit and vegetables. 

3) Aid in respect of liquid skimmed-milk for animal feed (calves, etc.). 
4) Aid in respect of skimmed-milk powder for animal feed (calves, etc.) and aid 

in respect of skimmed-milk processed into casein. 
5) The figures are negative because co-responsibility takes the form of a levy. 
6) Premiums for orderly marketing and slaughtering of adult cattle and for 

suckler cows. 



ANNEXE 9 

overall cost of the Guarantee Section as a percentage of gross 4omestic pro4uct (GDP) 

EAGGF Guarantee expendJture : Community gross : EAGGF Guarantee expenditure 
~ '000 m ECU2 : domestic product at : as ~ of Community gross 

Year : : Minus : market prices : domestic pro4uct 
Gross : agricu_l tural : ('000 m ECU) 

levies : (source : CRONOS) : Gross : Net 
: : 

a : b : c : 4 : e = 100 b/d : f = 100 c/d 
: : : : : 

1976 : 5,587 : 4,414 : 1.291,4 : 0,43 : 0,34 
1977 : 6,830 : 4,692 : 1.440,0 : 0,47 : 0,33 ; ffi 1978 : 8,673 : 6,390 : 1.598,1 : 0,54 : 0,40 : I 
1979 : 10,440 : 8,297 : 1. 799,0 : 0,58 : 0,46 
1980 : 11,315 : 9,313 : 2.026,9 : 0,56 : 0,46 
1981 : 10,980 : 9,233 : 2.222,7 : 0,49 : 0,42 
1982 : 12,406 : 10,178 : 2.422,9 : 0,51 : 0,42 
1983 : 15,812 : 13,517 : 2.592,0 (*) : 0,61 (*) : 0,52 (*) 
1984 : 18,346 : 15,910 : 2.770,8 <*> : 0,66 (*) : 0,57 (*) 

: : : : : 

(*) Provisional 

' ~ 
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ANNEX 10 

Revenue from the co-rese2nslbiii!Y lev~ on milk and allocation 
of eroceeds among various schemes 

mECU 

1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 198:5 1984 16.9.77 
Measure :(from) to 

16.9 .. :51.12.84 

:A. Revenue from co- 24, I 156, I 94,2 222,9 478,5 5:57,:5 527,4 699,7 2.740,2 
responsibility levy 

(I) 

:8. Total expenditure 7,5 5:5,4 110,:5 109,4 117, I 197,7 :5:55, I 550,6 1.481, I 
a) school milk 10,:5 :50,- 45,7 41,4 49,1 59,8 88,:5 324,6 

(R/ I 080/77) 

b) butter for the 7,5 28,5 2:5,8 24,- 24,4 22,6 :50,9 28,4 190,1 
manufacture of 
lee-cream 
(R/232/75, 

R/262/79, R/19:52/81): 

c) butter for pastry: 125,7 125,7 
manufacture 
(R/262/79, 

R/1932/81' R/442/84): 

d) concentrated 4,5 :5,6 5, I 7,:5 5,7 5,4 7,4 :59,-
butter for dlr. 
consumption 

(R/349/7:5, R/649/78): 

e) promotion, 
advertising and 
market research 
In the Community 
(R/72:5/78) :57,4 26,6 35,2 25,6 60,- 51,6 

f) market research 10, I) :507,6 
outside the ) - ) 

Community ) 

(R/199:5/78,R/1024/78): ) 

g) Improvement of 15,5 8,- 8,8 6,5 10,6 II, 7 
the quality of 
milk (R/1271/78) 

h) disposal for 88,2 168,4 2:57,5 494, I 
pig and poultry 
feed 
(R. :568/77, 
44:5/77, 1844/77) 

:EXPENDITURE/REVENUE Cl>: :51,11 :54,21 :117,11 49, II 24,51 36,81 6:5,51 78,71 54,11 

(I) Excluding appropriations carried over from one year to the next. 



ANNEX 11 

EQUALIZATION OF STORAGE COSTS FOR SUGAR 

A. COMMUNITY SUGAR Situation at 1.03.1985 

Sugar l Total l Total l Annual balance : Cumulative balance : Duration 
year l levies l re lmbursement :----------:--------:----------:--------:of storage 

(ECU) : (ECU) : absolute (ECU) : J (a) : absolute (ECU> : J (a) : (months) 
l : : : : 

1968/69 : 64.844.437,00 : 63.916.054,19 : + 928.382,81 : + 1,43 : + 928.382,81 : + 1,43 : 5,63 
1969/70 : 65.226.052,11 : 69~848.500,70 : - 4.622.448,59 : - 7,09 : - 3.694.065,78 l - 2,84 : 6,13 
1970/71 : 69.029.052,44 : 65.111.106,99 : + 3.917.945,45 : + 5,68 l + 223.879,67 l + 0,11 : 5,38 
1971/72 : 97.151.231,54 : 92.680.188,23 : + 4.471.043,31 : + 4,60 : + 4.694.922,98 : + 1,58 : 5,94 
1972/73 : 91.067.000,23 : 90.747.372,33 : + 319.627,90 : + 0,35 : + 5.014.550,88 l + 1,29 : 5,81 
1973/74 : 101. 755.!138,48 : 92.645.695,20 : + 9.109.943,28 : + 8,95 : + 14.124.494,16 : + 2,89 : 4,80 
1974/75 : 104.267.684,38 l 97.929.484,41 : + 6.338.199,97 : + 6,08 l + 20.462.694, 13 : + 3,45 l 4,64 
1975/76 : 109.434.955,76 : 160.690.238,39 : - 51.255.282,63 : - 46,84 : - 30.792.588,50 : - 4,38 : 6,24 
1976/77 l 201.167.703,48 : 184.974.737,03 : + 16.192.966,45 : + 8,05 l - 14.599.622,05 l - 1,62 : 5,99 
1977/78 l 233.088. 197,63 : 230.546.438,85 : + 2.541. 758,78 : + 1,09 l - 12.057.863,27 : - 1,06 l 5,84 
1978/79 : 248.919.042,20 l 239.531.569,30 : + 9.387.472,90 : + 3,77 : - 2.670.390,37 : - o, 19 : 6,35 
1979/80 : 239.233.165,31 : 251.115.042,90 l - 11.881.877,59 : - 4,97 : - 14.552.267,96 : - 0,90 : 6,17 
1980/81 l 326.429.664,49 : 316.380.967,10 : + 10.048.697' 39 : + 3,08 l - 4.503.570,57 : - 0,23 l 6,09 
1981/82 : 407.400.747,70 l 432.953.093,58 : - 25.552.345,88 : - 6,27 : - 30.055.916,45 l - 1,27 : 6,50 
1982/83 : 478.687.704,25 : 541.149.513,66 l - 62.461.809,41 : - 13,05 : - 92.517.725,86 : - 3,26 : 7,63 
1983/84 (b) : (203.370.477,25) : (211.820.191,47) : (- 8.449.714,22) : (- 4, 15) : (- 100.967.440,08) l (- 3,32) 
1983/84 : 448.943.739,25 : 465.015.450,03 : - 16.071.710,78 : - 3,58 : - 108.589.436,64 : - 3,30 l 7,72 
1984/85 (b) : (236.288.202,00) : (161.789.267,04) : (+ 74.498.934,96) : (+ 31 ,53) : (- 34.090.501,68) : (- 0,97) 

l l : : : 

B. PREFERENTIAL SUGAR 

: : : : : 
1977/78 l 10.160. 109,06 l 9,681. 379,28 l + 478.729,78 : + 4,71 : + 478.729,78 l + 4,71 l 2,26 
1978/79 : 10.015.237,46 : 7.425.328,27 l + 2.589.909,19 : + 25,86 : + 3.068.638,97 l + 15,21 l 1,61 
1979/80 l 7.164.931,60 : 6.909.842,13 : + 255.089,47 : + 3,56 l + 3.323.728,44 : + 12,16 : 1,54 
1980/81 l 6.209.481,54 : II .606.658, 36 : - 5.397.176,82 : - 86,91 l - 2.073.448, 38 : - 6,18 : 2,07 
1981/82 l 13.695.934,80 : 13.194.653,74 : + 501.281,06 : + 3,66 : - 1.572.167,32 : - 3,33 : 1,84 

(c) 

(a) J of levies 
(b} July to December only. 
(c) AI from the 1982183 marketing year, equall~atlon of storage costs has been suspended for preferential sugar. (Regulation (EEC) 

No 1785/81, Article 8 (2)(a)). 

: ~ 
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Marketing year 

1 

1981/82 I ~e~ : 
II (d) : 

: 
: 

1982/83 I : 
II : 

: 
: 

1983/84 I : 
II : 

: 
: 

1984/85 I : 
(e) II : 

AH1IlEX 12 

PRODUCTION LEVIES IH THE SUGAR SECTOR 

(Application of Article 28 of Regulation (EEC) Ho 1785/81) 

surplus 
available 
for export 

(a) 

(1000 t) 

2 

1.889 
1.889 

2.038 
3.927 

1.673 
5.600 

1.650 
7.250 

: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 
: 

Average 
loss 

(b) 
(ECU/t) 

3 

252,61 
252,61 

351,12 
303,77 

352,20 
321,94 

403,78 
343,65 

Total 
loss 

(2 X 3) 
(m ECU) 

4 

477 
477 

717 
1.193 

589 
1.803 

666 
2.491 

: Production : Losses 
: levies :not covered 
: collected : (4 - 5) 
: (m ECU) : (m ECU) 

: 
: 5 : 6 
: : 
: 410 : 67 
: 410 : 67 
: : 
: : 
: 517 : 200 
: 927 : 265 
: : 
: : 
: 453 : 136 
: 1.380 : 422 
: : 
: : 
: 507 : 159 
: 1.887 : 604 

situation at 1.03.1985 

Levies charged as ~ 
of intervention price 

of white sugar 
A sugar : B Sugar 

7a 7b 

2,0 32,0 

2,0 39,5 

2,0 39,5 

2,0 39,5 

(a) QUantities of A and B sugar and isoglueose minus quantities of sugar and isoglueose sold for consumption on 
internal community market. 

(b) Export commitment. 
(e) Result of current marketing year. 
(d) CUmulative result as from 1981/82 marketing year pursuant to Article 28(2) and adjusted in accordance with 

Article 29(1) of Regulation (EEC) No 1785/81. 
(e) Estimate for fixing of advances on levies for 1984/85. 

~ 
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CUARARTBB: SKCTIOB ADVANCES AJID FUifDS AVAILABLE Ill KIMBER STATES POR 198 .. 

··························--···-·········~---------------········-·····················································1··············································-······················································-~-·-········ : Date of : BlfLGIUM : DIIIKARX : CKBKAllY : CREBCB: : FUB'CE l IRELAHD : ITALY : LUXBKBOURC : UETKERI..AliDS : UIUTID KIIIGDOK : BEC TOTAL : 
: decilion : BFR : DICR. : DH : DU. t FP IRL : Lit : LFR : JfFL : UKL : !CU : 

21.12.83 
12.01.U 
20.01.84 
09.02.84 
16.02.84 

2.200.000.000,-
700.000.000,-

1.990.000.000,-

310.000.000,-
167.000.000,-
699.000.000,-

uo.ooo.ooo.-
28o.ooo.ooo,-
470.000.000,-

6.800.000.000,- : 
3.800.000.000,- : 
5.100.000.000,- : 

. . . . . . 1.950.000.000,- ~ 26.600,000,- ~ 377.000.000.000,- ~ • . . 
1.095.000.000,- . 14.200.000,- : 204.000.0:00.000,-
2.320.000.000,- : 4.9.000.000,- : 450.000.000.000,- : 

10.000.000,
s.ooo.ooo,-

21.000.000,-

257.000.000,-
138.000.000,-
278.000.000,-
156.000.000,-
337.400.000,-
112.600.000,-
329.000,000,-

85.800.000,-
46.000.000,

uo.ooo.ooo.-

27.02.84 
19.03.84 
11.04.84 
17.0 ... 84 
16.05.84 
20.06.84 
16.07.84 
13.07.84 
13.01.8~ 
19.09.84 
04.10.84 
17.10.84 
os.u.u 
21.11.84 
05.12.84 
19.12.U 

1. 724,000.000,-
576.000.000,-

3.600.000.000,-

2.112 .ooo.ooo,-
2.ooo.ooo.ooo,-
1.800.000.000,-

2.381.000.000,-
2.!91.000.000,-
1.416.400.000,-
2.124.600.000,-
1 .• 29.000.000,-
1.434.000.000,-
2.279.000.000,-
1.179.000.000,-

591.000.000,-
199.000.000,-
512.000.000,-

834.000.000,-
481.000.000,
uo.ooo.ooo.-

3·66.000.000,-
531.000.000,-
200.8oo.ooo.-
3D1.2DO.ooo,-
383.300.000,-
384.700.000.-
379.000.000,-
252.000.000,-

- 76.400,000,-

514.000.000.-
175.000.000,-
662.000.000,-

578.000.000,
soo.ooo.ooo,-
572.000.000,-

680.000.000,-
600.000.000,-
220.800.000,-
331.200.000,-
329.200.000,-
330.800.000,-
395.200.000,-
268.300.000,-
26.800.000,-

3.825.000.000,- : 
1.275.000.000,- : 
2.630.000.000,- : 

2.013.000.000,
~.625.000.000,-

8.98-4.000.000,-
2.500.000.000,-
7.256 .000.000,-
5.97.4.000.000,-
3.800.000.000,-
5.700.000.000,-
3. 367 .ooo.ooo .-
3.380.000.000,-
4.796.000.000,-
1.952.000.000,-

: TOTAL nnrDS : 2U.992.0-48 1 

997.000.000,- ;! 60.700.000 0- : 

333.000.000,- ~~ 20.300.000,- : 
1.652.0~0.000,- ~ 62.800.000,- : 

2.504.000.000,- 1 .. 3.200.000,- : 
2.o2o.ooo.ooo,- 1 u.ooo.ooo,-
1.822.000.ooo,- ;j 57.ooo.ooo,- : 

1. 470 .ooo.ooo,-
1. 718.000.000,-

811.600.000,-
1.217.400.000,-
1.038.000.000,-
1.042.000.000,-
1.292 .ooo .ooo,-
1.259 .ooo.ooo,-

209,000.000,-

d 
:I 
:f 
:l 
:l 

35.000.000,-
35.600.000,-
25.920.000,-
38.880,000,-
24.600.000,-
24.700.000,-
29.600.000,
u.soo.ooo,-

7.ooo.ooo,-

52S.ooo.ooo.ooo,-
175.ooo.ooo.ooo,-
495.000.000.000,-
200.000.000.000,-
313.000.000.000,-
305.000.000.000,-
221 .ooo.ooo.ooo,-

283.000.000.000.-
290.000.000.000,-
250.229.600.000,-
375.344.400.000,-
366.399.000.000,-
367,800.000.000,-
133.549.000.000,
"57 .ooo.ooo.ooo,-

4.700.000,-
3.300.000,-

28.000.000,-

9.000.000,-
37.000.000,-

28.000.000,-
19.000.000,
s.ooo.ooo,-

: AVAII-'It.E (2) 31.396.000.000,- 7.154.600.000,- 7.403.300.000,- 83.626.992.048,- : 24.750.000.000,- U3.600.000,- :5.394.322.000.000,- : 160.000.000,-

: TOTAL Ill 
: !CU (3) 688.806.906,44 876.147.759,15! 3.300.259.287,26 

(1) Expendltut"1111 not .eligible for: 1983 and repaid in 1984. 

963.188.685.97: 

(2) The a4vanee for April tab• aeeount of balance• rnaainins available at. end of 1983. 
(3) lnelu4lns exebans• 4ifhreneea. 

" 

3.596 .632 .401, 99 885.438.268,27: 3. 910.943.877 ,96: 3.511.611,59 

503.000.000,-
324.000.000,-
448.000.000,-

513.000.000,-
301.000.000,-
202.960.000,-
304.440.000,-
115.700.000,-
176.300.000,-
292.400.000,-
127.000.000,-

3.700.000,-

90.000.000,-
30.000.000,-

104.000.000,-

82.800.000,-
67.000.000,-

123.000.000,-

82.500.000,-
88.000.000,-
48.720.000,-
73.080.000,-
45.600,000,-
45.700.000,-
59.600.000,-
51.500.000,-

4. 979 .sao. ooo,- 1.233.300 .ooo .-

1.971.1U.934,28 : 2.111.946.949,49 :18.308.020.682,40: 

'I 
~ 



Date of 
decision 

21.12.83 
20.01.84 
16.02.84 
19.03.84 
17.04.84 
16.05.84 
20.06.84 
13.07.84 
13.08.84 
19.09.84 
10.10.84 
17.10.84 
5.12.84 

:TOTAL 
:FUNDS 
:AVAILABLE 

(2) 

ANNEX 14 

PREMIUMS (100 I> : ADVANCES TO MEMBER STATES FOR 1984 (I) 

BELGIUM : DENMARK : GERMANY :GREECE : FRANCE : IRELAND : ITALY: LUXEMBOURG : NETHERLANDS : U.K. : EEC TOTAL 
BFR : DKR : OM : ORA : FF : IRL : LIT : LFR : HFL : UKL : ECU 

: : : : : : : : : : 
15.000.000,- : 6.500.000,- : 12.000.000,- : - : 13.000.000,- : 400.000,- : - : 1.500.000,-: 2.200.000,-: 921.000,-
14.000.000,- : 10.000.000,- : 18.500.000,- : - : 5.600.000,- : 350.000,- : - : - : 700.000,- : I. 770.000,-
6.000.000,- : 4.500.000,- : 14.000.000,- : - : 3.100.000,- : 300.000,- : - : 8.700.000,- : 700.000,- : 500.000,-

15.000.000,- : 6.500.000,-: 12.100.000,-: - : 15.800.000,- : 100.000,- : - : 2.100.000,-: 2.700.000,-: 1.450.000,-
10.000.000,- : 16.000.000,- : - : - : 16.000.000,- : 250.000,- : - : - : - : 900.000,-
10.000.000,- : 7.000.000,- : - : - : 13.300.000,- : 200.000,- : - : 1.000.000,- : - : I .100.000,-

4.000.000,- : 5.000.000,- : - : 8.000.000,- : 300.000,- : - : - : 1.000.000,-: 1.000.000,-
9.000.000,- : 5.000.000,- : 200.000,- : - : 9.000.000,- : 250.000,- : - : - : 1.000.000,- : 300.000,-

11.000.000,- : 6.500.000,- : 6.000.000,- : - : 3.000.000,- : 250.000,- : - : - : I. 300.000,- : 1.100.000,- . I 

2.600.000,- : 4.000.000,- : - : 3.080.000,- : 100.000,- : - : 280.000,- : 1.200.000,- : 440.000,- : 
:19 3.900.000,- : 6.000.000,- : - : 4.620.000,- : 150.000,- : - : 420.000,-: 1.800.000,-: 660.000,- : 

9.000.000,- : 6.800.000,- : 1.600.000,- : - : 5.500.000,- : 190.000,- : - : 1.800.000,- : 1.900.000,- : I. 100.000,-
5. 300.000,- :_1~. 500. OQQ.L_ : - _ ___:__ 2.1Q0.000,- : J~Q.OOO,- : - : 1.000.000,- : 500.000,- : 1.700.000,-

99.000.000,- : 84.600.000,- : 97.900.000,- :102.100.000,- :2.960.000,- :16.800.000,- :15.000.000,- :12.941.000,-

:TOTAL IN 
:ECU (3) 2.173.684,78: 10.358.202,18: 43.705.770,97: 14.827.532,70:4.068.753,66: 367.132,73: 5.947.628,30:22.093.272,28:103.541.977,60: 

(I) Milk non-marketing and dairy herd conversion premiums financed 60S by the Guarantee Section and 40S by the Guidance Section. 

(2) The advance for April takes ~nt of balances remaining available at the end of 1983. 

(3) lncludlng exchange differences. 

"-
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ANNEX 15 

funds available In Member States for 1984 ! Guarantee Section (excluding eremlums) 

mECU 

! ! 
:Member State ! : JAN. FEB. MARCH APRIL MAY JtmE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. :AVERAGE: 

:A: o,4; 3,9: 9,7:- 1,6: 15,7: 8,9: 7,9; 2,7: 2,4:- 14,2:- 5,8:- 18,1: 1,0; 
BELGIUM :8: 63,0: 43,3: 49,9: 78,D: 47,6: 43,9: 39,5: 52,2: 52,7: 78,3: 63,3: 76,7: 57,4: 

:C: 63,4: 47,2: 59,6: 76,4: 63,3: 52,8: 47,4: 54,9: 55,1: 64,1: 57,5: 58,6: 58,4: 
:D: 59,5: 37,4: 61,3: 60,7: 54,4: 45,0: 44,7: 52,5: 69,3: 70,0: 75,5: 55,7: 57,2: 
:E: 3,9: 9,8:- 1,7: 15,7: 8,9: 7,8: 2,7: 2,4:- 14,2:- 5,9:- 18,0: 2,9: 1,2: 
:A:- 8,4:- 36,9:- 31,2:- 2,2:- 0,8: 19,3: 28,9: 30, I: 4,5: p.m.:- 20,5: 6,1:- 0,9: 

OEHMARK :8: 58,5: 85,6: 96,6: 71,0: 102,0: 58,5: 77,9: 44,6: 64,9: 61,5: 94,6: 68,9: 73,7: 
:C: 50,1: 48,7: 65,4: 68,8: 101,2: 77,8: 106,8: 74,7: 69,4: 61,5: 74,1: 75,0: 72,8: 
:0: 87,0: 79,9: 67,7: 69,6: 81,7: 48,9: 76,8: 70,2: 69,5: 81,9: 68,0: 73,8: 72,9: 
:E:- 36,9:- 31,2:- 2,3:- 0,8: 19,5: 28,9: 30,0: 4,5:- 0,1:- 20,4: 6,1: 1,2:- 0,1: 
:A: 4,4:- 6,3:- 31,6: 26,9: 77,9: 42,0:- 25,0: 43,9: 40,1: 3,6:- 37,9:- 58,5:- 8,0: 

GERMANY :8: 331,2: 208,2: 305,3: 290,7: 258,8: 224,0: 254,8: 304,0: 268,1: 246,6: 294,2: 309,8: 274,6: 
:C: 335,6: 201,9: 273,7: 317,6: 336,7: 266,0: 229,8: 260,1: 228,0: 243,0: 256,3: 251,3: 266,6: 
:D: 341,9: 233,5: 246,9: 240,0: 294,7: 291,2: 273,5: 300, I: 2:11,6: 281,0: 314,5: 251,3: 275,0: 
:E:- 6,3:- 31,6: 26,8: 77,6: 42,0:- 25,2:- 43,7:- 40,0:- 3,6:- 38,0:- 58,2: :- 8,4: 
:A: 1,6: 49,5: 44,6: 37,2: 6,8:- 58,2:- 48,3: 24,5: 4,1: 10,0: 23,2: 18,0: 3,6: 

GREECE :8: 130,7: 70,3: 61,7: 29,6: 22,9: 108,8: 1:50,5: 81,7: 67,8: 105,9: 79,7: 73,7: 80,3: 
:C: 132,3: 119,8: 106,3: 66,8: 29,7: 50,6: 82,2: 57,2: 71,9: 95,9: 102,9: 91,7: 83,9: 
:0: 82,8: 74,3: 68,3: 59,9: 88,3: 98,3: 106,9: 53,2: 82,1: 75,2: 84,1: 89,8: 80,1: 
:E: 49,5: 45,5: 38,0: 6,9:- 58,6:- 47,7:- 24,7: 4,0:- 10,2: 22,7: 18,8: 1,9: 3,8: 
:A: 30,1! 76,0: 9,1:- 61,0:- 96,6: 9,5: 20,8: 18,3:- 7,3: 4,8:- 10,6:- 39,8:- 3,9: 

FRANCE :8: 442,0: 336,7: 192,6: 208,8: 363,6: 294,0: 264,4: 213,9: 250,1: 295,3: 302, I: 403,8: 297,3: 
:C: 472,1: 412,7: 201,7: 147,8: 267,0: 303,5: 285,2: 232,2: 242,8: 300,1: 291,5: 364,0: 293,4: 
:0: 396,1! 403,6: 262,7: 244, 1: 257,5: 281,9: 267,6: 239,5: 237,9: 310,7: 331,0: 353,6: 298,9: 
:E: 76,0: 9,1:- 61,0:- 96,3: 9,5: 21,6: 17,6:- 7,3: 4,9:- 10,6:- 39,5: 10,4:- 5,5: 
:A: 0,1:- 8,1:- 15,5: 19,6: 26,4:- 0,6: 12,8: 12,9: 4,4:- 0,8: 13,0:- 14,1: 4,2: 

IRELAND :8: 56,1: 67,4: Ill, I: 86,1: 59,2: 63,1: 78,1! 47,8: 48,8: 89,4: 68,2: 110,1: n,8: 
:C: 56,2: 59,3: 95,6: 105,7: 85,6: 62,5: 90,9: 60,7: 53,2: 88,6: 81,2: 96,0: 78,0: 
:0: 64,3: 74,9: 76,0: 79,3: 86,2: 49,7: 77,9: 56,4: 54,0: 75,6: 95,1: 95,0: n,7: 
:E:- 8,1:- 15,6: 19,6: 26,4:- 0,6: 12,8: 13,0: 4,3:- 0,8: 1:5,0:- 13,9: 1,0: 4,3: 
:A: 0,7:- 95,7:- 62,2:- 2,8: 104,0: 120,8: 146,0: 44,5: 29,8:- 120,0:- 57,7:- 7,4: 8,3: 

ITALY :8: 42:5,6: 328,6: 509,1: 500,3: 226,0: 220,9: 164,2: 204,8: 210,8: 451,6: 530,5: 138,1: 325,7: 
:C: 424,3: 232,9: 446,9: 497,5: 330,0: 341,7: 310,2: 249,3: 240,6: 3:51,6: 472,8: 130,7: 334,0: 
:0: 519,9: 295,5: 450,0: 393,6: 209,5: 195,6: 265,7: 219,5: 361,6: 389,2: 480,1: 129,9: 325,8: 
:E:- 95,6:- 62,6:- 3,1: 103,9: 120,5: 146,1: 44,5: 29,8:- 121,0:- 57,6:- 7,3: 0,8: 8,2: 
:A: p.m.: p.m.: 0,1: p.m.: 0,3: p.m.: 0,8: 0,2: 0,4: 0,4: p.m.: p.m.: 0,2: 

LUXEteOURG :8: 0,3: 0,4: 0,2: 0,6: 0,2: 0,8: 1,0: 0,3: 
:C: 0,3: 0,4: 0,3: 0,6: 0,5: 0,8: 0,8: 0,2: 0,4: 0,4: p.m.: 1,0: 0,5: 
:0: 0,3: 0,3: 0,3: 0,3: 0,5: p.m.: 0,6:- 0,2: 0,1: 0,4: p.m.: 0,9: 0,3: 
:E: e.m.: 0,1: ~.m.: 0,3: ~m.: 0,8: 0,2: 0,4: 0,3: y.:.m.: ~.m.: 0,1: 0,2: 
:A: 8,9:- 39,4:- 2,0:- 5,3:- ,9:- 22,9: 73,8: 38,6:- I ,5:- 6,6: 4,2:- 0,4:- 19,3: 

NETHERLANDS :8: 155,7: 171,3: 177,2: 121, I: 199,6: 128,6: 177,6: 203,5: 119,2: 200,9: 139,2: 168,5: 163,5: 
:C: 164,6: 131,9: 145,2: 115,8: 164,7: 105,7: 103,8: 164,9: 117,7: 184,3: 163,4: 168,1: 144,2: 
:0: 203,9: 163,9: 150,5: 150,6: 187,6: 179,6: 142,4: 166,4: 134,3: 160,1: 163,7: 160,6: 163,6: 
:E:- 39,3:- 32,0:- 5,3:- 34,8:- 22,9:- 75,9:- 38,6:- 1,5:- 16,6: 24,2:- 0,3: 7,5:- 19,4: 
:A:- 4,6:- 53,1:- 79,7:- 41,0: 21,9: 32,4: 14,2: 18,3: 8,6: 14,5: 48,8: 10,2:- 5,3: 

UNITED :8: 231,8: 191,5: 210,6: 184,8: 140,3: 112,9: 211,0: 139,9: 148,6: 206,0: 155,6: 183,3: 176,4: 
KINGOOM :C: 227,2: 138,4: 130,9: 143,8: 162,2: 145,3: 225,2: 121,6: 140,0: 220,5: 204,4: 193,5: 171, I: 

:0: 280,8: 217, I: 172,8: 121,4: 129,6: 131,3: 243,7: 130,2: 125,5: 172, I: 193,9: 193,0: 176,0: 
:E:- 53,6:- 78,7:- 41,9: 22,4: 32,6: 14,0:- 18,5:- 8,6: 14.5: 48,4: 10,5: 0,5:- 4,9: 
:A: 33,2:- 110, I:- 188,7:- 30,2: 120,7: 151,2: 84,3: 16,6: 11,9: 145,5:- 23,3: 104,0:- 20,1: 

EEC TOTAL :8:1.892,9:1.503,3: I. 714,3:1.571,0:1.420,2: I .255,5:1.398,0:1.292,4:1.231,0: I. 735,5: I. 727,4: I .533,9: I .523,0: 
:C: 1.926, I: 1.393,2:1.525,6:1.54018:1.540,9:1.406,7:1.482,3:1.275,8:1.219, I: 1.590,0: I. 704, I: 1.429,9:1.502,9: 
:0:2.036,5:1.580,4: I .556,5:1.419,5:1.390,0: I. 321,5:1.499,8:1.287,8: I. 365,9:1.614,2: I .805,9: I .403,6:1.523,5: 
:E:- 110,4:- 187,2:- 30,9: 121,3: 150,9: 85,2:-

A= Balance at the beginning of the month at that month's rate. 
8 = Advances for the month. 
C =Total available for the month 

17,5:- 12,0:- 146,8:- 24,2:-

0 =Expenditure for the month. The february figures take account of the clearance for 1978-79. 
E =Balance still available. 

101,8: 26,3:- 20,6: 

The differences between the amounts against E and those against A of the following month are due to exchange 
differences. The balances remaining available at the end of the month represent the difference between the amount 
available at the beginning of each month and the expenditure declared for that month to the Commission, without taking 
Into account sums paid after the 20th of the month In respect of the following months. This procedure explains why 
negative balances are shown at the end of the month for some Member States. 
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ANNEX 16 

Funds avai I able In Member States for 1984 

Premium for non-fllllrkatlng of milk and milk products and premium for the conversion of dairy herds (I()()J) 

:Member State 

BELGIUM 

DENMARK 

GERMANY 

GREECE 

FRANCE 

IRELAND 

ITALY 

LUXEMBOURG 

NETHERLANDS 

: : JAN. FEB. 

:B: 0,33 0,31 
:C: 0, 33 0,64 
:D: 0,60 
:E: 0,33 0,04 

:A: , 14 : 5, 71 
:B: 5,30 6,20 
:C: 6,44 13,91 
:D: 0,73 2,32 
:E: 5,71 II ,59 
:A: 
:8: 
:C: 
:D: 
:E: 
:A: 
·:6: 
:C: 
:D: 
:E: 
:A: 
:8: 
:C: 
:D: 
:E: 
:A: 
:8: 
:C: 
:D: 
:E: 

1,93 
I,BB 
3,81 
0,80 
3,01 
p.m. 
0,55 
0,55 
0,55 
p.m. 

3,01 
0,81 
3,62 
I ,77 
2,05 
p.m. 
0,46 
0,46 
0,35 
0,13 

:A: p.m. :- o,ol 
:6: 0,03 
:C: 0,03 
:D: 0,04 
:E:- 0,01 

:- 0,01 
0,08 

:- 0,09 

MARCH 

o,o:s 
0,13 
0,16 
0,16 
p.m. 
p.m. 
0,55 
0,55 
0,55 
~.m. 

I ,59 
6,20 

17,79 
7,03 

10,76 

APRIL 

p.m. 
0,32 
0,32 

:- 0,01 
0,33 
p.m. 
0,79 
0,79 
0,79 
S.m. 

I ,83 
4,25 

15,08 
I,BB 

13,20 

2,04 0,87 
0,45 0,36 
2,49 I ,23 
1,62 1,49 
0,87 :- 0,26 
o,l3: o,2o 
0,41 o, 14 
0,54 0,34 
0,34 0,30 
0,20 0,04 

:- 0,09 
0,19 
o, 10 
0,05 
0,05 

o,os 
0,04 
0,09 
0,06 
0,03 

MAY 

0,34 
0,22 
0,56 
0,21 
0,35 
p.m. 
1,96 
1,96 
1,96 
~.m. I ,26 

13,26 
2,39 

10,67 

N 0 T 

:- 0,25 
2,32 
2,07 
2,03 
0,04 
0,04 
0,34 
0,38 
0,34 
0,04 

N 0 T 

0,03 

0,03 

0,03 

JUNE 

0,35 
0,22 
0,57 

0,57 
p.m. 
0,65 
0,65 
0,65 
S.m. 

I ,88 

IO,BB 
5,22 
5,66 

JULY 

0,57 

0,57 

0,57 
p.m. 
0,49 
0,49 
0,46 
0,01 
5,63 
2,23 
7,86 
2,45 
5,41 

A V A I L A B L E 

0,04 
1,94 
1,96 
0,83 
I, 15 
0,04 
0,26 
0,32 
0,27 
0,05 

1,14 
1,16 
2,30 
I ,02 
I ,28 o,o5 
0,41 
0,46 
0,42 
0,04 

A V A I L A 8 L E 

0,03 
0,02 
0,05 

0,05 
1,09 

o,o5 
0,05 

0,05 

AUG. 

0,57 
0,20 
0,77 
0,33 
0,44 
o,ol 
0,61 
0,62 
0,61 
0,01 
5,43 
0,09 
5,52 
4,55 
0,97 

1,28 
I ,31 
2,59 
I ,23 
I ,36 
0,04 
0,34 
0,38 
0,29 
0,09 

0,05 

0,05 
0,05 
S.m. 

,36 
0,40 
0,76 
1,:n 

:A: o,67 
:B: 0 1 67 
:C: I ,54 
:D: 0,02 
:E: I ,52 

I ,52 
0,28 
I ,80 
0,70 
I ,10 

1,10 
0,27 
I ,37 
0,30 
I ,07 

l,o7 
0,40 
I ,47 
0,02 
I ,45 

1,45 

I ,45 
0,36 
1,09 

1,09 
0,52 
0,57 

0,57 
0,40 
o.97 
0,61 
0,36 :- 0,57 

UNITED 
KINGDOM 

EEC TOTAL 

:A: o,:SS 
:8: 1,62 
:C: 2,00 
:D: 2,34 
:E:- 0,34 
:A: 4,12 
:B: 11,36 
:C: 15,50 
:D: 5,28 
:E: 10,22 

:- 0,33 
3,08 
2,75 
1,59 
1,16 

10,23 
14,36 
24,61 
8,64 

15,97 

I, 18 
O,BB 
2,06 
2,04 
0,02 

15,98 
9,08 

25,06 
12,09 
12,97 

0,02 
2,14 
2,16 
I ,36 
0,80 

13,o4 
6,44 

21,46 
5,69 

15,59 

0,78 
I ,53 
2,31 
I ,55 
0,76 

15,65 
6,37 

22,02 
6,84 

13,16 

0,75 
I ,65 
2,60 
I ,39 
I ,21 

13,16 
5,16 

16,34 
9,08 
9,26 

A= Balance at the beginning of the month at the month's rate. 
B = Advances for the month. 
C =Total available for the month 
D = Expenditure for the month. 
E =Balance still available. 

I ,23 
I, 71 
2,94 
I ,76 
1,16 
9,24 
6,40 

15,64 
6,76 
6,86 

1,15 
0,50 
1,65 
1,64 
0,01 
8,90 
3,45 

12,35 
10,03 
2,32 

SEPT. OCT. 

0,44 0,68 
0,24 
0,68 0,68 

0,22 
0,68 0,46 
o,ol o,ol 
0,79 0,80 
0,80 0,61 
0,79 0,80 
0,01 0,01 
0,97 2,01 
2,68 4,47 
3,65 6,46 
1,63 2,86 
2,02 3,60 

1,36 0,85 
0,44 I, 12 
1,80 1,97 
0,95 0,53 
0,65 I ,44 
0,09 0,09 
0,35 0,34 
0,44 0,43 
0,35 0,30 
0,09 0,13 

p.m. :- 0,04 
0,02 

:- 0,02 p.m. 
0,04 

:- 0,04 
:- 0,57 

0,51 
:- 0,06 

0,20 
:- 0,26 o,ol 

1,86 
I ,67 
I ,63 
0,24 
2,31 
6,67 
9,16 
5,59 
3,59 

:- 0,02 
:- 0,25 

1,16 
0,93 
0,31 
0,62 
0,24 
1,86 
2,10 
2,50 

:- 0,40 
3,59 
9,79 

13,36 
7,54 
5,84 

NOV. 

0,46 
0,20 
0,66 

0,66 
p.m. 
0,84 
0,84 
0,84 
~.m. 

,59 
0,71 
4,30 
2,27 
2,03 

1,44 
o,80 
2,24 
1,59 
0,65 o, 13 
0,26 
0,39 
0,26 
0,13 

o,o2 
0,04 
0,02 

0,02 
o,6:s 
0,75 
1,36 
0,30 
1,08 

:- 0,41 
I,BB 
1,47 
1,47 
~.m. 

,82 
5,46 

11,30 
6,73 
4,57 

(m ECU) 
: : 

DEC, :AVERAGE: 

0,67 

0,67 
0,09 
0,58 
p.m. 
0,66 
0,66 
0,66 
~.m. ,05 
6,30 

10,35 
6,61 
3,54 

0,65 
0,31 
0,96 
0,99 

:- 0,03 
o, 12 
o, 17 
0,29 
0,21 
0,08 

o,oz 
0,02 
0,04 
0,04 
~.m. 
,09 

0,20 
1,29 
0,50 
0,79 
p.m. 
2,61 
2,61 
2,69 
0,12 
4,60 

12,47 
17,07 
11,99 
5,08 

o,:s? 
O,IB 
0,55 
o, 13 
0,42 
p.m. 
0,86 
0,86 
0,86 
~.m. 

,09 
3,54 
9,63 
3,35 
6,26 

1,20 
1,07 
2,27 
1,24 
1,03 
0,08 
0,34 
0,42 
0,33 
0,09 

p.m. 
0,03 
0,03 
0,03 
g·m· ,73 
0,44 
I, 17 
0,43 
0,74 
0,42 
1,61 
2,23 
1,63 
0,40 
6,89 
8,27 

17,16 
8,20 
8,96 

The d I fferences between the amounts agaInst E and those agaInst A of the fo I I owIng month are due to exchange 
differences. The balances remaining available at the end of the month represent the difference between the amount 
available at the beginning of each month and the e)(pendlture declared for that month to the Commission, without taking 
Into account sums paId after the 20th of the month In respect of the fo II owIng months. ThIs procedure exp I a Ins why 
negative balances are shown at the end of the month for some Member States. 



ANNEX 17 

EXCHANGE RATES - 1984 

1) ~ersion of monthly eXPenditure into ECU - Bud&et rates 

:Expenditure: Rate on : O.J.: : B : DK : D : GR : F : IRL : I : L : NL : GB 
aid in : : : : : : : : : : : 

: : : : : : : : : : : 
JANUARY : 18.11.83- c 314/83 : 46,0177 : 8,16147 : 2,26472 : 81,1066 : 6,88906 : 0,727478 : 1371,51 : 46,0177 : 2,53726 : 0,568519 
FEBRUARY : 20.12.83- c 345/83 : 45,9624 : 8,16751: 2,25672 : 81,0755 : 6,89089 : 0,726709 : 1369,61 : 45,9624 : 2,53325 : 0,574539 
KARCH : 20 . 01. 84 - c 16/84 : 46,0672 : 8,17828 : 2,25708 : 82,6522 : 6,90646 : 0,729121 : 1374,85 : 46,0672 : 2,53921 : 0,569876 
APRIL : 20.02.84 - c 48/84: 45,9335 : 8,18476 : 2,24303 : 84,5745 : 6,91723 : 0,728300: 1387,20: 45,9335 : 2,53115: 0,577016 
HAY : 20.03.84 - c 80/84 : 45,6612 : 8,17258 : 2,23382 : 87,9098 : 6,88610 : 0,729904 : 1385,16 : 45,6612 : 2,51990 : 0,590113 
JUNE : 19.04.84- c 110/84 : 45,5943 : 8,21750 : 2,23252 : 88,4664 : 6,87075 : 0,728731: 1380,68 : 45,5943 : 2,51948 : 0,593505 
JULY : 18.05.84- c 132/84 : 45,5692 : 8,21369 : 2,24473 : 88,0194 : 6,89255 : 0,730264 : 1382,15 : 45,5692 : 2,52229 : 0,582873 
AUGUST : 20.06.84- c 161/84 : 45,5919 : 8,20383 : 2,23683 : 88,7848 : 6,87360 : 0,731075 : 1381,99 : 45,5919 : 2,52082 : 0,589928 
SEPTEMBER : 20.07.84- C 193/84 : 45,3287 : 8,17749 : 2,23824 : 88,1195 : 6,87019 : 0,729315 : 1375,45 : 45,3287 : 2,52609 : 0,592231 
OCTOBER : 20.08.84- c 219/84 : 45,1977 : 8,16868 : 2,23819 : 89,6977 : 6,87097 : 0,725247 : 1385,23 : 45,1977 : 2,52565 : 0,591354 
NOVEMBER : 20.09.84- c 254/84 : 45,2559 : 8,11964 : 2,24338 : 87,7392 : 6,88618 : 0,722886 : 1383,88 : 45,2559 : 2,52825 : 0,586724 
DECEMBER : 19.10.84- c 281/84 : 45,1008 : 8,04437 : 2,22778 : 91,5826 : 6,83454 : 0,718583 : 1379,55 : 45,1008 : 2,51125 : 0,605958 

2) Avera&e rates 

Average 
rate 
in ECU 

:Total exp. in N.C. 
:---------------------: 45,5825 : 8,16615 : 2,24323 : 86,8137 : 6,88158 : 0,726883 : 1379,35 : 45,5854 : 2,52625 : 0,583969 
:Total exP. in ECU 

~ 

"', 

9} 



ANNEX 18 

EXCHANGE DIFFERENCES - 1984 (1) 

ECU 
======================================================================================================== 

Member : Guarantee : Guarantee premiums : Guidance premiums 
State : (without premiums) : (60 f.) (2) : (40 f.) (2) 

:---------------------------:------------------------:------------------------:------------------------: 
Belgium : + 5.032,51 : + 5.429,42 : + 3.619,62 
Denmark : - 49.151,25 : + 22,72 : + 15,14 
Germany : + 155.551,59 : + 79.907,39 : + 53.271,60 
Greece : - 1. 705.454,83 
France : - 693.531,70 : - 4.793,31 : - 3.195,51 
Ireland : - 70.690,00 : + 876,12 : + 584,08 
Italy : + 1.608.317,33 
Luxembourg : + 5.675,05 : + 358,64 : + 239,09 : 
Netherlands : - 157.642,08 : + 9.103,94 : + 6.069,27 . 
united Kingdom : + 241.076,95 : + 2.084,42 : + 1.390,20 

:---------------------------:------------------------:------------------------:------------------------: 
EEC Total 660.816,43 + 92.989,34 + 61.993,49 

======================================================================================================== 
(1) For each Member state there is a difference between the balance at the end of each month as 

converted into ECU at that month's rate and the same balance as converted into ECU at the 
following month's rate. This table shows the total exchange differences recorded for each Member 
state for the ~ole of 1984. 

(2) Milk non-marketing and dairy herd conversion premiums (Regulation (EEC) No 1078/77). 

qy 

I 

-p. 

--t) 
~-



Schemes 

Year 

unti I 1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

1984 

TOTAL 

ANNEX 19 

Amounts withheld from production and consumption aids to olive oil 
and fibre flax, and utilization 

Schemes related to olive oil 
consumption (Art. 11(6), 
Reg. 136/66/EEC) 
Information and promotion schemes 

Withheld Uti I ization 

314.321,72 

3.098.684,29 186.053,42 

2.628.132,96 228.892,06 

6.366.494,90 2.637.599,46 

116.715,02 178.195,52 

- 144.846,62 (I) 4.242.538,35 (2) 

12.379.502,27 7.473.278,81 

Schemes related to olive oil 
production 
(Art. 5(2) and (4), Reg •. 136/66/EEC) 
Establishment of olive cultivation 
register 

Withheld Uti I ization 

11.596.900,13 154.567,06 

1.913.434,17 

2.478.730,34 10.217.221,94 

2.790.623,28 2.533.410,95 

7.269.735,60 10.560.376,47 

15.922.254,88 16.652.197,17 

41.971.678,40 40.117.773,59 

Specific schemes concerning 
fibre flax (Art. 2, 
Reg. (EEC) No 1308/70 
Information and promotion schemes 

Withheld Uti I ization 

289.247,16 

637.358,41 537.151,-

949.837,70 996.896,74 

1.218.397,26 244.931,36 

1.153.946,30 1.200.000,- (2) 

4.248.786,83 2.978.979,10 

(I) The amount is negative because of securities forfeited on quantities Imported from non-member countries. 
(2) Cornnitments. 

t, 

~ 
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EAGGF GUARANTEE SECTION - 1984 

IRREGULARITES REPORTED AND AMOUNTS RECOVERED R = Refunds 
Amounts in ECU I = Interventions 

BELGIUM : DENMARK : GER!!ANY : GREECE : FRANCE : IRELAND : ITALY :LUXEMBOURG :NETHERLANDS : UTD. KINGDOM: EEC TOTAL 
SECTOR : : : : 

A* B* A* B* A* B* A* B* A* B* A* B* :A* B* : A* B* A* B* : A* B* : A* B* 
R 16:1.118.797: 2 : 2.087 : 4 : 35.810: 22: 1.156.694: 

:CEREALS I : : 10: 49.221: : : : : : : : : 10: 49.221: 
: TOT: : 26:1.168.018: : 2 2.087 : : : : 4 : 35.810: : 32: 1.205.915: 
:MILK AND R : : : : : : : : : : : 
:KILK I : 1 : 3.684 : : 16: 265.064: : : : : : : : : 17: 268.748: 
: PRODUCTSTOT: 1 : 3.684 : : 16: 265.064: : : : : : 17: 268.748: 

R : 1 : 96 .100 : 4: 23.691 : 1: 678.270: : 6: 798.061: 
:PIGMEAT I : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
: TOT: 1 : 96.100 4: 23.691 : 1: 678.270: : : : : : : : : : : 6: 798.061: 
:BEEF/ R : 2 : 8.075 2: 12.388 : 2: 734.950: 1: ? : : : : 1 15.866: 3 : 29.064 : 11: 800.343: 
:WAL I : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
: TOT: 2 : 8.075 2: 12.388 : 2: 734.950: : : 1: ? : : : : 1 : 15.866: 3 29.064 11: 800.343: 
:OILS AND R : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
:FATS I : : : : : : : : : : 1: 410.909: : : : 1: l10. 909: 
: TOT: : : : : : : : : : : : 1: 410.909: : : : : : : 1: 410.909: 
:FRUITS R : : : : : : : : : : : : 
:& VEGE- I : : : : : z: 89.544: :12:1.383.287: : : : : 14: 1.472.831: 
:TABLES TOT: : : : : 2: 89.544: : : : : : :12:1.383.287: : : : : : : 14: 1.472.831: 
:SHEEP- R : 
:MEAT I : 

!Q!!. 
R : 

:SUGAR I : : : : : 2: 4.967: : : : : : : : : : : : : 2: 4.967: 
: TOT: : : : : 2: 4.967: : : : : : : : : : : : : : 2: 4.967: 
:NOll- R: : : 2: 9.135 : 5: 14.886: : : : : : : : : : : : : : 7: 24 .021~ ~ 
: Aliii1!X II I : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
: PRODUCTSTOT: : : 2: 9.135 : 5: 14.886: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 7: 24.021: 
:OTHER R: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
:SECTORS I : 1 : 2.631 : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 1: 2.631: 

TOT: 1 : 2.631 : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 1: 2.631: 
R : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 

:WINE I : : : : : 15: 291.057: : : : : : : : : : : : : 15: 291.057: 
TOT: : : : : 15: 291.057: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 15: 291.057: 

R : : : : : 1: 28.112: : : : : : : : : : : : : : 1: 28.112: 
:FISHERIES! : : : : : : : : : : : : : 1: ? : : : : : : : 1: ? 

TOT: : : : : 1: 28.112: : : : : : : 1: ? : : : : : : : 2: 28.112: 
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 

:KCA's : 1: 3.601 : : : 3: 98.258: : : 3: 901: 1: 56.911: : : : : 2: 76.503: 8: 300.263: 18: 536.437: 
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 

R : 3:104.175 : 8: 45.214 : 25:2.575.015: : : 3: 2.087: : : : : : : 5: 51.676: 3: 29.064: 47: 2.807.231: 
:TOTAL I : 2: 6.315 : : : 45: 699.853: : : : : : :14:1.794.196: : : : : : : 61: 2.500.364: 
: ---:---:--------:---:--------:---:---------: ---: ---------! ---: -------:---: -------: --:---------:---:-------:---:--------:---: --------:---:----------: 
:M.S. TOT: 6:114.091 : 8: 45.214 : 73:3.373.126: : : 6: 2.988: 1: 56.911:14:1.794.196: : : 7: 128.179: 11: 329.327:126: 5.844.032: 
:OF WHICH : : 
: 1. AMOUIITS 

RECOVEERD: 
OR I!XPBII-: 2: 6.315 : 7: 44.662 : 16: 71.839: : : 1: 2.087: : : 2: 262.725: : : 1: 3.512: 5: 228.858: 34: 619.998: 
DITURE : 
JUSTIFIKD: 

: 2. AMOUIITS : 
BEIIIG : 4:107.776 : 1: 552 : 57:3.301.287: : : 5: 901: 1: 56.911:12:1.531.471: : : 6: 124.667: 6: 100.469: 92: 5.224.034: 
RECOVEERD: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 

: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 

A* • lfumber of eases notified. ~ 
B.,. a Amounts • 1!" 
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I 

:M.S.: 1979 

1 20.108 
B 

ANNEX22 

EAGGF GUARANTEE SECTION 

Irregularities reported concerning the milk non-marketing and dairy herd 
conversion premium (Regulations 1078/77, 1041/78 and 1391/78) 

(Amounts in ECU) 

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 TOTAL MEMBER STATES 

1 20.108 

:----:----:---------:----:---------:----:---------:----:----------:----:----------:----:----------:----:----------------: 
2 : 18.216 : 3 : 20.334 : 38 : 284.104 : 66 : 604.036 :115 : 977.396 :136 :1.017.428 :360 : 2.921.514 

: D : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
1 : 8.013 : 2 : 14.254 : 13 : 119.638 : 22 : 196.920 : 31 : 191.700 : 21 : 91.141 : 90 : 621.666 :(§l 

:----:----:---------:----:---------:----:---------:----:----------:----:----------:----:----------:----:----------------: 
3 : 30.661 : 6 : 53.141 : 20 : 208.203 : 29 : 339.097 : 30 : 338.853 : 22 : 261.196 :110 : 1.231.151 

: DK : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
1 : 10.040 : 4 : 30.761 : 8 : 97.073 : 4 : 23.335 : 4 : 10.479 : 21 : 171.703 

:----:----:---------:----:---------:----:---------:----:----------:----:----------:----:----------:----:----------------: 
24 : 149.944 : 23 : 112.479 : 15 : 121.571 : 46 : 207.160 : 6 : 51.667 : 4 : 27.882 :118 : 670.703 

: FR : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
23 : 148.256 : 14 : 70.718: 8 : 61.801 : 16 : 61.383 : 3 : 30.123 : 2 : 19.252 : 66 : 391.533 

:----:----:---------:----:---------:----:---------:----:----------:----:----------:----:----------:----:----------------: 
14 : 156.965 : 7 : 57.404 : 8 : 183.628 : 29 : 397.997 

: NL : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
1 : 4.258 : 3 : 36.212 : - : - : 4 : 40.470 

:----:----:---------:----:---------:----:---------:----:----------:----:----------:----:----------:----:----------------: 
10 : 47.149 : 27 : 257.274 : 22 : 118.897 : 17 : 101.367 : 43 : 315.335 : 34 : 234.780 :153 : 1.074.802 

: UK: : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
2 : 20.284 : 14 : 100.113 : 6 : 54.082 : 3 : 26.980 : 19 : 111.569 : 20 : 50.164 : 64 : 363.192 

:----:----:---------:----:---------:----:---------:----:----------:----:----------:----:----------:----:----------------: 
40 : 266.078 : 59 : 443.228 : 95 : 732.775 :172 :1.408.625 :201 :1.740.655 :204 :1.724.914 :771 : 6.316.275 

:TO- : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
:TAL : 26 : 176.553 : 31 : 195.125 : 31 : 226.282 : 50 : 386.614 : 60 : 392.954 : 47 : 171.036 :245 : 1.588.564 



FOOD AID 
ANNEX 23 

SUMMARY OF IMPLEMENTATION FOR 1984 
CHAPTER 92 - COMMUNITY FOOD AID 

AppropriatiQml _I!.Vai~l>le : I!L~C'Q : Implementation 
A. Appropriations for 1984 : : C. Commitments 

1. Initial appropriations : 502,100 : 1. Total commitments 
2. Transfers : 2,900 : 2. Automatic carryovers to 1985 

3. Sums lapsed 
:--------------: 

TOTAL X 505,000 
!==============! 

B. Appropriations for 1983 
1. Automatic carryovers from 1983: 216,597 
2. Non-automatic carryovers 

:--------------: 
TOTAL Y 216,597 

:==============: 

TOTAL x = 1 + 3 

D. Payments 
1. Appl. of carryovers from 1983 

a) payments from automatic 
carryovers 

b) payments from non-automatic 
carryovers 

c) lapsed 

TOTAL CARRYOVER FROM 1983 y 

2. Implementation of 1984 
appropriations 
a) payments 

m ECU 

504,932 
7,449 
0,068 

% utilisation 

99,987 
0 
0,013 

:----------------: 
505,000 100 

==================================: 

211' 700 

4,897 
:----------------: 

216,597 30 
:================! 

70 
b) impact of 1976-1979 clearance: 

510,723 
-13,241 

TOTAL AP~ao~atATtONS AVAILABLE (X+Y): 721,597 

c) carryovers to 1985 
- automatic 
- non-automatic 

TOTAL CARRYOVER FROM 1984 to 1985 

3. Appropriations lapsed 
a) out of 1984 allocation 
b) out of 1983 carryovers 

TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS LAPSED 

TOTAL (X + y) 

7,449 

7,449 
:================: 

0,068 
4,897 

:----------------: 
4,966 

!================: 

721,597 100 

'() 
'() 

,,, 



AmiTEX 24 

FOOD AID 

CASH POSITION AT 31 DECEMBER 1984 

Amount-available Advances grarifed':Expenditure declared Financial impact Amount available Adjusted 
at 01.01.1984 from 01.01.1984 to : from 01.01.1984 to of 1976-1979 at 31.12.1984 availability at 

31.12.1984 : 31.12.1984 clearance 31.12.1984 (1) 
a b : c a f-a+b-c-d e 

BELGIUM 
BFR---:-=- 63.623. 721,00m_:_ -ur:74D.lJOO.OOO,OO : 1.697~655.387 ,00 : - 17.262.462,00 : 1.983.354,00 : 1.983.354,00 

ECU ; - 1.382.592L3]_; ~8.172.338,70 ; 3_7.139.084,73 __ ; ~ 381.441,13 ; 32.102,73 ; 44.Q.58,87 
DKR: 123:!>6<r,7T_:__ 31.858.000;oo_:_ 31.734.156,50--: 72.871.188,00 : 72.871.461,73 : 72.871.461,73 

DENMARK 
ECU : -

. . . . . 
15.140,63_; 3.89~_.04_]..,_9_9_;_ 3.867.790,93 __ ;- 8.974 682,13; 8.989.792,56 ; 9.030.200,65 

DH--:- 17,54: 43'r.DOO.OOO,OO: 43-6:-317.574,79 :- 7.567.982,27: 10.850.425,02: 10.850:425;02 
GERMANY . . . . . . . . . . 

ECU : 7,74 : 196.02,2.509,74 : 194.648.920,89 : - 3.373.473.18 : 4.747.069,77 : 4.860.169,23 
DR : 4~43T:304-;00 : 0 -- ----: --- ---:- : 4.437.304,00 : 4.437.304,00 

GREECE . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
ECU: 54.709,53: Q_ : 0 : 0 : 54.709,53: 48.136,86 

FRANCE 
FF : --JT.D30.835,5r:--I.n3.3oo.ooo,oo: r:182.o67.o9o,o5 -:-- 3.053.346,65: 11.917.092,17: n.917.(}1}T,TI .. . . . . . 
ECU ; 11.268. 712,;3.Li _ 161.882.662,00 ! _171.930.260,38 __ -~-- 443.402,10 ! 1.664.516,08 ! 1. 739.777,36 

IRELA.ND 
IRL: 3.464.273,14: 21.93o.-uoo;oo·:- 22.960.915,13 : 3.847,19: 2.437.2o5,2o: 2.437.2o5,2o . . . . . . 
ECU; 4.762.031,48; 30.122_~22_4,25; 31.559.344,74 ; - 5.321,99; 3.330.232,98! 3.390.436,63 
LIT : 2 :98-D-351. 613, Q{}Tb6. 015. ooo. 000,00 : 63~314. 521. 254, oo : 144.011.006, oo : 5. 602.819.353, oo : 5. 602.819.353, oo 

ITALY . . . . . . 
ECU! 2.177.418,77! 47.861_,.596,71! 45.836.084,80 ! 104.063,22! 4.098.867,46! 4.037.020,56 

LUXEMBOURG 
LFR : -- -60-; 792,00 : 44.060.000,00-: --- 44.116.241,00 :--- 9.427,00 : 4. 696,00 : 4. 696 ,Oo 

• . • • • • (2) 
ECU ! 1.324,97 ; 96~~_3_7_,_6_.3_; 970.173,25 ! 208,30 ; - 518,95 ! - 104,32 

NETHERLANDS 
HF1:----:--= 1.088:-867;24 :-----~ID~O.OOO,OO: --119.903.581,91 :- -413.666,29:- u-4.168.782,86:- 4.168.78Iis-6 

• . • • • • l2) 
ECU ; - 429.150,83 ! 46.118.281,52 ; 47.462.465,09 ; - 163.617,64 ! - 1.609.716,76 ! - 1.655.395,65 
UKL : ··r-:275-:-930,13 : 29.400.000,00 :---29.945.244,69 __ :___ 1.886,21 : 732.511,65 : 732.571,65 

UNITED KINGDOM : : : : : : 
ECU: 2.244.305,17 : 50.468.572,05 : 51.302.535,00 : - 3.214,82 : 1.413.557,04 : 1.225.757,72 

TOTAL EEC . . . . . . . . . . 

(1) 
(2) 

ECU 18.681.626,19 : 575.514_._?64_,59 : 584.716.659,81 : - 13.240.881,47 : 22.720.612,44 : 22. 720._057,91 

Based on conversion rate valid for advance payments in January 1985 (rate of 20 November 1984). 
The negative balances correspond to payments made by the Kember states concerned in December 1984 using funds advanced 
to them in December 1984 to cover expenditure in January 1985. This is compatible with the carryover of appropriations 
from 1984 to 1985. 

8 
~ 
c 
0 



FOOD AID 

ANNEX 25 

EXPENDITURE DECLARED BY THE MEMBER STATES 

IN ECU 
Member : Cereals : : Milk : :Various products: 
state : and rice : 'X. : products : 'X. : and other : 'X. : Totals : 'X. 

: : : : : e!2enditure ~1}: 
: : : : : : : : 

Belgium : 1.292.657,56 : 0,5 : 34.786.185,35 : 12,2 : 1.060.241,80 : 2,2 : 37.139.084,71 : 6,3 
Denmark : - : 0 : 3.839.544,60 : 1,4 : 28.246,33 : 0,1 : 3.867.790,93 : o, 7 
Germany : 58.780.697,23 : 23,4 : 125.125.720,70 : 43,9 : 10.742.502,97 : 22,1 : 194.648.920,90 : 33,3 
Greece : - : 0 : - : 0 : - : 0 : - : 0 
France : 126.405.193,10 : 50,3 : 20.923.082,96 : 7,3 : 24.601.984,31 : 50,5 : 171.930.260,37 : 29,4 
Ireland : - : 0 : 30.911.654,72 : 10,9 : 647.690,03 : 1,3 : 31.559.344,75 : 5,4 
Italy : 39.807.144,16 : 15,9 : - : 0 : 6.028.940,66 : 12,4 : 45.836.084,82 : 7,8 
Luxembourg : - : 0 : 955.194,61 : 0,3 : 14.978,64 : - : 970.173,25 : 0,2 : ..... 

9 
Netherlands : 4.492.268,40 : 1,8 : 41.304.196,29 : 14,5 : 1.666.000,39 : 3,4 : 47.462.465,08 : 8,1 
United Kingdom : 20.423.796,55 : 8,1 : 26.972.815,57 : 9,5 : 3.905.922,88 : 8,0 : 51.302.535,00 : 8,8 

: : : : : : : : 
: : : : : : : : 

251.201.757,00: 100,0: 284.818.394,80: 100,0: 48.696.508,01: 100,0 : 584.716.659,81 : 100,0 
: : : : : : : 
: : : : : : : 

43,0 : : 48,7 : : 8,3 : : 100,0 
: 

(1) Including transport costs for products delivered beyond FOB stage. 

' I 



FOOD AID 
ABIIEX ~ 

BUDGET APPROPRI ATIO!IS, 1984 

A. - 1984 APPR OPRIATIO!IS in ECU - position at 31.12.1984 

Amounts available : Approps. not: Expenditure : Financial : : : Automatic 
Entered : : Total : conuuitted : declared by impact of : Commission : Total : carryovet.·s 

:Chap. :Art.:Item Prog;ranunes : in Transfers : (Approps. : and lapsed : Kember States clearance : Expenditure : Expenditure (Art. 6(l)(c) 
1984 budset : : committed) : : : : : : of F.R. 

a : b : c : d : e : f : : h : i 
: : : : : : : 

92 : : Food aid 
:920 : : CEREALS 

: 9200 : prior programmes : p.m. : 114.903.009,87 : 114.903.009,87 : : 98.283.494,68 :- 4.229.587,18 :20.849.102,37 :114.903.009,87 
:9201 : 1984 : 113.900.000 : - 31.078.588,35 : 82.821.411,65 : : 80.029.422,39 : - : 2.791.989,26 : 82.821.411,65 
:9202 : Rice, prior progr. : p.m. : 19.474.409,75 : 19.474.409,75 : : 17.422.409,75 : - : 2.052.000,00 : 19.474.409,75 
:9203 : rice 1984 : 35.800.000 : 28.104.651,67 : 7.695.348,33 : : 7.695.348,33 : : - : 7.695.348,33 
:9204 : SUpplementary aid : : : : : : : 
: : CEREALS : 31.400.000 : - 3.336. 724,59 : 28.063.275,41 : : 25.765.062,17 : - : 2.298.213,24 : 28.063.275,41 
: : : : : : : : : : 

:921 : : MILK PRODUCTS 
:9210 : milk powder, 
: : prior programmes .. p.m. : 59 .125 .104. 82 : 59.125.104.82 : 68.122.124,36 :- 8.997.019,54 : - : 59.125.104,82 
: 9211 : milk powder 1984 : 129.000.000: -112.592.277,96 : 16.407.722,04 : : 16.407.722,04 : - : - : 16.407.722,04 
:9212 : butteroil, : : : : : : : 
: : prior programmes : p.m. : 75.472.566,33: 75.472.566,33 :, : 75.486.841,08 :- 14.274,75 : - : 75.472.566,33 
:9213 : butteroil 1984 : 85.000.000: - 74.198.013,49: 10.801.986,51 : : 10.801.986,51 : - : - : 10.801.986,51 - ;fa : : : : : : : : : : : 

:922 : : SUGAR : : : : : : : : :I 
:9220 : Prior programmes : p.m. - : : : - : : - : -
:9221 : SU&ar U!IRWA 1984 : 3.000.000 - 2. 706.172,12 : 293.827,88: : - : : 293. 827. 88 : 293.827,88 
:9222 : : p.m. : - : 
: : : : : 

:923 : : VEGETABLE OIL : 13.000.000 5.645.109,75: 7.354.890,25 : : - : : 3.979.487,75: 3.979.487,75 : 3. 375.402,50 
: : : : : : : : : 

:924 : : Ort!ER PRODUCTS : 23.000.000 - 11.313.552,84 : 11.686.447,16 : : - : : 8.650.570,40 : 8.650.570,40 : 3. 035 . 8 76 • 76 
: : : : : : : : : : 

:925 : : TRA!ISPORT COSTS : : : : : : : : 
: 9250 : Prior programnes : p.m. : 17.171.382,31: 17.171.382,31 : : 15.879.982,01 : : 753.558,05 : 16.633.540,06 : 537.842,25 
:9251 : 1984 : 66.000.000: - 17.171.382,31: 48.828.617,69 : : 19.302.679,04 : :29.525.938,65 : 48.828.617,69 
: : : : : : : 

:926 : : EEC UtiWRA : : : : 
: COIIVEHTIOII : p.m. : 4.000.000,00 : 4.000.000,00 : : - : : 4.000.000,00: 4.000.000,00 
: : : 

:927 : : Ort!ER FOOD AID 
: : EXPEIIDITURE 
:9270 : Exceptional measures : 800.000 : 500.000,00 : 231.700,00: 68.300,00 : - : : 224.919,27 : 224.919,27 : 6.780,73 
:9271 : Control measures : 1.200.000 : 600.000,00 : 600.000,00 : : : : 106.680,51 : 106.680,51 : 493.319,49 
: : : : : : : : 
: : : : : : : : : 

:929 : : REPLACEMENT : p.m. 
PROJECTS : 

: : : : : : : : 
: : : : : : 

TOTAL : 502.100.000 : 2.900.000,00 504.931.700,00 : 68.300,00 :435.197.072,36 :-13.240.881,47 :75.526.287,38 :497.482.478,27 : 7.449.221,73 
: 1 : 

( 1) Transfers : to Article 926 4.000.000 
from Article 927 - 500.000 
from A.t.~icle 9271 - 600.000 

2.900.000 



ANNEX 27 
FOOD AID 

BUDGET APPROPRIATIONS (ECU) : position at 31 December 1984 

B. - APPROPRIATIONS CARRIED OVER FROM 1983 

Amounts 
available : Expenditure : Expenditure : Total : Lapsed 

:chap. : Art. : Item : Programme : 1983 approps. : declared by : by : Expenditure : Appropriations: 
carried over : Member States : Commision 

to 1984 : : 
a : b : c : d : e : f = b - e 

92 : : : Food aid 
920 : : CEREALS 

9203 : Rice 1983 : 4.006.019,68 : 4.006.019,68 : - : 4.006.019,68 
9204 : Supplementary aid in 

cereals : 18.000.000,00 : 18.000.000,00 : : 18.000.000,00 
: : : : : : 

921 : : MILK PRODUCTS 
9211 : milk powder 1983 : 86.397.329,52 : 86.388.250,07 : 9.079,45 : 86.397.329,52 
9212 : Prior programme 

(butteroil) : 5.881.693,20 : 5.881.693,20 : - : 5.881.693,20 
9213 : Butteroil 1983 : 21.729.777,55 : 21.729.777,54 : - : 21.729.777,54 : 0,01 ':..... 

:a 
922 : SUGAR 

VI 
: : : : : : : 

9221 : Sugar 1983 : 1.486.702,17: - : 845.781,98 : 845.781,98: 640.920,19 
: : : : : 

923 : : VEGETABLE OIL : 2.579.270,70 : - : 2.579.270,70 : 2.579.270,70 
: : : 

924 : : OTHER PRODUCTS : 18.605.000,00 : - : 15.833.641,83 : 15.833.641,83 : 2. 771.358,17 
: : : : : 

·: : 925 : : TRANSPORT COSTS 
9250 : prior programmes : 9.685.050,89 : 1.939.262,03 : 6.809.462,18 : 8.748.724,21 : 936.326,68 
9251 : programme 1983 : 46.534.664,91 : 11.574.584,93 : 34.960.079,98 : 46.534.664,91 

: : : : : : 
927 

9270 : Exceptional measures : 596.596,35 : - : 77.281,01 : 77.281,01 : 519.315,34 
9271 : Control measures : 594.637,28 : - : 565.655,23 : 565.655,23 : 28.982,05 

: : : : : 
929 : : Replacement projects : 500.000,00 : - : 500.000,00 : 500.000,00 

:------:--------:---------:-------------------------:---------------:---------------:---------------:---------------:---------------: 
TOTAL :216.596.742,25 :149.519.587,45 : 62.180.252,36 :211.699.839,81 : 4.896.902,44 

I l 



ANNEX 28 

FOOD AID 

APPROPRIATIONS CQMIII TTED AND EXPENDITURE CARR I ED OUT, 1984 

CECU) 

Total budget : Appropriations : Expenditure :Financial Impact: Expenditure : Total : Appropriations : Appropriations 
Food aid : funds : carmltted : declared by : of 1976-1979 : by : Expenditure : carried over : lapsed 

available : (I) : Member States : clearance : Camllsslon 
a : b : c : d : e : f : g-d+e+f: h=c-g-

: : : : : : : 
Cereals and rice : 203.106.019,68: 274.963.474,69: 251.201.757,00:-4.229.587,18: 27.991.304,87: 274.963.474,69 

: : : : 
Milk products : 328.008.800,27 : 275.816.179,97: 284.818.394,80:-9.011.294,29: 9.079,45: 275.816.179,96: - : 0,01 

: : : : : : : 
Sugar : 4.486. 702, 17 : I. 780.530,05 : - : - : 1.139.609,86 : 1.139.609,86: - : 640.920,19 

: : : .... 
other products 57.184.270,70: 40.225.608, II : 31.042.970,68 : 31 .042.970,68 : 6.411.279,26 : 2.771.358,17 0 

: - : - : : J!'-

: : : : : : : : 
Transport costs : 122.219.715,80 : 122.219.715,80 : 48.696.508,01 : - : 72.049.038,86 : 120.745.546,87 : 537.842,25 : 936.326,68 

: : : : : : : : 
Exceptional 
measures and : 2.091.233,63 : 2.022.933,63 : - : - : 974.536,02 : 974.536,02 : 500.100,22 : 616.597,39 
control measures 

Rep I acement 
projects : 500.000,00 : 500.000,00 : - : - : 500.000,00 : 500.000,00 

: : : : : : 
EEC-UNWRA 
Convention : 4.000.000,00 : 4.000.000,00 : - : - l 4.000.000,00 : 4.000.000,00 

: : : : 

: : : : 
TOTAL : 721.596.742,25: 721.528.442,25: 584.716.659,81 : -13.240.881,47: 137.706.539,74: 709.182.318,08: 7 .449.221, 73 : 4.965.202,44 

(I) The difference between appropriations committed and total budget funds available Is due to lapsed appropriations for 1984. (See annex 26, column d) 



FOOD AID 
ANNEX 29 

APPROPRIATIONS AND THEIR IMPLEMENTATION SINCE 1972 

(Food aid Chapter) (m ECU) 

cereals and rice : Milk products : Sugar : Other products : Transport and : total 
Year : : : : other e~enditure :Approps. 

AJ2J2rOJ2. : EXPend. : AJ2J2rOJ2. : E~end. : AJ2J2rOJ2. : E~end. : AJ2J2rOJ2. : E~end. : AJ2J2rOJ2. : E~end. : {12 
: : : : : : : : : : 

1972 : 65,3 : 23,8 : - : - : - : - : 2,- : - : - : - : 67,3 
1973 : 61,1 : 77,4 : - : 23,3 : - : 2,4 : - : 1,5 : - : - : 61,1 
1974 : 113,- : 105,6 : 15,- : 0,7 : 2,- : - : - : - : 5,- : - : 135,-
1975 : 116,3 : 125,- : 106,4 : 63,5 : 2,3 : 2,4 : 1,- : - : - : - : 226,-
1976 : 103,6 : 44,3 : 182,7 : 64,7 : 2,3 : 2,3 : 1,- : - : - : 4,2 : 289,6 
1977 : 87,2 : 97,- : 88,5 : 78,4 : 1,7 : 1,9 : 1,- : - : - : 0,1 : 178,4 
1978 : 88,8 : 114,3 : 132,4 : 120,- : 1,5 : 1,4 : - : - : 1,- : 0,1 : 223,7 
1979 : 100,9 : 88,4 : 184,5 : 169,9 : 1,5 : 0,3 : - : 0,3 : 0,5 : 0,2 : 287,4 
1980 : 116,2 : 108,9 : 212,2 : 180,7 : 1,8 : 3,5 : - : 9,7 : 59,7 : 11,- : 389,9 
1981 : 121,1 : 167,4 : 274,5 : 356,8 : 1,9 : 4,6 : 40,- : 9,7 : 67,7 : 62,4 : 505,2 
1982 (2) : 144,4 : 172,8 : 263,0 : 267,5 : 2,8 : 2,3 : 10,- : 27,4 : 77,9 : 66,9 : 498,1 
1983 (3) : 168,- : 143,5 : 281,7 : 167,5 : 3,7 : 1,4 : 27,- : 8,9 : 71,1 : 43,2 : 551,5 
1984 : 181,1 : 275,- : 214,.- : 275,8 : 3,- : 1,2 : 36,- : 31,- : 68,- : 126,2 : 505,-

(1) Appropriations for the financial year, including, where appropriate, amending budgets and transfers from other chapters, 
but excluding carry-overs from previous years. 
source : General budgets of the communities and EAGGF Financial Reports. 

(2) ~of 16 m ECU was transferred to Item 9260 for the implementation of the UNRWA education programme. 
(3) A sum of 16 m ECU was transferred to Item 9590 for the implementation of the UNRWA education programme. 

. .. 

·~J 

: total 
: expen-
: diture 
: 
: 23,8 
: 104,6 
: 106,3 
: 190,9 
: 115,5 
: 177,4 
: 235,8 
: 251),1 
: 313,8 
: 600,9 
: 536,9 
: 364,5 
: 709,2 

~: 

6i 
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